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Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area. In carrying out its responsibilities as a 
public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its community 
on a continuing basis. A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs programs 
and broadcasts on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-
community projects. Our most significant programming, which has dealt with current community 

issues during the preceding three-month period, is set forth below.



Specific Treatment of Community Issues

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of 
the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, ranging in length of 45 seconds 

or more address community issues.

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in length of 45 
seconds or more address community issues.



COMMUNITY ISSUES

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the rest of the country 
and the world. Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were included in our newscast this quarter. 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their specific and special 
needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for the public 
and private organizations to contribute money, time, and services to important issues, organizations, and 
causes within their community. As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know 
about important causes that are worthy of public support. 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents. Continuing growth keeps our 
employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses 
leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather concerns 
for residences and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and 
concern for our viewing audience. 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various school districts, 
higher education facilities, and communities. 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in newscasts to keep 
viewers informed of the latest in Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc. 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public awareness of certain 
public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our responsibility to help ensure that a 
message is disseminated. 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can affect them. 



Description of Programs Providing Most
Significant Treatment of Community Issues

Program Day  Time 

Eyewitness News This Morning Sun – F 7:00-9:00am 
This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 
related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm M-F  4:00-4:30pm 
This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 
related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm M-F  9:00-9:30pm 
This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 
related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 45 seconds in duration, unless herwise 
noted. 

The Brett & Sierra Show M-F 4:30-5:00pm repeats 
1:30am 
This is a locally produced show hosted by Brett Harris and Sierra Scott who highlight local events, 
entertainment, shopping, dining, arts and fun things to do with family and friends in Wichita and across 
Kansas. 

The Catch it Kansas Show Fridays August - May 11:00pm 
This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School 
level. 

Eyewitness News at 10:00 Mon-Sun 1:00am – 1:30am Rebroadcast 
KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH. This is a locally produced 
live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 
responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

AG am in Kansas Monday-Friday 6:00-6:30pm 
AG am in Kansas is a locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of Kansas. At 
AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places and things 
relating to Agriculture in Kansas. The show is produced in coordination with Kansas State University's 
Research and the Extension Department. 

Ag Day Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 
Ag Day is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 
agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

Face The Nation Page 2 Sunday 10:00am 
The second half hour of the weekly CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 
issues. 



Kansas Ag Report Saturdays  6:00am 
Regionally produced program focusing on Kansas Agriculture. 

Public Service All Days  Any times 
KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 
broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.
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CRIME

7/2/16 9pm

New court documents show more information about why a salina day care provider was arrested in June. 
Officers discovered a bruise on the girls’ neck after responding to an apartment complex to investigate 
reports of child abuse. The four year old also called Knipp a quote 'mean girl' but the story from Knipp is 
much different. she says the girl tripped over a stool after an argument over the girls nightgown she also 
told police that she caught the toddler as she was falling backwards Knipp denies any wrong doing... she's 
scheduled to be in court again on July 18th.

7/3/16 7am

New court documents show more information about why a salina day care provider who was arrested in 
June. According to documents obtained by our news partners at the salina journal, a four year old 
indicated Christy Knipp choked her and forced her mouth open. Officers discovered a bruise on the girls’ 
neck after responding to an apartment complex to investigate reports of child abuse. The four year old 
also called Knipp a quote 'mean girl' but the story from Knipp is much different. She says the girl tripped 
over a stool after an argument over the girl’s nightgown. She also told police that she caught the toddler 
as she was falling backwards. Knipp denies any wrong doing... she's scheduled to be in court again on 
July 18th.

7/4/16 7am

Salina Police want your help to find this man following a stabbing Saturday morning. Police say John 
Brown is responsible for cutting one man on his hand - and stabbing another in the torso. Then were taken 
to Salina Regional Health Center. Salina Police issued a warrant for Brown on aggravated battery and 
attempted first degree murder charges. Brown is considered armed and dangerous. If you see him, you're 
asked to call police.

7/5/16 4pm

Police in Italy have now detained a suspect in the death of an American college student overseas. Beau 
Solomon was found dead in the Tiber River in Rome yesterday. Now a 40 year old homeless man is in 
police custody. Police say he was seriously implicated in Solomon’s murder. Investigators say the19 year 
old university of Wisconsin student had just arrived in Rome for a study abroad program last week. His 
roommate alerted officials Friday morning when he didn't show up for orientation. His body was 
discovered just a few miles from the bar he and a group of students visited Thursday night. According to 
the Italian news agency, preliminary autopsy results indicate Solomon suffered injuries consistent with a 
fall. They believe his body was in the water for several days. Police are looking at surveillance video and 
interviewing witnesses who last saw him alive.

7/6/16 8am



Authorities in Butler and Cowley Counties want your help to find this man. The Cowley County Sheriff's 
Office says Trevor Long escaped police custody twice Friday while being transported by a part-time 
prisoner transportation officer. The sheriff's office says Long was picked up from the Butler County Jail 
where he was booked on a probation violation for a child abuse charge. Authorities say Long told the 
driver he was getting sick. When the driver let him out of the vehicle, Long took off. The officer was able 
to catch long, and get him back into the van - because the officer agreed to let him say good-bye to a 
family member at a gas station in Augusta. The sheriff's office says the driver let Long out of the van at 
the gas station and he took off again. If you see him - call police.

7/7/16 7am

A man and woman were killed... in a shooting in southeast Wichita. Police say it appears the man who 
was killed, may have been the shooter. Officers say there appeared to have been an argument inside of 
this apartment complex on south rock road. As the argument escalated, shots were fired inside and outside 
of the apartment building. Police say the man was the woman's ex-boyfriend. They say she was at his 
apartment to return some things after their break-up.

7/8/16 4pm

*I was screaming run, run, run active shooter active shooter.*SIRENS* GET BACK*> police 
department's across the country are on high alert today last night police in Dallas were ambushed in a 
deadly attack at a "black lives matter" protest 12 police officers... And two civilians shot by a sniper... 
Five of those officers have died... It was the deadliest day for police since 9-11. Melissa Scheffler is at the 
breaking news desk with... New information about the man investigators say carried out the deadly attack.

7/9/16 9pm

Police in Missouri are looking for witnesses after a police officer was shot outside Saint Louis Friday. A 
Saint Louis County Prosecutor says the officer was "ambushed" during a traffic stop in the Saint Louis 
suburb of Ballwin ... And shot at least once from behind.  The officer is in critical condition now. 
Investigators believe several people were "driving or running" nearby when the shooting happened. Thirty 
one year old Antonio Taylor was arrested in connection to the shooting ... He's charged with assault of a 
police officer, armed criminal action and being a felon in possession of a firearm.

7/10/16 9pm

An Atchison middle school teacher is asked to resign from his position with the Kansas Democratic Party 
... After being charged with sex crimes. The Atchison County Sheriff tells K-C-T-V, Robert Bulk was 
arrested on charges involving electronic solicitation of a child and sexual exploitation of a 14-year-old 
boy. He also faces drug charges. Bulk is a teacher at Atchison Middle School ... He is also the co-chair of 
the Atchison County Democratic Party. The party issued a statement today ... Calling for his resignation 
until the matter is resolved in court.



7/11/16 7am

An Atchison middle school teacher is asked to resign from his position with the Kansas Democratic Party 
... After he's charged with sex crimes. The Atchison County Sheriff tells K-C-T-V, Robert Bulk...the co-
chair of the Atchison County Democratic Party, was arrested on charges involving electronic solicitation 
of a child and sexual exploitation of a 14-year-old boy. He also faces drug charges. The party issued a 
statement ... Calling for his resignation until the matter is resolved in court.

7/12/16 7am

New video into our newsroom this morning... Of the aftermath of a suicide car bomb that exploded at an 
outdoor market. This was in a Shiite-dominated northeastern district of Baghdad. Officials say at least 11 
people have been killed and 32 wounded. Several cars were also damaged. No group immediately 
claimed responsibility for the attack, but it is believed to be the work of Isis. This comes after two large-
scale attacks claimed by Isis that killed more than 300 people last week. Just yesterday, the United States 
defense secretary ash carter visited Baghdad and said Washington will send 560 more troops to Iraq to 
help battle Isis.

7/13/16 4pm

Police blocked protestors here in Wichita from making it onto I-135... but a similar protest shut down a 
major highway in Minnesota this morning. Dozens of people linked arms creating a human barricade to 
block the southbound INTERSTATE 35-W during rush hour traffic. Frustrated drivers had to be rerouted 
around the protest before state troopers moved in, arrested the protestors and loaded them onto buses. 
They say are protesting police brutality, including the fatal shooting of Philando Castile. Castile was shot 
by a suburban St. Paul officer during a traffic stop last week.

7/14/16 7am

Officers from the Wichita police department are in Dallas to remember the officers killed last week while 
protecting a "black lives matter protest." THE GROUP attended senior corporal Lorne Ahrens' funeral 
yesterday. Eyewitness news traveled with them to Dallas. <32:56 it's heartbreaking. But you know just 
looking at everything everyone's left behind it's really nice and it's touching to know that so many people 
do care.> additional memorial services are planned for later this week.

7/15/16 8am

A shooting in east Wichita. The 15 hundred block of south Goebol circle, near harry and Webb this is a 
picture of the scene that she has on twitter... At least one person is dead. Another is hurt. Amanda jaeger 
is on the way to that scene, we'll get to her for more information once she gets on the scene.

7/16/16 9pm



New now...  A 39-year-old man is in a Wichita hospital tonight, after he was shot while trying to 
burglarize a home in great bend, according to police. The great bend police department says officers were 
called to a home Friday night where two men lived. Police say one man heard a noise outside, and walked 
around the house to investigate... when he came back he found a man who was apparently burglarizing 
the house wrestling the other man who lives there. That’s when he shot the burglary suspect, who was 
taken to a Wichita hospital in serious condition, according to police. The case is still under investigation.

7/17/16 7am

Also in Georgia... deputies in Cherokee county shoot a man they say stole a patrol car. Investigators have 
not released much information about the incident... but, did say the man was being questioned last night 
about a crime that was committed in a different jurisdiction...then all of a sudden they say the man 
jumped in the cruiser and took off. <sot verbatim: "Bartow County Sheriff's Department was investigating 
that incident. During that period of time, a suspect stole one of their patrol cars." > The suspect led police 
on a chase before he was shot by deputies. He was taken to the hospital, but there's no word on his 
condition. There's an investigations into what happened.

7/18/16 8am

A city is in mourning this morning... after 2 police officers and a sheriff's deputy are shot and killed in 
Baton Rouge Louisiana. Three additional officers were hurt. Investigators say Gavin Long... a decorated 
ex-Marine... was quote "certainly seeking out police." <(Carl Dabadie) "We are mourning right now 
anytime you lose an officer or three officers one day in one time is just traumatic not  only for all our 
officers but with this community. We are a community that has been hurting for the past two weeks and 
this didn't help. This is not helping.> long was killed in the shootout with police. The shooting comes less 
than 2 weeks after the officer involved shooting death of Alton Sterling.

7/19/16 7am

<they had to tie me down for a while cause I wouldn't stop freaking out.> Kaitlyn Shelton woke up in a 
hospital IN Gladstone, Missouri with cuts, bruises, and tire marks all over her body.  The pregnant 18 
year old was walking around with friends Friday night playing Pokémon go when they say a van *flew 
by.  Kaitlyn's sister screamed at the driver to slow down - that's when eyewitnesses say the driver 
reversed, running over Kaitlyn. She was knocked unconscious and rushed to the hospital for an 
emergency c - section. Her baby was born healthy and Kaitlyn is expected to recover. Police are searching 
for the driver of the van.

7/20/16 7am

Akeam Ashford talked to eyewitnesses at the crime scene. One man lives nearby AND says he heard 
multiple gun shots. He says he told his mother to get on the floor. He didn't want his face on camera, but 
he told our crews what he saw next. <sot verbatim: i was looking at television, i went up and looked out 
the window and i saw an officers car in the street, the door was open and i saw the window had been shot 
out, then i looked over in the car and i seen him kind of slumped over in the seat. > The Kansas City, 



Kansas police department is set to brief the media this morning at 10-30. Akeam will be there. We will 
stream it live on our website.

7/21/16 7am

A vigil in Kansas City honors Captain Robert "Dave" Melton. The Kansas City Kansas police officer was 
killed Tuesday afternoon - in the line of duty. Hundreds paid their respects last night in front of city hall. 
Investigators say a random act of violence cost Melton his life. Melton served in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
His colleagues say he lead by example. <sot verbatim: sot Terry Ziegler chief of police just a big lovable 
guy. Hard exterior, but soft on the inside, and well respected throughout our organization and in the 
community. > Melton’s funeral will be Saturday.

7/22/16 7am

The Wyandotte county district attorney says Jamaal Lewis and Daqon Sipple are responsible for a Kansas 
City Kansas police captain's death. Lewis is charged with capital murder of a police officer and 
aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. Prosecutors say he shot and killed Captain Robert Melton. 
Sipple - who prosecutors describe as an accomplice - is charged with aggravated assault Melton was shot 
Tuesday while responding to reports of a drive-by-shooting. Police say the death was not planned like the 
killings in dales and Baton Rouge. Lewis and Sipple will be in court this morning at 10-30.

7/23/16 8am

Kansas is suing the federal government to get documents related to white house plans to move prisoners 
from Guantanamo bay, Cuba to fort Leavenworth. The attorney general's office says it filed a request for 
the documents in December but never received any. President Obama made a campaign promise to close 
the prison in Cuba. Fort Leavenworth considered moving the terror suspects to the Kansas prison. 
Members of Congress have blocked Obama's efforts to close Guantanamo.

7/24/16 7am

There are two men in custody, accused of killing captain Melton. Jamaal Lewis is charged with capital 
murder ... He's being held on a 10 million dollar bond. A second man ... Daqon Sipple is charged with 
aggravated assault of a law enforcement officer involving a different officer ... And criminal discharge of 
a weapon. His bond is set at 100-thousand dollars. Police say a third suspect is still on the loose.

7/25/16 4pm

A 4-year-old child remains in critical condition right now after being hit by a car over the weekend. 
Police say the boy ran across south terrace street near 13th and Oliver Sunday afternoon and was hit. He 
was taken to the hospital but has since stabilized. Right now Police aren't sure if speed was a factor in the 
crash and they're continuing to investigate.



7/26/16 7am

An update to a story we told you about Friday...  Police arrested a man who was hurt in a shooting in 
Pratt. Officers say they arrested Joshua Hamic for criminal threat, assault and criminal damage to 
property. Police say someone shot Hamic in the chest Friday. First responders took him a Wichita 
hospital for treatment. Police have not identified who shot Hamic. The shooting is still under 
investigation.

7/27/16 7am

An inmate who escaped a Dickinson county jail is back in custody. The Dickinson county sheriff office 
says they ALSO arrested warren Varelman-Morton. He’s accused of helping Trent Hostetter escape from 
jail Monday night. Varelman-Morton will be charged with criminal damage to property and conspiracy to 
commit aggravated escape from custody.

7/28/16 7am

Kearny County officials warn of a scam we don't want you to fall for ...  the Kearny county sheriff's 
office's Facebook page says scammers are claiming to be with the social security administration. The 
Sheriff's office says scammers told one person they were eligible for an increase in benefits, and tried to 
get personal information. The sheriff's office says theses scammers gave the victim information like their 
immediate family members' names - the sheriff's office says scammers likely get that from obituaries. The 
caller then got the victim's bank information. After the call, the victim's bank noticed a check routed to an 
out of state bank and helped stop the scam. Remember you should never provide your personal 
information or banking information to anyone over the phone.

7/29/16 7am

An inmate at the Sedgwick county jail is in even more trouble this morning - accused of starting a fire 
inside his cell. This happened early yesterday morning.  Sheriff's deputies put out the fire. They had to 
move other inmates to other areas because of the smoke. Medical professionals treated two inmates for 
minor injuries. Detectives are investigating and will present the case to the district attorney's office for 
charges.

7/30/16 9pm

New surveillance video from Kansas City, Missouri ...  shows people flooding a convenience store ... 
While several people walk out without paying. Police say 50 people came into the store in two groups ... 
The shop lifters blended in with the crowd, allowing them to get out of the store undetected. Police are 
now looking for three people who they say were responsible for the stolen items.

7/31/16 9pm



New information now... About a death investigation out of hays. Police say 33-year-old Timothy Walker 
died following a fight late Saturday night. Police responded to the scene at around 11:30 last night where 
they found Walker unconscious. Officers gave c-p-r, before walker was taken to a hospital where he later 
died. 25-year-old derrick smith was arrested at the scene ... He's being held in the Ellis County jail on 
murder and battery charges. The k-b-i is assisting in the investigation.

8/1/16 7am

Hays police tell us.... They have made an arrest in a death investigation. Police say 33-year-old timothy 
walker died following a fight late Saturday night. A suspect, 25-year-old derrick smith was arrested. He's 
held in the Ellis county jail on second degree murder and battery charges. Investigators say, when officers 
arrived on the scene they found walker unconscious. Officers did perform c-p-r, on walker before taking 
him to a hospital... where he later died. The k-b-i is assisting in the investigation.

8/2/16 4pm

A woman is found dead in an Andover apartment... Both police and the k-b-i are investigating her death 
Pilar Pedraza is live at the scene with the latest on this breaking news.

8/3/16 4pm

A Sumner county deputy... Reports a *Sedgwick county deputy... Who is now under investigation... For 
possibly using excessive force on an inmate... Roger Cornish is in the newsroom with new details.

8/4/16 7am

A Wichita high school principal* and the school board.... face a lawsuit. It stems from a case of student 
sexual assault in the bathroom at Wichita east high last September. Police say Guy Harris walked into the 
school and followed the student into the bathroom while class was in session. Harris pleaded guilty to 
sexual battery last month. The lawsuit claims the school has unsafe security practices, saying "the 
defendants were aware and were conscious of the danger and risk of leaving the school front door open 
and unattended creating a dangerous public nuisance." The suit seeks 75-thousand dollars.

8/5/16 7am

Rice county investigators are looking into whether high corn at an intersection caused a deadly crash. The 
rice county sheriff says two cars collided at this intersection of avenue u and 14th road Wednesday 
afternoon. When the corn is high, you might not see who's coming down the road you're about to cross. 
<"it can be dangerous to a point where vehicle operators cannot see around corners and it creates blind 
spots." > We do know one of the passengers who survived - 17 year-old Jon Oden junior - was wearing a 
seatbelt. He's out of the hospital. His brother - Jacob - did not survive the crash. We don't know the name 
of the other driver - but we do know he was flown to a Wichita hospital.



8/6/16 8am

A Marion county rancher says eight cattle are still missing from his property. He says someone stole 
them. Livestock investigators are sending information about the cows to feedlots and sale barns. Each 
steer costs about 13 hundred dollars. Factfinder 12 looked into the livestock investigation unit which is 
handling the case. We learned this agency has handled 52 cases since it started in 20-14. They’ve 
recovered 55 stolen cattle. And found 47 stray cattle. That’s estimated at more than 200-thousand dollars 
in value recovered.

8/7/16 8am

A Marion county rancher says eight cattle are still missing from his property. He says someone stole 
them. Livestock investigators are sending information about the cows to feedlots and sale barns. Each 
steer costs about 13 hundred dollars. Factfinder 12 looked into the livestock investigation unit which is 
handling the case. We learned this agency has handled 52 cases since it started in 20-14. They’ve 
recovered 55 stolen cattle. And found 47 stray cattle. That’s estimated at more than 200-thousand dollars 
in value recovered.

8/8/16 7am

Wichita police continue to investigate several armed robberies, which occurred at different businesses 
across the city this weekend. Deedee sun spoke with some employees who were robbed. Some say they 
hope police can help keep their businesses safe.... Others plan to take action, themselves.

8/9/16 7am

An Arkansas woman says staff at a Jonesboro hospital let another patient walk off with her baby - while 
she was sleeping. The mom says found the baby in the arms of another patient in another room. The mom 
says several nurses were gathered around the patient, playing with the baby. The nurses tried to reassure 
the mom her child was o-k, but the mom says the patient who took her baby had to be removed from the 
room. <"That hospital's responsibility is to care for their patients and make sure that they are safe and 
well ... and it doesn't seem to be what's going on."  "Inpatient safety is our utmost responsibility, so we 
continue to be in communication with the mother."> The mother called Jonesboro police, but they told 
her no one committed any crimes. A hospital administrator said the hospital will review potential policy 
changes after completing an internal investigation into the incident.

8/10/16 7am

Scammers are using Facebook to take *your money... we're telling you about this scam that's going 
around so you don't fall for it... The nationwide scam is starting to show up here in Kansas. One victim of 
the scam says he didn't know he fell for it - or that it was a con - until we called him asking about it. 
Clifford Paramore lives in Russell and says a woman messaged him on Facebook, saying she worked for 
the social network. She claimed Paramore won money but first - he had to send them money in return. It 
cost him a thousand dollars. Now, he wants you to know what you can do so you're not a victim. <S1:40 



if you don't know them, don't talk to them. Don't deal with them. Keep yourself safe, don't end up like I 
Have. 9 > the better business bureau says you can avoid the scam by checking for things like misspellings 
in emails. Finally - if someone asks you to send money in exchange for a prize, the BBB says that's 
almost always a scam.

8/11/16 7am

Five seats on the Kansas Supreme Court are up for retention votes this year. And one group of people 
wants four of them voted out. This is who they're fighting for, those murdered by the Carr brothers in 
2000. The group, that calls itself Kansans for justice, is made up of family and friends of some of the 
victims. The brothers were sentenced to death. But in 2014, The Kansas Supreme Court overturned that 
sentence on a technicality. Like other rulings involving the Kansas' death penalty, the U.S. Supreme Court 
later ruled the Kansas Supreme Court was wrong. <Amy James16:03  if anyone's looking for a case to get 
all of the US Supreme Court justices to agree on a topic , They've all agreed on one thing and that is  that 
the Kansas Supreme Court is wrong over and over and over. 16:15 Larry Heyka 26:21 it is hard. And it is 
something that we don't want anyone else to have to go through, really. 26:28> five of the seven Kansas 
supreme court justices are up for RETENTION VOTES this year. But one is a recent Brownback 
appointee who did not participate in the Carr brothers' case... Opponents say they're politicizing their 
loved ones' deaths to support Brownback’s push to get rid of several justices he disagrees with.

8/12/16 8am

Wichita police are looking for a man some parents say was committing lewd acts in front of their 
children. They say... It's happened at least twice this week near a-lee Park in south Wichita. Police say... 
A father saw a man in an ice cream truck pull up to the park Wednesday... The father says his kids saw 
the man naked. When the father saw the man again Thursday.... He went to confront him. He says he saw 
the man was naked... And fondling himself. <ENRIQUE28:18 this is really disgusting because this man 
he sells ice cream to the kids. 29:53 I'm a dad and I protect my kids. 3> a police report was made on the 
incident... police tell us they are still working on it.

8/13/16 9pm

A Muslim religious leader in New York is killed in New York. The shooting happened around two this 
afternoon when an Iman was shot while walking home from a service. He was with another man who was 
also shot. The other victim remains in critical condition. The motivation isn't clear at this time, but several 
people who live in the neighborhood are calling it a hate crime. <sot verbatim: 1:19 we feel really 
insecure and unsafe in a moment like this 1:22 1:26 it's really threatening to us, threatening to our future, 
threatening to our mobility in our neighborhood and we're looking for the justice 1:36 > police have yet to 
identify a suspect.

8/14/16 8am

Muslim leaders in New York blame republican presidential nominee Donald Trump's "anti-muslim 
rhetoric" for the murders of two Muslim men. The two men were shot dead broad daylight yesterday as 



they left afternoon prayers at a mosque in Queens. Muslim leaders say Trump's words against Islam and 
Islamic people encourage violence against Muslims.  <"For those in leadership like Mr. Trump and Mr. 
Giuliani and other members of institutions that project Islam and Muslims as the enemy this is the end 
result of their wickedness."> Investigators they have no reason to believe the men were shot because they 
were Muslim. Police have not arrested anyone in this case.

8/15/16 6am

A Muslim advocacy group is offering an award for information leading to the arrest of the man who shot 
and killed a New York City mosque leaders and his associate. Police say... The 2 men were shot and 
killed outside the mosque in queens as they left afternoon prayers Saturday. Islamic prayers will be held 
today for the two men. Police are working to determine if the shooting was a hate crime.

8/16/16 7am

Everybody get back inside. Get out of here. Take a look at this. Dashcam video shows police ending a 45 
minute high speed chase in New Mexico police near Albuquerque says the driver was wanted in 
connection with a shooting. At one point police say he was going more than 100 miles per hour. Police 
tried to stop him using stop-sticks, but they did not work. Losing a tire also didn't stop him. It finally 
came to an end when police spun him out - sending his car slamming into an abandoned shop the driver 
and a passenger were removed from the wreckage and taken to the hospital. Once released - he'll be 
charged.

8/17/16 4pm

Two people are sitting in the Barton County jail.... Accused of drug and weapons charges. Barton county 
sheriff's deputies stopped them for a traffic violation near 10th and Patton in great bend early this 
morning. Deputies found marijuana and methamphetamine in the vehicle, along with scales, packing 
material and more than $500 in cash. They also found two 45 caliber pistols and a semi-automatic rifle in 
the vehicle. 23-year-old Codey Elsasser of great bend and 23-year-old autumn Coleman of Alaska were 
both booked on drug charges. Elsasser also faces weapons charges and traffic charges. Bond is set at 300-
thousand dollars for both of them.

8/18/16 8am

A park city liquor store owner pulls his own gun on two armed men who were attempting to rob him... 
and it was all caught on camera. It’s our first look at the video since the incident happened in May. Emily 
Griffin spoke with the family who owns the store.... about what happened that night.

8/19/16 4:30am

Jury selection begins today in the case of a Hutchinson teen who prosecutors say coated his house in 
gasoline then set it on fire, killing his mom and sister. Prosecutors will argue Sam   ("VUH-NAH-CHIN") 



Vonachen knew what he was doing when the spread gasoline throughout his house while his family was 
asleep. His dad was able to make it out alive. THE TEEN admitted to police he wanted people to die 
when he lit the house on fire in 2013. A 911 call from that night also shows he's the one who told 
dispatchers about the fire. But he wasn't there when firefighters arrived. He was later found walking 
nearby and taken into custody. HE is charged with two counts of premeditated murder. We’ll be in the 
courtroom today when jury selection begins. You can follow updates from Hutchinson by downloading 
our kwch app.

8/20/16 9pm

We continue to ask questions.... about a deadly officer involved shooting in hays. A hays police officer 
shot and killed a 36-year old man Thursday. Investigators say the officer gave verbal commands during a 
traffic stop, which the man did not comply with. They say he man then took off in his car, leading officers 
on a chase. Police say once they got him to stop, the situation escalated and the officer ended up shooting 
and killing the man. We asked the Ellis county attorney, if the man had a weapon or threatened the 
officer, but he would not comment...pending the investigation. The Ellis county sheriff's office and the k-
b-i are handling the case.

8/21/16 9pm

We're learning more details about a deadly terrorist attack in turkey on Saturday. Turkish police say the 
suicide bomber was a child between the ages of 12 and 14. The attack killed at least 51 people and injured 
close to 70. Turkish officials are blaming the Islamic state for the attack. Isis does not restrict children 
from participating in the organization.

8/22/16 8am

A Reno county teen will stand trial this week for murder charges, stemming from a house fire. Sam 
Vonachen (von-ah-chen) faces two first degree murder charges stemming from a house fire in Reno 
County. Investigators believe he poured gasoline on his house and waited for his family to go to sleep 
before he lit a fire. His father escaped but his sister and mother both died. Vonachen will be tried as an 
adult. Jury selection starts today.

8/23/16 9pm

The city started this investigation into how the police department here handled some issues after the last 
week's council meeting. The issues came to light as the city began to look into a trespassing case 
involving another officer.

8/24/16 4pm

The attorneys for a man charged with raping, beating and setting fire to a woman in Wichita’s Fairmount 
Park... Say he won't talk to them... Cornell McNeal’s charged with killing Letitia Davis at the in 



November of 2014... Today... He was back in court... Where his lawyer's asked for a new mental 
evaluation... Akeam Ashford was in court for the hearing...

8/25/16 4pm

Emily, police are now saying Vallejo met the teen on Facebook... Then traveled from Wichita to Saint 
Louis and picked her up from school. That's when prosecutors say he threatened the girl and forced her to 
go with him to Wichita. The 49 year old was arrested after the teen was found at a bionic burger 
restaurant on east harry. He’s now been charged with kidnapping... and transporting a minor across state 
lines to engage in sexual activities. If convicted, Vallejo faces up to life in federal prison for the 
kidnapping charge as well as additional jail time and a fine up to 250 thousand dollars for the 
transportation charge.

8/26/16 8am

Authorities in Arizona.... Are offering an even bigger reward now, trying to stop a serial shooter... 
Targeting people on the streets of phoenix. Officials, including the f-b-i and the u-s marshal service ... 
held a joint press conference Thursday. Police have received hundreds of tips, but none have led to an 
arrest. So, now they're now offering a 75-thousand-dollar reward for any information...leading to the 
shooter's arrest. <sot verbatim: "I mean, for heaven's sake... I don't want anyone to be reluctant in coming 
forward, whether they think it's significant or not and then be concerned because they shared that 
information they could get in trouble." > Since the first shooting march 17th, the serial shooter has killed 
seven people and wounded two others.

8/27/16 9pm

Two people are arrested in park city following an early morning police chase. Park city police say around 
three this morning, they got a call of a possible driver under the influence near east Frontenac (front-en-
ack). Upon arrival, they say they found a woman who appeared to be drunk. Police say, a man arrived 
shortly afterwards and confronted them. Police say, the situation turned physical and they were forced to 
use a taser on him. Then, they say, the man managed to drive away... a chase ensued and the man rammed 
his car into the officer's car, before crashing and running away. <SOT VERBATIM: both individuals will 
be investigated for their state of intoxication...as far as ramming the patrol car...we're looking at the 
possibility of aggravated assault or battery of a law enforcement officer. > The man was eventually 
arrested and according to police... a neighbor in the area helped apprehend him... We learn tonight, that 
man was a Wichita fireman... We'll tell you his account of what happened, tonight at ten...    

8/28/16 8am

Breaking news overnight.... Liberal police posted this news release about an arrest in a weekend shooting 
this morning. It says a shooting Saturday morning around 11-15 killed a 24-year-old ma and injured a 20-
year-old man. Police say this happened on east pancake. First responders pronounced the 24-year-old 
dead on the scene. The 20-year-old was released from southwest medical center after doctors treated him 
yesterday. Investigators say a dispute between several people happened in the parking lot where the 



shooting took place. Eyewitnesses helped lead police to a 23-year-old male suspect, who officers arrested 
last night in Seward County. The Seward county attorney received an affidavit seeking formal charges. 
The Seward county sheriff's office and the k-b-i are investigating.

8/29/16 4pm

The case of Sam Vonachen continues today... the 17-year-old admitted three years ago to setting fire to 
his family's home killing his sister and mother. Jenn bates is in the newsroom with the latest on the trial.

8/30/16 9pm

No action is taken tonight... at a special city council meeting in Halstead. The meeting was held to discuss 
personnel issues ... Following the arrests of the city administrator and a former police chief. City 
administrator James J-R Hatfield faces perjury charges ... And is on administrative leave. His contract 
with the city runs out tomorrow. Former police Chief Steven Lewis retired before his arrest... He faces 
charges of misused public funds and stolen ammunition.

8/31/16 9pm

The Ford county sheriff's office says someone has been calling people... Telling them they're recipients of 
a "grant." they say the grant is funded by the New York Federal Reserve Bank. The caller tells you to 
register with the Federal Reserve Bank for a $250 dollar registration fee. They will then send you 
documents. Those documents are fake. The sheriff says if you get this message... Hang up right away.

9/1/16 7am

Guilty on all counts... that's the verdict in the case against Sam Vonachen. After seven days of testimony 
it took the jury about three hours to find Vonachen guilty of first degree murder in the death of his mother 
and sister. The defense argued that Vonachen had a mental disease or defect which caused him to pour 
gas around his family home, then set it on fire, killing his relatives. The district attorney's senior assistant 
says he expected a guilty verdict. <sot verbatim: "We always thought it was pretty clear it was his intent 
at the time. He said that's what he did. He did what he said. So we were fairly confident." > Vonachen Is 
Scheduled For Sentencing On September 30th.

9/2/16 6am

A man is shot following an argument at a west Wichita bar. Police say the man and his friend were in the 
parking lot of the west Wichita twin peaks when a man they were arguing with drove by a shot one of 
them. Wichita police tell us the shooter drove off. While the man he shot had to go to the hospital. He is 
expected to live.



9/3/16 9pm

Kansas City, Kansas police confirm a teenage girl died and two others were hurt in a shooting last night. 
Police say the suspects drove by the victims and started shooting. Police say they are looking for two men 
who were driving a white Chevy Malibu, with temporary tags and tinted windows. K-c-k police ask 
anyone with information to call 9-1-1.

9/5/16 7am

Police responded to a party with one hundred people in north Wichita Saturday night. A lot of you 
reached out to us, asking what happened. Police say there was a disturbance at that party near 29-th and 
wellington... While officers were responding, they received reports of shots fired. But police say no one 
was hurt.

9/6/16 7am

Days after putting his house up for sale, a Wichita man finds dozens of bullet holes all around his house. 
Police say the man's southwest Wichita home was shot more than 70-times - breaking every window. No 
one was home at the time of the shooting - and police say there were no eyewitnesses. Neighbors say they 
believe the shooter was aiming for something or someone inside. <sot verbatim: Terry Wayland neighbor 
no doubt about it, they would have been killed. That's why when I walked in, as a mother, knowing that 
this young man, could have been there, it pulls at my heart.> again, no one was inside the home at the 
time of the shooting.

9/7/16 9pm

We're learning new details tonight... On what led to criminal charges against city leaders in Halstead. 
Factfinder 12 obtained court documents today detailing the accusations. Roger Cornish explains what we 
found.

9/8/16 4pm

We're following breaking news from federal court in Wichita... As charges are changed... For the woman 
accused of providing a gun to the Hesston mass shooter... Jacob Albracht just got out of that court 
hearing... He joins us now live with what this change means...

9/9/16 7am

A former fugitive is behind bars after she scammed veterans out of their life savings. Investigators say she 
collected millions in exchange for the promise to help victims obtain government benefits. Scott Evans 
has the story behind the elaborate Ponzi Sceme so you don't fall for it.



9/10/16 8am

The search continues in Pratt County..... For a man authorities say should be considered armed and 
dangerous. This is the man...Bryce Siroky. The Pratt county sheriff says there's a warrant for Siroky for 
violation of the Kansas offender registry act. He is a registered sex offender. Siroky was at a home west 
of Pratt early Friday morning. That’s where the manhunt started. It was called off at four-30 yesterday 
afternoon. If you see him or have any information on his whereabouts you're asked to call 911. We've 
posted his picture on Facebook so you can share it with others.

9/11/16 7am

A man was critically injured in a shooting in south Wichita. Police were called to the area near Pawnee 
and Meridian just before 8 last night. Police say two men exchanged gunfire after some sort of argument. 
A 32 year old man confronted a 24 year old person. Neighbors had reported the 32 year old as a 
suspicious man driving through the neighborhood. The incident spread over a four to five house range. 
Several neighbors told police they witnessed the incident. Investigators are talking to those eyewitnesses 
to piece together exactly what happened.

9/12/16 8am

Wichita police make an arrest in connection with a weekend shooting. Charles Scott Johnson was arrested 
in connection with Saturday’s deadly shooting near Pawnee and Meridian. It started when neighbors 
reported a suspicious man driving through their neighborhood. Police say a man in the vehicle got into an 
argument with another man who was already in the neighborhood. That's when the two exchanged 
gunfire. Police say the man in the vehicle was shot in the chest ... and later died. Police expect to release 
more information about what happened later today.

9/13/16 7am

An El Dorado family is asking for your help... after the death of this man - Billy Guthrie. He was killed in 
a hit-and-run while walking along the turnpike Thursday morning. Police say they have no leads on the 
driver who hit Guthrie. Adriana Loya spoke with police and family members who want help solving this 
case. It’s a story you'll only see on eyewitness news.

9/14/16 4pm

Two years to the day... after sheriff's investigators say he hit and killed a man on a rural Kansas road, 
Cary Whitlock has now been charged in the case... Fasbinder has the details on his court appearance 
today...

9/15/16 7am

We could find out next month if there's enough evidence to send this man to trial. Cary Whitlock is the 
suspect in a deadly hit and run accident near Clearwater two years ago. He was just charged with failure 



to stop at an accident resulting in bodily harm. Jeremy Napier was killed at the scene. Prosecutors say he 
was walking along a rural road when he was hit by a car. We stayed on the story trying to get answers for 
Napier’s family. During our coverage over the summer, Whitlock told us he remembered hitting 
something that night, but denied it was a person. Just last week, deputies arrested him.

9/16/16 7am

Firefighters say they found nothing in a west Wichita pond. They were searching a pond at the Newport 
apartments near central and ridge. A man was fishing says - He reeled in what looked like human hair. 
Divers from the Wichita fire department searched for about an hour but said they didn't find anything. <it 
was the second cast I casted out and I felt something, I was using crank bait, I felt something, I felt weight 
and I pulled forward and it felt like moss when I was reeling it in but when I pulled it out of the water it 
was a hair like human hairs and it had bugs all over it.> this is the same area divers searched in 2004 - 
after the murder of a wichita woman. Douglas Belt was convicted of killing and beheading Lucille 
Gallegos - officials never recovered her head. Again - firefighters tell us they did not find anything during 
yesterday's search.

9/17/16 9pm

An officer involved shooting leaves one man wounded today in a Wichita neighborhood. It's the third 
officer involved shooting in our area since Thursday we've been covering the scene all evening... Pilar 
Pedraza joins us live from the scene in north Wichita, and has the latest...

9/18/16 9pm

An officer involved shooting leaves one man wounded today in a Wichita neighborhood. It's the third 
officer involved shooting in our area since Thursday we've been covering the scene all evening... Pilar 
Pedraza joins us live from the scene in north Wichita, and has the latest...

9/19/16 8am

A woman says four people dragged her out of her car, took her to a house and cut her hair and her hands. 
This all happened in the central and grove area Sunday morning. She tells police at least four people were 
involved. The attack stopped when the woman says someone else came into the house and broke it up. 
The woman is ok. Police later arrested one of the four suspects on kidnapping and battery charges.

9/20/16 4pm

A Wichita mother takes her daughter to the hospital after discovering bruises all over her body... now her 
boyfriend is facing charges for abuse. We've been following new details on the investigation... Since we 
first learned about it this morning... Roger Cornish has what's new now...



9/21/16 4pm

WSOC news in Charlotte has now confirmed with sources that there is dash camera video that shows 
Keith Scott getting out a car and coming toward officers with a gun in his hands. This afternoon the city 
of Charlotte released an official statement Wednesday: "Yesterday's officer-involved shooting and the 
ensuing events have been very difficult for our community. It is important that we continue our tradition 
of working together to solve our problems thoughtfully and peacefully. We will rely on the strength of our 
neighborhoods, business leaders and faith communities as we heal during this difficult time." some 
african-americans community leaders are calling instead for an economic boycott of the city.

9/22/16 7am

A threat is made against Kansas Wesleyan university in salina... this email was sent to students last night - 
stating a verbal threat was made by someone out of state who is *not a student. The university says the 
threat is not racially motivated, they believe the campus is safe and security is fully aware of the situation. 
Anyone who sees anything suspicious is asked to call 9-1-1.

9/23/16 4pm

<natural Sound I’m not coming near ya'll I’m gonna record ya'll be better be ALIVE> cell phone video 
giving us new insight now into the final moments of Keith Scott’s life.... Scott was shot and killed by 
police in charlotte, North Carolina. The shooting sparked unrest in the city... Protestors took to the streets 
for the past three nights, demanding answers about what happened the day Scott was shot. Now his wife 
has released video that **she** took of the incident on her cell phone. This comes as police and North 
Carolina officials refuse to release dash and body cam video of the same incident. Don Champion has the 
latest from charlotte.

9/24/16 9pm

Police in Washington are still looking for the man who they say gunned down five people in a mall north 
of Seattle last night. This is a picture from surveillance cameras. Police say the video shows the shooter 
arriving at the mall unarmed, and then entering a store ten minutes later with a hunting rifle. Four women 
and one man were shot and killed, in a Macy's. The shooter left before police arrived. <sot verbatim: This 
was a senseless act, it was the world knocking on our doorstep and it came to our little community here > 
The FBI has joined in on the manhunt.

9/25/16 8am

Police in Washington capture the man they believe shot five people inside a department store. Take a look 
at him. Troopers in Washington State say arcan cetin was taken into custody Saturday night. Brook-Silva 
Braga has what we know this morning about the case.



9/26/16 4pm

The suspect in Friday’s shooting rampage at a mall in Washington State made his first court appearance 
today. The 20 year old faces five counts of first-degree murder in the shooting deaths of five people at 
Macy's in Burlington. Mount Vernon police say THE MAN has confessed to being the gunman. The 
identities of the victims -- four women and one man -- have not yet been released. Authorities are still 
trying to figure out a motive.

9/27/16 4pm

We just talked to the Ellis county attorney in the last 15 minutes... he says his office will release an update 
*Thursday morning... on the officer-involved shooting that killed joseph weber... we have asked his office 
for an update *every day* since the shooting in August... After a chase... Weber was shot and killed by a 
Hays Police officer... but few details have been released... Including why the officer tried to stop weber... 
Friends have told us weber was autistic... Again... We expect the update Thursday morning at 10... We 
will be in hays Thursday to get those answers... And ask more questions... We'll send you a push alert 
with the k-w-c-h app as soon as the information comes in... And live stream any press conferences that 
happen.

9/28/16 4pm

Two children and a teacher are hurt... In a shooting at an elementary school in South Carolina... Michael 
Schwanke is monitoring this developing situation from the breaking news desk right now.

9/29/16 8am

Earlier this month we showed you these racially offensive messages written in chalk on the sidewalks of 
Bethany College. We are now learning that the Kansas army national guard has launched an investigation 
into one of its members. 19-year-old private Gabriel Wilson admitted he was involved in the messages. 
The Lindsborg’s police chief says the messages will not likely to result in charges. A spokesperson for the 
Kansas adjutant general's office says the National Guard does not allow its members to participate in 
activities that advocate supremacist or extremist doctrine. She says "appropriate swift action" will be 
taken.

9/30/16 4pm

A Tulsa police officer pleads not guilty to charges of first degree manslaughter. Officer Betty Shelby shot 
Terence Crutcher on a Tulsa highway According to police, Shelby was one of a few officers who 
approached Crutcher...they say he refused to listen to commands when he was told to stop and put his 
hand up. They say he reached inside a vehicle. That's when he was shot. Shelby told police she was in 
fear for her life and thought Crutcher was going to kill her.



COMMUNITY

7/2/16 9pm

A lot of you tell us these storms brought heavy rain and flooding to where you live. This storm shot was 
sent to us from North Wichita this afternoon. And take a look at this one from Bel Aire. The flood water 
is almost up to this woman's knees. We'd like to see your storm shots... Upload them through our website 
k-w-c-h dot com, or through our k-w-c-h app.

7/3/16 7am

The storms also caused major problems for Westar customers. As of this morning, over 550 electric 
customers in Sedgwick County are still without power. That's a dramatic decrease from yesterday, when 
about 23 hundred people were in the dark. Westar says the scope of the power-outages in the Wichita area 
means it's going to take longer to turn the electricity back on. A spokesperson for the company says 
they're bringing in extra crews to help, but it probably won't be until around three o'clock before power is 
restored.

7/4/16 7am

Campers at one Kansas Lake will not return to the campsite for the Fourth because of flooding. Officials 
at Santa Fe Lake say the lake is closed and will remain closed through the holiday weekend. Heavy rain 
caused the lake to rise ... Completely covering the campground. Officials say they asked campers to leave, 
as a safety precaution.

7/5/16 4pm

You may have seen this image in your newsfeed... Boycott Cinemark. The hashtag also got a lot of 
traction on twitter over the weekend. It was started after Cinemark-- the company that owns the aurora 
movie theater where 12 people were killed in a mass shooting back in 2012-- asked the families of those 
victims to pay their legal fees. One of the victim's family’s sued the theater owners claiming they were 
partly responsible because of lax security. But they lost the suit, and now they say they may have to pay 
nearly 700-thousand dollars for it. The theater chain has asked them to pay the company's attorney fees 
and travel costs related to the case. (Tom Teves, Father of Aurora Shooting Victim) "He gave up his life 
for another person. And you know... Jesus said that's the most powerful kind of love you can have, and 
then to be rewarded with a three-quarters of a million dollar bill... Even just to -- I struggle just to have to 
pay them a penny. It's where he died. They never even said, 'We're sorry he's dead.'" > Ultimately it will 
be up to a judge to decide who pays those fees. And while the victim's family disagrees, legal experts say 
it's not uncommon for the winning side to ask a judge for reasonable court fees.



7/6/16 7am

The heat didn't stop... people from flooding downtown Wichita for a block party. Organizers say more 
than 25-hundred people bought tickets to see Matisyhai and 3-11...including myself. The only issue I had 
was a long wait in the sun to get inside...I waited about 30 minutes while some people told me they 
waited closer to an hour... Once inside it really wasn't that bad because there were plenty of shaded areas 
under the trees and lots of water for sale some fans say they prepared to be out in the sun by hydrating 
before they arrived. <sot verbatim: Nick Gegen fan first thing we bought is bottled water, first thing we 
got in here. Found the shaded spot, and we did early today. At lunch it was just all water making sure >

7/7/16 7am

It’s the second time in less than a week a man has been injured while working at a wind turbine farm in 
Pratt. The first was over the weekend and another just last night... Anna auld is live to tell us what we 
know....

7/8/16 4pm

Many people here are have been without power since late last night. Right now Westar is still working to 
restore power to about 350 customers across Greenwood County... But they say that power may not be 
back on until later this evening.

7/9/16 9pm

In what they say is an effort to be transparent with the public ... Wichita police release a statement, after a 
video showing wichita police officers using a stun gun on a suspect is posted on social media. Police first 
told us about the incident during their daily briefing on Wednesday ... Before the video surfaced. Now 
today police shared this Facebook post... Explaining the situation publicly, that led to the arrest. They say 
they received a call from a 12 year old, stating that a man - whose name has not been released - pointed a 
gun at several people, including an ex-girlfriend and four other children... This is the video shared by the 
man's sister. Police say officers found the man inside a pickup truck. Officers then say the suspect did not 
comply with several commands from police. They say they still believed the man could be armed when he 
was pulled over. That’s why police say the man was stunned... And later taken to the hospital for possible 
drug and alcohol intoxication. According to the release posted today, the suspect is still hospitalized, and 
once he is released, will be booked into jail. The sister of the man shown, initially cited police brutality as 
a reason for posting the video... She later said the intent of posting the video was so her mother and 
family would be allowed to visit her brother. In their release, police say it is the hospital's policy not to 
allow any visitors when a patient is in custody. You can read the entire statement from Wichita police on 
our website k-w-c-h dot com.

7/10/16 9pm

A community is mourning tonight ... Coming together to remember a man who disappeared in the 
Arkansas River Saturday morning. Rescue crews continue their search for Brian Bergkamp ... A Catholic 



Seminarian who officials say fell into the river while he was kayaking with four other people. Many came 
together to pray for Bergkamp tonight at a Wichita church. Rachel Skytta spoke with people who know 
Bergkamp to find out more about him...

7/11/16 7am

If you want to cast your ballot in next month's primary election, you'll need to register to vote by 
tomorrow. That is the deadline to register for the august second election. If you're not registered, you can 
find a list of places to register on our website k-w-c-h dot com. You'll need to bring proof of citizenship, 
and your Kansas driver's license.

7/12/16 7am

The search continues for a man who fell into the Arkansas River while kayaking Saturday morning. Fire 
officials say Brian Bergkamp fell in while helping a woman in his kayaking group. Officials have been 
walking the banks of the river searching for any signs of Bergkamp. Rescuers are waiting for water levels 
to go down before getting in themselves.  Still, fire officials say they won't stop until they find Bergkamp. 
<sot verbatim: 1:17 At this point we're working for the family. We want to give them some closure to 
locate their loved one and that's what we're trying to do. 1:26-BEVIS > A prayer service will be held 
every night at Saint Anne Catholic Church in Wichita until Bergkamp is found.

7/13/16 4pm

the off-ramp here from eye-135 is calm today... after a mass of people swarming up it last night... and 
state troopers closed the entrances here to the interstate... but the police chief tells me... his department 
handled the rally successfully.

7/14/16 7am

Chief Ramsay... gave his side of Tuesday night's protest he says hours before it started, police were on 
stand-by in case things got out-of-hand. Ramsay says he allowed the march to happen so protesters could 
make their voices heard. <sot verbatim: 6:05 everybody's saying well, you should've done this, you 
should've done that. Um, what is the right answer? 6:10 7:34 it's a volatile time. And i made the decision 
to allow it to go on. 7:39> Chief Ramsay says he was in the crowd of marchers listening to what they 
were saying. He says that's something he's been doing since he got to Wichita, and now he's starting to act 
on what he's hearing.

7/15/16 8am

The adoptive father of Adam Herrman has died. Doug Herrman died in his Grove, Oklahoma home 
Wednesday night. Doug was a long-time suspect in the disappearance of Adam. Adam was last seen alive 
in 19-99... But not reported missing for 10 years. His adoptive parents... Doug and Valerie Herrman are 



considered suspects by the Butler County Sheriff's Office. Valerie Herrman says Doug was scheduled for 
surgery to correct blood clot issues in his legs... but died at the age of 61 in their home.

7/16/16 9pm

Less than a week after Black Lives Matter protesters take their message to the streets in Wichita... The 
group is coming together with the Wichita Police Department ... To move forward. The group and w-p-d 
will host a barbeque tomorrow... Calling it the "first steps barbeque"... Symbolizing the first steps the 
group is taking together. Akeam Ashford spoke with organizers ahead of the event.

7/17/16 7am

A restored b-29 bomber, made right here in Wichita, will take to the air for the first time in decades this 
morning. The restored Super fortress called "doc" will take off and land from a runway at McConnell Air 
Force Base. Barring any unexpected weather conditions, the plane is scheduled to take flight around eight 
thirty. You can watch the event from 47th street near Oliver. We’ll also have a crew at the event bringing 
you a live look at history in the making.

7/18/16 8am

The Wichita police department meets a goal - years in the making. 100 percent of its patrol officers now 
have a body camera. Chief Gordon Ramsay made the announcement last night during a community 
barbecue. About a thousand people were there - many wanting to increase unity between the department 
and the community, Anna - many hope the chief's announcement could help.

7/19/16 7am

It's been a busy week for Wichita’s Chief of police following a black lives matter protest and a 
community-wide barbecue. Last night, Chief Gordon Ramsay talked with community members at the 
north riverside neighborhood association meeting. He took a few minutes to talk about his goals as a 
chief. He also addressed some of the specific concerns of the neighborhood like speeding on residential 
streets, vandalism and problem properties. Since he's been in Wichita, Ramsay has been to nearly 40 of 
these neighborhood meetings all across town. <sot verbatim: 18:19 People want to know who their chief 
is and be able to ask questions and talk and hear what my priorities are. 7 > the north riverside 
neighborhood association reached out to have Ramsay speak at their regular July meeting about two 
months ago. Organizers say after the protest and community barbeque, it felt especially timely to have the 
chief at their meeting to meet and talk with community members.

7/20/16 7am

The structure is really the only thing left standing from this home...you can see behind me what's left 
behind. Fire crews got here around twelve forty five this morning... they saw heavy smoke coming from 
the home. Crews tell us luckily the home was vacant, and no one was hurt. But they did have to deal with 



some other concerns... like keeping the fire from spreading to other homes and a roof collapse. "When 
there's a collapse like this, you have to watch for power lines, possible gas explosions...have to make sure 
our crews keep the fire contained and stay out of collapse zones." We don't know what caused the fire, 
it’s still under investigation and no word on damage costs at this point.

7/21/16 8am

Breaking news update.... Wichita fire crews assisted the Sedgwick county fire department with a house 
fire this morning in the 6500 block of n west park view in park city. It took crews a little while to put it 
out but they were able to do get it under control. No one was hurt, but crews tell us they did rescue several 
dogs from the home. A cause has yet to be determined.

7/22/16 7am

President Barack Obama wants to meet Wichita’s police Chief Gordon Ramsay the president invited 
Ramsay to come to the white house today. Unfortunately, Ramsay had to turn him down. The chief 
committed - months ago - to a friend's wedding this weekend in Minnesota. Last weekend - Ramsay and 
activists hosted a community barbecue in place of a planned black lives matter protest. A video from the 
event went viral. It showed a Wichita police officer dancing with the crowd. The city says Chief Ramsay 
will try to re-schedule a white house visit. Police and activists say they are excited about the invitation, 
but say it's not about the event. It's about improving relations between the community and police locally - 
and nationally.

7/23/16 8am

A car catches fire and everyone gets out un-touched.... a viewer sent us this video of the wreck near 
Sherman and severance in Hutchinson. Dispatchers say it happened around five yesterday afternoon.. 
Crews have now moved the car off the road.

7/24/16 7am

If you haven't already, download our storm team 12 weather app. On weather alert days - you can stay up 
to date on the latest information. You can track the heat on our temperature map or get weather alerts like 
heat advisory warnings sent to your phone. The app is free and available for apple and android devices.

7/25/16 4pm

Skirt alert for women in Georgia... A judge there just ruled it is *legal* for someone to secretly take 
pictures up someone else's SKIRT. The court of appeals says due to a technicality in the state's law, it is 
not considered an invasion of privacy if it is in a public place like a supermarket or a park. They’re 
leaving it up to lawmakers to fix the wording of the law... but the soonest opportunity to change that won't 
come until the spring. <sot verbatim: so we're going to have six months or so where these creeps can run 
around doing this stuff. > Some women say the change can't come soon enough... <sot verbatim: "08It 



makes us uncomfortable to walk around a store and we have to worry about who's watching 
us.13"**BUTTED***"29Well I think that's kind of crazy. If someone came up my skirt and tried to take 
a picture, I assume they would want to arrest that person."35 >

7/26/16 7am

A north newton woman died in a skydiving accident in Oklahoma. The Lincoln county sheriff says 
Sheralynn Neff completed six successful jumps Sunday.  After her seventh jump, the sheriff says people 
found her parachute in a tree, but she was not with it. Her body was found yesterday. Neff graduated from 
Hesston College in 20-11. Her professors and classmates says she left a lasting impression on them. 
Neff's music professor says she was a talented and giving person, a reflection of her family. <sot 
verbatim: 21:25 Just a wonderful, kind, warm, giving family who takes faith very seriously. And I'm sure 
they'll lean on that during these times. 21:37 > Neff graduated from Newton High School in 2008.

7/27/16 7am

A job fair in downtown Wichita catered specifically to veterans. Companies like spirit aero systems, 
Cornejo and sons, and rail crew express were there yesterday afternoon. Veterans and businesses say they 
found the fair helpful. <sot verbatim: event like today is very helpful because it almost gets you past the 
computer system where you get to talk to an individual face to face. We have 3 people we have hired, we 
have in the process. It's been very productive for us today.> Even more companies will be there today. 
The job fair is this afternoon from 1 to 4. It's at the shift space gallery on south commerce.

7/28/16 7am

Factfinder 12 investigator Devon Fasbinder found that a state agency responsible for the care of Kansas 
children is coming up short. A new report claims the department of children and families failed to 
implement eight of nine safety recommendations from 20-13. The report also claims the d-c-f *does not* 
ensure background checks of individuals in foster homes - *does not* complete all monthly in-person 
visits - and assigns more children to homes than the home can hold.  <It was chilling. How totally 
incompetent the current leadership of the department of children and families is. It was absolutely 
unbelievable that the level of just failure that was outlined systematically in this report.> d-c-f secretary 
Phyllis Gilmore defends her agency saying Kansas ranks second in the nation for protecting kids from 
abuse and neglect. She says the report "does not capture the most important fact - Kansas has one of the 
safest child welfare systems in the county." she says "the audit questions focus on a handful of policies 
and procedures selected from thousands that exist in the system."

7/29/16 6=7am

Who is your hometown hero? We've shared stories from all over Kansas for the past few weeks. Emily 
griffin and Ross Janssen were in Douglass yesterday for the final stop of our hometown Heroes tour. 
Here’s a look at all the great stories you shared with us this month.



7/30/16 9pm

Sedgwick county's elections office tells me, early voting numbers and mail-in voting numbers are down a 
little bit from the 20-12 primaries, where 21 percent of eligible voters turned out to vote.. It could be an 
indicator of Tuesday’s turnout... But it still means tens of thousands of people in Sedgwick County will 
be voting in the primaries. The elections office has a lot of work to do to prepare... Tonight all poll books 
with the names of eligible voters will be printed. In the next couple of days, movers will deliver all the 
voting machines, to the polling sites. Something causing confusion among some voters... A judge's ruling 
yesterday, allows people who registered to vote at the DMV without proof of citizenship after 20-13, to 
vote in local and state races. I talked to several voters who thought this impacts them... But weren't sure. 
The elections office says if you're not sure, you should still go and vote. <sot verbatim:5) if you're not 
sure, go ahead and show up. You can cast that provisional ballot, and we'll get it sorted out here.17:32:06/ 
this does not affect voter ID - you will still have to provide government issued ID when you go to the 
polls to vote. One elections official tells me other voters were confused why the presidential candidates 
are not on the ballot... That's because Kansas is a caucus state.... So you won't vote again our country's 
next president, until November. There is another round of early voting on Monday, from 8am to noon...

7/31/16 9pm

Many of you will cast your vote in just two days... as dozens of heated races around our state will be 
decided on Tuesday. One race in particular is drawing extra attention. The butler county sheriff's race pits 
four challengers against each other - including the current sheriff. And as Deedee Sun found, the crowded 
race leaves one lawn crowded with signs.

8/1/16 7am

Kids and parents... You have about two weeks until you are going to have to set that alarm again... Most 
likely for a time that's much earlier than you are used to. Health experts say it's best to get back into that 
routine now so it's not as bad on the first day back. here is how to do that... get into a routine...turn off the 
cell phones, TV's, Pokémon go, and the lights and read, brush your teeth... wherever you like to do before 
going to bed that will relax you. Pediatricians say if your kids don't get enough sleep it could cause some 
trouble or behavior problems at school. <DR SEERY12:52:58   Start adjusting their child's bedtime back 
by 15 to 30 minutes every night until their back into their normal routine.   53:05> it's all about how much 
your child sleeps... high schoolers need anywhere from eight to ten hours... and elementary anywhere 
from ten to twelve hours.

8/2/16 4pm

Because of public pressure and even some arrests...apple is getting rid of the gun emoji... the company 
will replace it with this emoji of a green water gun. Some people were arrested for using the weapon 
emoji to threaten others in texts and social media posts. Last year a group against gun violence started this 
campaign to specifically get rid of the firearm emoji. The water gun emoji isn't the only change apple will 
also include emoji’s for women in traditionally male-dominated occupations like police officers, 
detectives, construction workers and athletes. A pride flag emoji and emoji’s for single parents will also 
be released with the new i-o-s 10 update this fall.



8/3/16 4pm

A Kansas City dog owner is speaking out against the police after she says an officer fatally shot her dog 
while responding to a domestic disturbance on Saturday night. The dog's owner says two police officers 
walked toward the house with guns drawn as they knocked on the door. When she opened the door, the 
dog ran out and one of the police officers started shooting. She said sierra, a rescue dog who was part of 
the family for 12 years, died from the gunfire. Now she wants the officers involved in the incident fired. 
But a police spokeswoman said the officer was fearful for their safety and was within their rights to shoot. 
<sot verbatim:  Brandee Buschman/ Homeowner) "Part of me died when she died. And I feel like there's 
no just reason for her death." ((BUTTED TO)) (Sgt. Stacey Graves/ KCMO Police Dept.) "Officers are 
pet owners themselves. They don't want to kill a family pet but unfortunately when they are put into this 
situation when it's your personal safety then they take those actions."> The homeowner said she had no 
idea why police were at her house. She said the officers left without making an arrest.

8/4/16 7am

Each Wednesday night and Thursday morning.... You're used to seeing our does it work test.  
Melissa...who puts together each of those stories is a little pre-occupied at the moment with this little one. 
While she's on maternity leave... Does it work will be taking a little hiatus as well. Don't worry... when 
Melissa comes back... So in the meantime, keep sending in your ideas of products to test and you can 
always look back at some of our past does it work products at kwch dot com.

8/5/16 7am

A Marion county rancher says eight of his cattle were stolen... And he's out more than ten thousand 
dollars. The sheriff's department is now investigating... Anna auld is live to tell us what this means for the 
owner.

8/6/16 8am

If you're heading out to old town this weekend, there are some changes you should know about. Wichita 
police will block off an area between North Mosley and north rock island. Those changes start at 11-pm 
and go till three in the morning. You will not have access to 28 parking spots in the closed off areas. 
Police say they're trying to keep drivers and pedestrians safe. Most of the parking lots will still be open.

8/7/16 7am

In the past 24 hours we've seen some wet weather and it looks like the same thing is happening this 
morning. Meteorologist dean jones is tracking storms, which produced wind gusts up to 67 miles per hour 
near Hutchinson. Dean what can we expect today?

8/8/16 7am



New backpacks, pencils, glue sticks...The list goes on and on and your child’s back to school list probably 
does too this time of year, it can get pretty pricey. Anna auld talked with the deal detecting diva who has 
the cheapest way to get your kids ready.

8/9/16 7am

Sending your kid off to their first day of kindergarten is emotional kids haven’t been to school before and 
parents are dropping of their kids for the first time so we talked with several kindergarten teachers and 
asked them what you and your child need to know before starting. First: make sure they know some of the 
simple things, like beginning to know how to write their name how to count to ten and have an 
understanding of letters. Second: make sure they are comfortable in the school, possibly already seen their 
classroom and met their teacher. Lastly: get them in a routine. <Tabatha Gengler, 06:06:16 "It's important 
to kind of start that early, so before school starts you know kind of start thinking about how the morning 
is going to go and different things they might need and introduce those routines to the kids so it's not such 
an abrupt change."> Teachers say when your child is used to a routine it will help them in school and 
adjusting to rule.

8/10/16 7am

Have you seen the video of Gregg Marshall going off during last night's exhibition shocker game in 
Canada? It happened before the shockers beat mc-gill University. You can watch the link right now on 
kwch dot com.

8/11/16 7am

Schlitterbahn Water Park in Kansas City reopens the same day the state releases reports showing the park 
passed private inspections in June. The report says all rides met guidelines for being insured with "no 
disqualifying conditions noted." they also received the license and certification records of the most recent 
inspector - and a current ride list. The department of labor did ask for the operation and testing manuals 
and guidelines for Verruckt... But those were *not* included. A letter from the park's attorney says they 
were redacted for "trade secrets". We've posted all the records we received at k-w-c-h dot com.

8/12/16 8am

At two this morning officers made a traffic stop here in this parking lot off Broadway... During the traffic 
stop the officer took a 26 year old male into custody.... There was also a passenger in the car, a 24 year 
old male... the passenger then scooted over to the driver’s seat and took off with the car, driving back 
towards the officers- the officer then started shooting at the vehicle. A short chase started with the car... it 
was soon picked up by another officer, but crashed a Mount Vernon and Laura... he hit a light pole and 
electric pole.  <9.30 "He was taken to the hospital for evaluation. We don't think the injuries are very 
serious." 35> the driver was taken to the hospital in serious condition. We don't know what condition the 
other driver is in... We are expecting more info at a media briefing later this morning...



8/13/16 9pm

The Sedgwick county jail faces a shortage, of detention deputies. It needs nearly 30 more employees, and 
it's asking you to consider joining their team. The sheriff's office worked on recruiting today at a 
community event... Deedee sun joins us with details on how this shortage is impacting our area.

8/14/16

Kansas athletes put on a show to raise money for Wichita kids. The "not Human back to school all-star 
game" at the Boys and Girls Club featured former college basketball players, many of them from the 
Wichita area. The money raised went straight to the Boys and Girls Club, which says it will use the 
money to pay for back-to-school expenses for Wichita kids. The group also created a go fund me account 
to raise money for the cause. So far people have donated more than 15-hundred dollars to that account.

8/15/16 6am

The hardest part about food shopping is figuring out what your kids like and what they will eat… then, 
trying to find it at the right price. The deal detecting diva does it for you.

8/16/16 7am

We now know when Wichita’s Olympian will return home.. The bronze-medalist in boxing tweeted this 
yesterday night. He says he'll be back in the air capital one week from today on august 23rd... Hernandez 
- a Wichita native - is the first American boxer to medal since 2008. We're not sure what the city has 
planned for Nico’s homecoming.

8/17/16 4pm

Thanks, Ross. 18 volunteers from Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa are helping with response and recovery 
efforts for the devastating floods. They sent us this video of what they're seeing on the ground. Six of 
those people are from south central and southeast Kansas. We're working on setting up an interview with 
them tomorrow and will bring that to you on-air and online when we get it.

8/18/16 8am

Are your kids heading back to school today? Savannah is ready for her first day of kindergarten! This is 
our executive producer Jennifer Searle’s daughter. We hope you have a great year and learn lots 
savannah! Have a photo you want to share? You can do so by using our free k-w-c-h app.

8/19/16 7am



Breakfast can be the best meal for kids to get their day off to a good start. But it can also be one of the 
hardest meals to fit in with busy morning schedules. Anna auld is live to tell us why breakfast is so 
important to your child’s success.

8/20/16 9pm

The flooding last night also forcing the cancellation of several of the old settler’s events today in 
Mulvane. A majority of the events were cancelled today including the carnival and the rodeo. The rodeo 
will now take place on October 7th and eighth. For more information you can go to the old settler's day 
website.

8/21/16 9pm

As you prepare to send your child back to school this week. Be sure to join eyewitness news this morning. 
Here's a list of the school districts in our area that will open their doors for students tomorrow... This 
marks our last week of back to school coverage on eyewitness news this morning starting at 4:30.

8/22/16 8am

Despite suffering some flood damage, a newly opened Mulvane bar raised money this weekend for the 
recovery effort. Uncle Roy’s turned a beer garden for old settler's days into a fundraiser that made just 
over 31-hundred dollars. All of the money will go to the city of Mulvane once it sets up a relief fund.

8/23/16 9pm

A Wichita family is baffled and hurt by a racist letter they got in the mail. They have no idea who sent it... 
But the person who wrote it, complains about black kids in the neighborhood. Emily Griffin shows us the 
letter - that's new at nine.

8/24/16 9pm

The Royals are 4 games out of the playoffs and going for their 10th straight win tonight. Facing Jose 
Fernandez and the marlins...

8/25/16 4pm

He was on your pants! Oh good, yeah, okay. We're just covering Shane. Oh, oh. He is up. He is up. He is 
up! I am...I am freakin' right out.> Shane Konicki made a visit to the bug lady for our morning show's 
new segment, Where's Shane.", as you saw there, he had some close encounters with some cockroaches 
and spiders! The bug lady will be visiting various schools throughout the year, teaching them about bugs 
and other animals. It looks like Shane learned a little this morning as well! Tell us where *you think 



Shane should go next... And then tune in weekday mornings to Eyewitness News this morning to see 
where he ends up... It starts at 6-30 a-m.

8/26/16 8am

School is back in session, which means fall sports are also back... Football games start next week, but our 
first catch it Kansas show is tonight... this is the time of year when you see lots of energized players 
coming back from summer break, pumped and ready to go. But it's not just excited players...parents, fans 
and students plan to fill the stands up next week when games start. We went to valley center to catch up 
with some players and coaches. <SOT#2- (14:41-14:54)- "our expectations are high, but we're still in the 
same boat where we have to prove ourselves, we haven't had a winning season in a long time so we're 
going to have to do everything we can to win every football game."> make sure you tune into our catch it 
Kansas show tonight at 11... We will have a recap of last season and details on what's to come this year.

8/27/16 9pm

Runners across Wichita teamed up this morning... to promote safety following several acts of violence 
against those who like to run. The Wichita chapter of... "She runs this town" hosted the event at the 
Wichita boathouse. The group was created after two women in the northeastern part of the country were 
attacked and killed while exercising. Group member tiffany miller had this advice for women who are 
active runners. <sot verbatim: when you can, don't run alone. Let someone know where you are running 
when you expect to be back, don't wear headphones so you can hear traffic and be aware of your 
surroundings > organizers hope this event encourages running safety.

8/28/16 8am

Runners across Wichita teamed up.... to promote safety following several acts of violence against those 
who like to run. The Wichita chapter of "she runs this town" hosted the event at the Wichita boathouse. 
Locals created the group after two women in the northeastern part of the U-S were attacked and killed 
while exercising. There have also been recent cases of people harassing Wichita women while running. 
Group member tiffany miller had this advice for women who are active runners. <sot verbatim: when you 
can, don't run alone. Let someone know where you are running when you expect to be back, don't wear 
headphones so you can hear traffic and be aware of your surroundings > organizers hope this event 
encourages more people to practice running safety.

8/29/16 4pm

Breaking news now... The man that brought eccentric characters like Willy Wonka and Doctor Frederick 
Frankenstein to the big screen... Has died... Gene wilder's family confirmed this afternoon the actor died 
Sunday due to complications from Alzheimer’s disease. Nichelle turner has a look back at his life in the 
spotlight.

8/30/16 9pm



We want to see what it looks like where you live. Send us your pictures with your phone - just open our 
app and click on "submit photos" on the menu bar.

8/31/16 9pm

New information just into our newsroom tonight... The head basketball coach at Bishop Carroll faces 
criminal charges. Arielle Orsuto joins us from the newsroom with what we know right now.

9/1/16 7am

Taking a look at what has you talking on Facebook... the lights are turned on for the first time at Wesley’s 
new children's hospital. The hospital has 31 pediatric beds geared towards the needs of children and their 
families. The official grand opening is today.  Get more details on the grand opening, and give your 
friends a heads up, by sharing this post when you see it in your newsfeed.

9/2/16 6am

A Sedgwick man is being honored by a national organization, one of only six people in the country to be 
called a service member of the year. Trevor Macy spoke with the man... for a story that will make you 
Kansas proud.

9/3/16 9pm

We went along with Wichita city leaders as they assessed city buildings after the earthquake. A half hour 
after the quake hit, the city says it activated its response plan. That means inspectors go out to buildings, 
bridges and roads to see if there's any damage. If there is, they document it. Despite the high intensity of 
this morning's earthquake, the Wichita public works director says there's not much damage. <sot 
verbatim: 55:28 mostly it's a few broken windows, a few cracks in non-structural walls, things of that 
nature so far our preliminary results indicate that there wasn't the kind of damage that we experienced on 
the last earthquake. Remember the city has a 25 million dollar earthquake insurance policy. But the 
deductible is 250-thousand dollars so the city would have to have a lot of costly damage to make a claim 
worth it. We expect a full report from the city Tuesday.

9/5/16 7am

With a chance for more storms in northwest Kansas today, and storms in south central Kansas later this 
week.... Download our storm team 12 weather app so you can keep an eye on the radar from your smart 
phone or mobile device.

9/6/16 7am



The body of a Norton county man is found after floodwaters swept his vehicle off the road. Norton 
County Emergency Management posted these photos of the flooding on Facebook this weekend. The 
Norton County Sheriff's Office says Bobby Morris was trapped in his vehicle just before 11-30 Saturday.  
Fast-moving water made it impossible for rescuers to reach him. Early Sunday morning, crews could only 
see the roof of his vehicle, and the water was still too dangerous. Later that day, rescuers determined 
Morris was not inside his vehicle. At 7-45 yesterday morning, search crews found Morris's body about a 
quarter mile away.

9/7/16 9pm

We first brought you this story in February ... Law enforcement agencies in ford county were concerned 
with an outdated radio system they said was putting the community at risk. This week, county 
commissioners approved the funding to replace the system. Brenda Carrasco tells us why county officials 
say the new radios will help keep you safe...

9/8/16 4pm

A playboy playmate accused of body shaming could soon face criminal charges. Back in July Dani 
Mathers posted a photo of another woman in a gym locker room and captioned the photo "if i can't unsee 
this then you can't either"... Now that woman has been identified and is helping police. *if* charged - 
Mathers could face up to six months in jail for violating California privacy law. She was also banned 
from l-a fitness for life... In a statement, an attorney for Mathers said the model "…never tried to hurt 
anyone at any time and never intended to violate any law. But many criticized her for body shaming 
another woman.

9/9/16 8am

Let’s get you an update now on the roads you might want to avoid. Sedgwick county dispatch says 71st 
street between ridge and Tyler has a lot of water over it. The k-t-a says there's water on the turnpike south 
of the Mulvane exit. Eastbound on ramp from West Street to Kellogg is closed. And, there's significant 
flooding at Peachwood manor in Haysville, which is a mobile home park. No one needed to be rescued.

9/10/16 9pm

More than 40 cars line the parking lot at Mulvane High School today -- for an event to benefit those 
affected by recent floods. People in Mulvane were still cleaning up from recent flooding... When 
downpours caused more flooding over the past few days. Organizers say the event was a way for them to 
give back. <sot verbatim: 18:47 we're kind of one big family, everybody knows everybody, we all try to 
give back when we can, and we wanted to be able to give back to them as well.> today's event raised 
about 16 hundred dollars .. All of that money will go to businesses or homeowners who were affected by 
the floods.



9/11/16 7am

A Wichita State University athlete advances to the finals in her event in the Paralympics. Deja young won 
her heat in the 100 meters at the Rio Paralympics.  She finished with the fastest time in the preliminary 
competition ... Finishing the race in 12-point-12 seconds. The Wichita State junior will race in the finals 
this afternoon. She's also scheduled to run in the 200 meter race. The preliminary date for that race is 
Thursday, with the finals for that event on Friday. This is Young's first trip to the Paralympic games.

9/12/16 8am

Now an update to a story you saw first on eyewitness news last month.... swastikas have been removed 
from an anti-abortion sign along highway 281 near Seward. This is video of the sign before the swastikas 
were removed. The sign reads quote "defund and destroy Planned Parenthood", and previously had 
swastikas in the bottom corners. The woman who first told us about the sign sent us this photo of the 
changes. People who live in the current sign replaced an older sign that was falling apart. The knights of 
Columbus from Seward put up the original sign but they do not know who is behind the new one.

9/13/16 7am

Some people in Belle Plaine get their first look at the damage flooding left behind there. Heavy rain 
caused the Ninnescah (NIN-NA-SCAW) river to flood. Many families living in the ponderosa 
neighborhood were forced to leave their homes. One homeowner has a cement wall surrounding her 
home. She says floodwater had never gone over it, until Friday. <at 3 in the morning she came in, she said 
guys we're in trouble, it breached the wall. *// and it just kept coming. It was nonstop.  > She says more 
than 10 feet of water got into her home... Filling the basement and damaging everything upstairs. 
Ponderosa road is still covered with water.

9/14/16 4pm

Rain and mud... That's what you may have to deal with if you are heading to the walnut river festival in 
Winfield. Organizers hope it does not cause any problems going into the big weekend. Anna auld tells us 
what people are doing to keep dry.

9/15/16 7am

A new event continues at the state fair in Hutchinson. Starting yesterday - state troopers jumped on the 
kid's train and rode along with the kids. It just started last year. In addition to keeping people safe at the 
fair... the troopers also want to spread a positive message about law enforcement. <outside of those 
difficult moments." > If you're interested in taking a ride with the troopers... they plan on doing it around 
one p-m for the rest of the week.



9/16/16 7am

A Wichita holiday tradition for the last 25 years...will change things up a little this year. The arc lights 
starts at the end of November. Recently they've had some challenges with reductions in funding and cuts 
at the state level. So this year the group will charge an admission fee on Friday and Saturday. <this will 
help maybe shift some of that traffic to other nights where we're just doing donations where it will smooth 
things out but also hopefully generate a few extra dollars for the arc.> another change this year is the 
display. The arc says it will be bigger and brighter with several new additions.

9/17/16 8am

A professor with another Kansas university is showing support for Bethany College. Kansas Wesleyan 
university criminal justice professor John Burchill wrote this post in response to will jones' post. Burchill 
calls on the faculty at Kansas Wesleyan University to stand with Bethany College. He says quote "we 
must all respond. We must respond to darkness with light, to hate with love."

9/18/16 8am

A derby family is calling their dad a hero after he pulled a man from the Arkansas River. The family was 
in the area thanks to a popular cellphone app... Brittni Thomason shares their story.

9/19/16 8am

Cars pack the parking lot at Wichita state for a good cause. Sunday was the 22-nd annual Show n Shine 
car show. The show is organized by the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge number five. It raises money for 
the Make-A-Wish foundation.  Sergeant Kenneth Kimble says this is a unique event... that brings the 
community and police together.  <2:50 this is an event that seems to attract a lot of people because it's for 
make a wish, and because it's law enforcement officers that put it on and it gives them a chance to interact 
with us, and that's something they look forward to > Sergeant Kimble says the cars come from all over the 
region.

9/20/16 4pm

The story has a lot of people talking online so we asked you... Do you think the accident should be 
covered? ...Some of you are already talking to us... Including Amy who says "If you do things that put 
your health at risk, insurances can, will and have denied payment before on bills due to those activities. 
They may have felt that her behavior caused her injuries, so denied coverage." but Megan says, "Doesn't 
matter what she did. She pays into her insurance, insurance should cover it. Insurance is the biggest scam 
in history." we want to know what you think... talk to us now on Facebook and twitter...and we'll be 
showing your comments throughout the show. On Twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH 12*.



9/21/16 4pm

Secret shopping. It's a topic we're talking about online today.  A new survey shows about two thirds of 
Americans say they shop without telling their partner. And on average... Americans will spend up to 400 
dollars before discussing that purchase with their partner. Some of you are weighing in with what you 
think... Nick says... "Communicating does not necessarily mean anyone needs to "ask permission" to 
spend money, but poor communication kills relationships." continue to send us your comments on 
Facebook and Twitter and we'll show them throughout the show.

9/22/16 4pm

Many of you continue to leave us comments on Facebook about a story we told you about earlier in the 
show. A California court upheld a ban that prevents people with medical marijuana cards from purchasing 
a gun. Here’s what you're saying... Dara Comments... "Marijuana doesn't make you want to go out and 
shoot people with those guns. People still have a right to protect themselves even if they are pot smokers." 
and sue says... "Why not? Explain to me the so called reasoning behind denying them their rights." keep 
sending us your comments online and we'll show them throughout the show.

9/23/16 4pm

Fall is a favorite for many people and it's what we're talking about online today. We asked you what you 
love about the fall season. Here’s what you're saying... DEENA SAYS, "Being able to have the windows 
open while I am cuddled under the warm covers." Jessica comments and says she loves, "Cooler weather 
and pumpkins"

9/24/16 9pm

Today's rain impacted many events around Wichita on a busy Saturday afternoon. The 33rd annual wagon 
master's chili cook-off had to be moved indoors. The event is a big draw for chili lovers across Kansas. 
The teams were competing for $8-thousand dollars’ worth of prizes and a trip to the world championship 
in Reno, Nevada. We spoke with the winners, and they were pretty excited to talk about their trophies and 
about the opportunity to represent Wichita at nationals. <sot verbatim: it's first place for the restaurant 
category for food trucks... I’m more proud of this one because this means we can go to nationals...we're 
going to Vegas...we're taking food truck chili from Wichita, Kansas to Reno> Congratulations to the 
walkers and of course we wish them luck in Reno.

9/25/16 8am

Residents of Mulvane are at a standstill. It's been a month since we first showed you this video from 
flooding there. Many still don't know where to go or who to turn to for help... But they now have a better 
idea of who is stepping in. Devon Fasbinder has the story of a committee created just to help these people.



9/26/16 4pm

He made the mixture of lemonade and tea famous and today many are remembering the extraordinary 
career of Arnold Palmer. The golfing great died yesterday from heart complications at the age of 87. 
Palmer’s style and dominance on the golf course elevated the game to new heights. He became the face of 
the sport as t-v expanded into more homes.... and helped turn the country club game mainstream. In all, 
palmer won seven major titles including four masters and 62 PGA tour wins. <sot verbatim: There's no 
game like it. You go out there and you key it up on the first tee, Charlie -- Charlie Rose: Yes? Arnold 
Palmer: -- it's you, the golf ball and the golf course. And there you go > palmer was a pioneer in 
marketing for athletes and paved the way for future stars. He also received the presidential Medal of 
Freedom and congressional gold medal.

9/27/16 4pm

A soccer team in Arizona is standing up for two of its players after other schools refused to take the field 
against them. The charter school's team is made up of mostly boys with two girls on the team. But in just 
one week, two Christian schools refused to PLAY THEM TEAM unless the girls sit out... Citing 
"religious issues" <SOT VERBATIM: "I was disbelief, really, I think last I checked we live in 2016." > 
In the first game, the girls sat out. <SOT VERBATIM: We didn't want it to affect the boys on our team so 
we thought they should just play."  > But the second game WAS a different story. The team took a vote: 
if they girls don't play, they don't.

9/28/16 4pm

Emily, today the Kansas army National Guard revealed it's launched an investigation into one of its 
privates. 19-year-old Gabriel Wilson admitted he was involved in when chalk messages, including some 
that were racially offensive, were written on the sidewalks of Bethany College. We told you a few weeks 
ago about the racially charged message which was believed to be directed at the college president, whose 
family is bi-racial. Private Wilson wasn't a student there but is involved in the new alternative right group 
identity Evropa, which the southern poverty law center is studying. Lindsborg police Chief Tim Berggren 
says the messages aren't likely to result in charges. But a spokesperson for the Kansas adjutant general's 
office says the National Guard doesn't allow its members to participate in group activities that advocate 
supremacist or extremist doctrine. She says "appropriate, swift action" will be taken.

9/29/16 8am

This morning... We welcome back out does it work segment... And we start with something to help you in 
the kitchen. This week's does it work product promises to reduce your chopping time... By turning your 
knife and cutting board into one kitchen tool.

9/30/16 4pm

How would you like to complete a triathlon only to find out you were disqualified for chapstick? It 
happened to one man after he accepted a tube of chapstick form his wife along the race route. But race 



rules say athletes must complete the race without receiving assistance from other parties. The athlete says 
he didn't argue about the disqualification but is disappointed.



ECONOMY

7/3/16 7am

The Kansas humane society celebrated pets Independence Day by holding an adoption event. At least one 
hundred people lined up to give a pet a new home for the holiday. Dogs and cats were up for adoption for 
17 dollars and 76 cents -- to signify the Declaration of Independence. The k-h-s says, the event was a 
success and now all the available animals have a new place to call home. That also means new pet owners 
have a new responsibility to make sure the animals stay safe this holiday season. <sot verbatim: keep your 
pets inside when those fireworks start going off. Even if your pet usually isn't bothered, it only takes one 
for that loose gate, that board that it can dart through, and we don't want to have an influx of pets that get 
stray or get loose because of the fireworks. >

7/4/16 4pm

The recent rain has not stopped people from buying fireworks. One stand operator says this season has 
been different because of all the rain... But that hasn't stopped fireworks lovers from visiting stands and 
buying a stash to celebrate the 4-th. He says the rain may be helping people get out and shop. <sot 
verbatim: "yesterday was cloudy and misty all day, but it was probably one of the busiest days we've had 
in three or four years."  > Willems says the stand operators have to keep tarps and plastic handy to put 
over the fireworks in case of rain. He says a lot of people are not really shopping today... instead, they are 
grabbing whatever they can find and buying items where everything is already put together.

7/5/16 9pm

A federal judge rules... Kansas cannot cut-off Medicaid funding to Planned Parenthood. The "Kansas 
Department of Health and Environment" was planning on cutting-off funding Thursday for services 
provided by the organization to patients receiving health coverage through the state's Medicaid program.  
Those services include things like... exams and cancer screenings.  Federal courts have prevented other 
states from cutting off Medicaid funding to Planned Parenthood in the past.

7/6/16 7am

Delta is losing 450-million-dollars because jet fuel prices didn't climb as much as the airline bet they 
would. The Atlanta-based airline's fuel contracts projected prices would hit levels above current market 
value. They did go up, but not as much as delta thought - so the carrier pulled out of its contracts and took 
the loss. The hit follows a 274-million-dollar loss in the first quarter of this year. But with fuel prices 
down 20-percent from a year ago, delta will see some second-quarter savings. Other airlines have missed 
on their hedges too. United continental lost more than 600-million dollars last year.



7/7/16 7am

Verizon is overhauling the way it charges wireless customers. Wireless plans will be five to ten dollars 
more a month --- but customers will get more data.... between one and six more gigabytes, depending on 
their plan. Customers can also carry over unused data into the next month. Existing customers won't see 
any price increases.

7/10/16 9pm

A popular 90's trend has re-surfaced ... Causing young adults to do whatever they can to "catch em all." 
Pokémon started as a video game in 19-96, transforming into trading cards and a t-v show ... And now, an 
app. The Pokémon go app uses your smart phone's camera ... Showing you where Pokémon are hiding in 
the real world. And nothing is off limits. <sot verbatim: I like it because it's bringing a lot more people 
together and getting a lot more kids active. ))

*((More groups are getting together rather than sitting inside doing absolutely nothing. > Since being 
released... Pokémon Go has taken over the number one spot on Google Play and the Apple App store.

7/11/16 7am

A popular 90's trend has re-surfaced ... And took pretty much no time to become a worldwide 
phenomenon...bordering on addiction Pokémon started as a video game in 19-96, transforming into 
trading cards and a t-v show ... and now, an app. The "Pokémon go app" uses your smart phone's camera 
... showing you where Pokémon are hiding in the real world. Users say, the app is a clash between reality 
and fantasy. <sot verbatim: "Watching the show growing up and then being able to go outside for hours 
trying to catch Pokémon that you saw in the show it’s just my thing."> Since being released... Pokémon 
go has taken over the number one spot on google play and the apple app store.  There are also multiple 
Facebook groups you can join.

7/12/16 7am

If you get coffee at Starbucks this morning, your barista might be extra perky. All store workers and 
managers at company-run stores will get a five percent raise starting in October. The world's biggest 
coffee chain will also double its yearly stock reward for hourly employees who have worked at company-
operated stores for at least two years.

7/13/16 4pm

More young people are saying no to credit cards. A new report finds more than 60 percent of millennials 
don't own one. As Kenneth Craig reports... They're also embracing new technology to transfer money and 
pay rent.



7/14/16 7am

Apple is producing a reality t-v show. The tech giant is looking for app developers to face off in a 
competition to be mentored and funded by Silicon Valley experts. The winner's work will be featured in 
apple's app store. I-o-s developers can submit an online application beginning Tuesday through august 
26th. The show is expected to start filming later this year.

7/15/16 7am

Now, there’s a little something else for gamers to obsess with. The Nintendo gaming system is coming 
back... Kind of the company announced yesterday it’s releasing what it calls the n-e-s classic edition. It's a 
smaller version of the original. It doesn't take cartridges or connect to the internet. Instead - It comes with 
30 games already pre-loaded on it - with no way to add more games. You can buy one in November for 
$60.

7/17/16 7am

Are you finding a lot of creepy crawlers in your house lately, and you're wondering how to get rid of 
them. You've tried everything from a broom to paper towels... But nothing seems to work. Well, this 
week's does it work product promises to take the headache out of catching those unwanted house guests. 
Take a look!

7/18/16 8am

With the movie debuting in just over three weeks... The hype machine for "suicide squad" is shifting into 
high gear. Warner brothers has released short... Comic-book inspired videos for each member of the 
squad. The movie stars Jared Leto... Margot Robbie... And will smith and hits theaters august 5th.

7/19/16 7am

The e-p-a is lowering its expectations for car fuel economy. The environmental agency predicted u-s 
vehicles would be getting more than 54-miles per gallon by 20-25. That average was calculated after new 
rules were adopted five years ago. The agency now says it expects between 50 and about 53-miles per 
gallon. Officials say the lower numbers will hold as long as gas prices keep going up. Keep in mind, those 
are numbers used for regulatory purposes, which are 20-percent higher than the real usage. Those 53-
miles per gallon would translate to about 42-miles in real life.

7/20/16 7am

Chiefs fans - the next time you go to an away game to Minnesota - you'll get to see in the brand new 
home of the Vikings. It took more than a decade - but it's finally finished. Members of the media got a 
sneak-peak inside the newly completed u-s bank stadium in Minneapolis. It took 16 years to get the 
stadium approved through the legislature and finished. The one-point-one billion dollars arena is 
NEARLY 2 million square feet with more than 66-thousand seats that can expand to 70-thousand if 



necessary. The downtown Minneapolis stadium will have a ribbon-cutting ceremony Friday. It will be 
open for public tours this weekend.

7/21/16 8am

We are now into day three of extreme heat... And it's going to last a couple more days. As you know, 
these abnormally hot days can be rough on your energy bill...but there are ways you can cut costs. We 
reached out to Westar and they say customers can log into the my usage dashboard. This online tool will 
tell you exactly how much energy you use per day. Westar says, there are other things you can do as well.  
<sot verbatim:  Turning off TV's or unplugging them.  Reducing the temp on your water heater, setting 
back the thermostat, not using high energy use appliances like washing machines or driers, or other 
appliances, in the home during the peak energy times which is 2-7pm in the evening.> if you have 
Westar’s app on your phone, you can see all this information on there as well.

7/22/16 7am

Have you visited a chipotle lately? E-coli outbreaks have taken a huge chunk out of chipotle's business. 
Chipotle’s profits dropped 82-percent in the past year. The e-coli outbreaks that plagued chipotle 
restaurants started last July. By the end of the outbreaks in January, restaurants in dozens of states had 
already been affected. Chipotle took steps to improve food safety, but the company has not recovered as 
much as investors hoped.

7/23/16 8am

Gas prices have dipped to their lowest level for the month of July in 12 years. Triple-A reports drivers are 
spending two dollars and 19 cents a gallon on average nationwide. That’s about 57 cents less than this 
time last year. Analysts project prices will continue to fall through the end of the year.

7/25/16 7am

If you're a Verizon customer listen up - the company announced some big moves this morning. In a 
breaking news announcement.... Verizon confirms it bought out yahoo for $4-point 8 billion dollars. This 
agreement marks an end of an era for company that once defined the internet. Verizon also announced it’s 
pulling the plug on what they call "data hogs." users who were grandfathered into unlimited plans will be 
forced to move to a metered plan or have their service terminated. That means *if* you use - what the 
company calls "an extraordinary amount of data" - over 100 gigabytes a month - this applies to you.

7/26/16 7am

A-m-c and Carmike cinemas agree to a one-point-two billion dollar merger deal. That’s 10 percent higher 
than a-m-c's original bid to take over Carmike in March. Carmike shareholders delayed a vote twice over 
concerns the bid was too low. The company's board members expect to close the deal by the end of the 



year, pending regulatory and shareholder approval. The merger will make a-m-c, which is owned by a 
Chinese company, the largest movie theater company in the United States.

7/27/16 7am

Kansas's credit rating gets downgraded because of ongoing budget problems. S-and-p global ratings 
dropped the states rating to 'double-a minus'. It was 'double-a'. S-and-p put the state on negative credit 
watch three months ago. The state's budget director says the report cites continued under-funding of the 
state's pension system. The report also cites diversion of money from highway projects to general funds.

7/28/16 4pm

Welcome back here to Douglass, where we are hanging out at the city pool on a warm, sunny day. <ad lib 
scene> earlier in the newscast, you heard people mention the historical museum here in town. It was 
started in the 1950s by a group of women who wanted to preserve pioneer memorabilia. While we were 
out interviewing people around town, I met a man who also has a fondness for historical items. Charles 
hilt worked for the post office in Wichita in 1971... When he happened on a collection of what he calls 
"postal relics". <sot verbatim: @:03:07 One time they came in with a load and I said 'where'd that stuff 
come from' and they said 'Oh it came from Douglass.' // @03:15 the case and everything in that box, and 
it was a great big ol' box. And I knew right then. I said 'oh god I've gotta get that.' > Charles eventually 
bought the items on surplus sale. He kept them in his home for decades, before deciding to donate them to 
the museum this year.

7/29/16 7am

Known for its burritos... chipotle is jumping into the burger business. The struggling restaurant chain 
announced plans Thursday to open a burger restaurant called "tasty made." the first restaurant will open in 
Ohio this fall. It will exclusively focus on burgers... fresh-cut French fries... and milkshakes. Chipotle said 
the new restaurant will use high quality ingredients, such as beef from animals raised without the use of 
antibiotics or added hormones.

8/1/16 8am

Microsoft is set to layoff over 28-hundred workers over the next year... this, as the company continues to 
break down its smartphone hardware business. The cuts come on the heels of the 1-thousand-850 layoffs 
announced two months ago. A year ago..... The company cut 78-hundred jobs. The job cuts are the result 
of Microsoft's costly bet on Nokia a few years ago... the bad deal forced the company to cut 18-thousand 
positions in 2014. Microsoft’s c-e-o says its new priorities remain in cloud computing and mobile 
platforms.



8/2/16 4pm

Because of public pressure and even some arrests...apple is getting rid of the gun emoji... the company 
will replace it with this emoji of a green water gun. Some people were arrested for using the weapon 
emoji to threaten others in texts and social media posts. Last year a group against gun violence started this 
campaign to specifically get rid of the firearm emoji. the water gun emoji isn't the only change apple will 
also include emoji’s for women in traditionally male-dominated occupations like police officers, 
detectives, construction workers and athletes. A pride flag emoji and emoji’s for single parents will also 
be released with the new i-o-s 10 update this fall.

8/3/16 4pm

Discount slices for people carrying a concealed weapon... that's the deal one Louisiana pizza shop is 
offering. The owner says he supports the second amendment and is offering a 10-percent discount for 
anyone with a valid concealed weapons permit. And some customers are already taking advantage of the 
deal. <sot verbatim: i think that's great! I don't think enough places out there appreciate the silent majority 
that are concealed weapons permit holders. > The pizza shop owner says he wanted to show his 
appreciation to those who have learned how to safely use a gun. <sot verbatim:  If they have taken the 
time to go and do that class, then we wanted to give back. It's not much, but it's something that helps. > 
He says he does not think that people with guns in his restaurant will affect his business.

8/4/16 7am

Nike wants to help you dress for the green, but doesn't want to make what you use to hit the links. The 
sports apparel giant says it won't be rolling out any more golf bags, balls or clubs. The company wants to 
focus on expanding its line of golf shoes and sportswear. Nike golf made just over 700 million dollars for 
the company last fiscal year. That's way the billions Jordan brand sectors made. Nike sponsors some of 
the world's best golfers, including tiger woods and Rory Mcilroy.

8/5/16 7am

Wichita police say they're getting several calls about three popular scams. An i-r-s scam...a fake check 
scam...and a craigslist scam. A Wichita woman fell victim TO a real estate scam through craigslist. 
Here’s how that scam works so you don't fall for it. You see an ad posted on craigslist that sounds like a 
great deal. That’s what happened to Wednesday stein-Stanley. She found an ad on craigslist FOR A 
RENTAL and contacted the poster. She started talking to the man who said he worked for a company 
taking over rentals from people getting evicted. He asked for an application fee and a deposit and the 
property could be hers. The two even met at a Walgreens where she handed over the money. She got 
receipts back. But the man never actually owned the property. Now Stein-Stanley is out 450 dollars. <sot 
verbatim: 34:31 "i get so much a month and need groceries and school supplies and i had to use that for 
rent where the place I’m at now."  > Wichita police say you should research a person or business before 
paying them anything. They also say trusting your instinct can work - if something seems too good to be 
true, it probably is.



8/6/16 8am

Transformers fans from across the country are in downtown Wichita this weekend for the t-f expo. 
Dealers will be there selling transformer toys as well as original arts and crafts. Transformer voice actors 
like Michael Bell and David Kaye will make appearance. The Orpheum hosted a showing of the original 
transformers movie last night. You can check out the expo yourself this afternoon in old town.

8/7/16 8am

A Kansas business says thank you to the community, for stopping by their fundraiser to help residents of 
an area mobile home park. It’s a story that'll make you Kansas proud... smoke master’s southern b-b-q 
says their fundraiser for the Mulvane Mobile Home Park was so popular, they ran out of meat. Residents 
at the mobile home park lost access to running water in May now - they'll lose their homes by the end of 
the month. One of the men who organized the fundraiser says they felt compelled to help. <48:43 when 
we heard about that, we've been trying to get things set up, and finally it's like look we need to get this 
done, nobody wanted to do anything, these people have no recourse so we're doing just what we can to 
help out, > The restaurant says they'll keep a portion of the proceeds... with the rest of the money going 
towards the residents of the mobile home park.

8/8/16 8am

We are following breaking news this morning. Delta airlines has grounded all its flights worldwide. The 
company says a power outage in Atlanta that happened early this morning - impacted its computer 
systems and operations worldwide. Passengers from around the world took to twitter - reporting problems 
including the inability to check in and being stuck on the tarmac. Delta says do not trust websites that 
show the flights are on time because there will be some cancellations. Officials at Eisenhower airport says 
if you have a flight today - you should call delta airlines at 404-773-0305.

8/9/16 7am

Many locals in Brazil aren't showing up to root for the home team. Organizers say the poor performance 
of team Brazil is leaving a lot of empty seats and many of those seats are being bought by fans from 
outside the country who can afford the near 300 dollars a ticket. Locals say that's just too expensive for 
most Brazilians.

8/10/16 7am

Scammers are using Facebook to take *your money... we're telling you about this scam that's going 
around so you don't fall for it... The nationwide scam is starting to show up here in Kansas. One victim of 
the scam says he didn't know he fell for it - or that it was a con - until we called him asking about it. 
Clifford Paramore lives in Russell and says a woman messaged him on Facebook, saying she worked for 
the social network. She claimed Paramore won money but first - he had to send them money in return. It 
cost him a thousand dollars. Now, he wants you to know what you can do so you're not a victim. <S1:40 
If you don't know them, don't talk to them. Don't deal with them. Keep yourself safe, don't end up like I 



Have. 9 > the better business bureau says you can avoid the scam by checking for things like misspellings 
in emails. Finally - if someone asks you to send money in exchange for a prize, the BBB says that's 
almost always a scam.

8/12/16 8am

C-v-s is rolling out its own payment system... The smartphone app called "c-v-s pay" will let you pay for 
purchases, pick up prescriptions and earn loyalty rewards...just by scanning your barcode on your phone. 
The app is live now in four northeast states... And should work nationwide by the end of the year.

8/14/16 8am

Support continues pouring in for people being evicted from a Mulvane mobile home park. The park has 
gone without running water and sewer service for two months. People who live there were given until the 
end of the month to move out after the city and the park's manager could not agree on how to pay overdue 
utility bills. Smokemaster's Southern Barbeque - a Mulvane-based company - hosted a fundraiser for 
those being forced to move. The company held another fundraiser last week and sold out of food. Their 
goal was to repeat that success. <sot verbatim: 18:46 if they're still coming in tonight and I have to go get 
my flat griddle from the home and do breakfast, then we'll do breakfast too. > Organizers say they didn't 
open until 11 yesterday morning, but people started lining up as early as 8-30.

8/15/16 6am

Ashlea Konecny is the deal detecting diva. She's an expert couponer, and knows where to find the best 
deals. Ashlea's website, dealdetectingdiva.com has a searchable database for school supplies.

Just put the item you're searching for in the search bar. Ashlea will be with us all morning.> you can ask 
ashlea your questions later this morning.  She's joining Scott live on Facebook live at 8-30.

8/16/16 7am

With a one percent sales tax increase in jeopardy Arkansas city leaders say they'll fight it in court. A one 
percent sales tax increase was approved by voters earlier this year. It goes towards saving the south 
central Kansas medical center. The increase is at risk because of a half percent sales tax already in place 
that's also going toward the hospital... the state of Kansas says both of the taxes are classified as a special 
purpose tax. State law says a special purpose tax can be no more than one percent. Last night at the city 
commission meeting...the city decided pursue a motion in court to get a judgement on the tax increase. 
The city believes the half percent sales tax passed in 2009 does not fall under the special purpose 
category. Any delays in court proceedings could delay when the one percent tax increase takes effect. 
Right now it's set to begin in October.



8/17/16 9pm

Cisco says they plan on laying of 55-hundred employees- as they adapt to new trends in the internet 
industry. The company says they've seen reduced demand for their main products. The cut-down accounts 
for around 7 percent of their workforce.

8/18/16 8am

Here’s a story that'll make you Kansas proud this morning. A local company is sponsoring a garage sale 
near 10th and Woodlawn to help those battling Alzheimer’s disease. Comfort care homes says everything 
sold at today's sale will go towards this year's walk to end Alzheimer’s. This event helps raise money to 
research a cure for Alzheimer’s. The fundraiser started at seven o'clock this morning and will last until 
tomorrow.

8/19/16 7am

Check your credit card if you've shopped at the Eddie Bauer in town. The chain says its stores nationwide 
were targeted by hackers. It says hundreds of stores had malware installed on registers that compromised 
your credit card information. So if you shopped at the stores between January and the middle of July, 
double check your bank statements for anything that you or your family didn't purchase. We're not sure 
how many customers this impacted.

8/20/16 9pm

Fundraising efforts are already underway for the city of Mulvane and they're taking part at one of the 
damaged buildings. Uncle Roy’s tavern--a bar in Mulvane which opened just two days ago--was to be a 
big part of old settler's days. The bar's owners thought Friday’s storms would mean the end of a scheduled 
outdoor celebration. But everyone came together to keep the beer garden alive, cleaning all day, and 
turning the celebration into a fundraiser to help bring the city back. <sot verbatim:  "as of this morning the 
outpour of locals and volunteer help to come in has been absolutely incredible. i cannot speak highly 
enough about the people in this town and the volunteers that came out and helped us put the entire garden 
back together"> the event goes until midnight--again all the money raised tonight will go towards the 
city's recovery efforts.

8/21/16 9pm

The Wichita school board released its budget for the upcoming year today. You may remember some 
notable cuts this year, like the lengthening of the school day, to shorten the school year. And the 
consolidation of alternative schools ... To close metro meridian. The district is holding a public hearing on 
the budget tomorrow ... At its school board meeting. That starts at 6 p-m at North High School. School 
begins in Wichita next week.



8/22/16 8am

Despite suffering some flood damage, a newly opened Mulvane bar raised money this weekend for the 
recovery effort. Uncle Roy’s turned a beer garden for old settler's days into a fundraiser that made just 
over 31-hundred dollars. All of the money will go to the city of Mulvane once it sets up a relief fund.

8/23/16 8am

Officials at Intrust bank arena want to improve your experience when you are at an event. They’ve 
proposed a 2 million dollar remodeling plan to Sedgwick county commissioners. Additional doors would 
be added to the north side entrance... increasing the lobby size and enhancing the plaza area. Officials 
hope this plan will pass as a capital improvement project for 20-17.

8/24/16 9pm

Governor Sam Brownback says he's looking for another school funding system. He says the old system 
had a lot of problems. His office is putting together a system to collect feedback. That's expected to debut 
in the next couple of weeks.

8/25/16 4pm

The drug-maker behind a life-saving allergy shot now says it will make it more affordable. The Mylan 
Company faced a huge backlash after raising its prices of the epi-pen auto-injector nearly 500 percent. It’s 
used to quickly treat the severe allergic reaction known as anaphylaxis, which can include swelling of the 
tongue or throat, shortness of breath and a rash. The cost of the epi-pen has skyrocketed from about 100 
dollars for a two pack in 2009 to more than 600 dollars this year. Today, Mylan, the maker of epi-pens 
announced that -- while it is not lowering the price of the drug - it *is* expanding programs to help lower 
out of pocket costs for patients" <sot verbatim:  it shouldn't take parents getting outraged about something 
to save their child's life for the company to change the price. > Mylan is giving out a savings card that 
will cover up to 300 dollars of an epi-pen 2-pak. It’s also doubling eligibility for the patient assistance 
program to help uninsured or underinsured patients. And, consumers can now buy epi-pens directly from 
the company.

8/26/16 8am

Whirlpool recalls microwaves because they could cause a fire. More than 15-hundred are involved in the 
recall - that involves whirlpool's microwave hood combination. So far there have been 5 reports of fires... 
Including one house fire. If you have one... You are asked to stop using it and unplug it. Contact 
whirlpool about a free replacement. The microwaves were sold in stores nationwide from January 2014 to 
April this year.



8/27/16 9pm

The feds say interest rates could increase next month. The chair of the Federal Reserve hinted at an 
increase. Stocks went up before the comment was made, but then went back down. The Dow lost 53 
points at the closing bell on Friday, but the NASDAQ increased.

8/28/16 8am

Many airline employees will get a raise in coming years... 30-thousand ground workers for American 
airlines can expect to see their pay to jump anywhere from 15-to 55-percent. United ground 
workers...except for mechanics... will get a 30-percent wage increase over five years. The hefty pay raises 
come after employees at all the major U.S. carriers endured years of pay cuts and layoffs

8/29/16 4pm

New now... chipotle facing backlash from ITS employees who claim the restaurant cheated them out of 
pay. The company is now being sued by nearly 10-thousand of its workers. The lawsuit claims chipotle 
routinely requires hourly-paid workers to punch out and then continue working until they are given 
permission to leave. Chipotle denies any wrongdoing and says the case has no merit.

8/30/16 9pm

Governor Brownback is asking for input in designing a new education funding strategy. The governor 
will meet with education leaders tomorrow ... Including the chairman of the state board of education, and 
the Kansas commissioner of education. They will release plans to gather opinions from the community to 
develop a new funding system. The meeting is at 2 tomorrow afternoon in Topeka. Pilar Pedraza will be 
there ... Follow her on twitter at k-w-c-h Pilar for the latest... We'll also bring you updates on eyewitness 
news at 4, 5 and 6.

8/31/16 9pm

We're a little more than a week away from the Kansas state fair and officials are warning you about a 
scam that could have you paying extra for concert tickets. The state fair says online ticket brokers are 
promoting tickets and premier seating at inflated rates. They say you should only buy them directly from 
the state fair or from tix-dot-com. Those are the only two authorized brokers. The concert lineup includes 
Rachel Platten, Andy Grammer and Lynard Skynard. The state fair is scheduled to open on September 
9th.

9/1/16 7am

The state fair says online ticket brokers are promoting tickets and premier seating at inflated rates. State 
fair employees say you should only buy tickets directly from the state fair or from tix-dot-com. Those are 
the only two authorized brokers. The concert lineup includes Rachel Platten, Andy Grammer and Lynard 
Skynard. The state fair is scheduled to open on September 9th.



9/2/16 6am

If you are hitting the road this weekend... You might want to expect to pay a little bit more this year for 
gas. A-a-a- says prices in Kansas are a few cents higher from just last week...you'll pay an average of 2.17 
cents. It also says this year, more people are likely to be on the road because of lower prices overall. Now 
if you are heading to Colorado you pay an average 2.21 per gallon, Oklahoma 2.11, and Missouri about 
2.10. Troopers say if you are hitting the road make sure you are prepared... <sot verbatim: Sot#4 (2:09-
3:34)- " the weather going to be pretty decent, a lot of times with the hotter temperatures we see 
throughout September we see a lot more cars breaking down. Just because the weather is good, we still 
need to check our vehicles especially if we going on a long distance trip.> he says one of the biggest 
things troopers will be looking for this weekend... Is speeding, drunk drivers and seat belts... Half of those 
killed in Kansas last year weren't wearing their seatbelts.

9/5/16 7am

A high-end store in Michigan called "kit and ace" is refusing cash payments, only accepting credit cards. 
The 50-store chain says it's trying to make the buying experience seamless and efficient. < "I think that 
makes sense for Kroger. Does it make sense for a high-end retailer that sells $100 pants? I don't know. 
You know what I mean? How big of a line are they going to see in this store? Is it going to save that 
much time taking a card over cash?"> Some Lululemon stores don't accept cash. Lululemon's owner is the 
father of kit and ace's owner, so there may be a connection.

9/6/16 7am

General motors has settled two more cases related to faulty ignition switches -- for an undisclosed 
amount. Two years ago--- g-m recalled over two and a half million small cars to replace the switches-- 
linked to at least 124 deaths. G-m won two cases earlier this year. Another case was dropped before trial 
... and now three have been settled.

9/7/16 8am

Guns are reportedly selling at unprecedented levels -- Background checks conducted by the f-b-i every 
month this year has hit an all-time high. The agency says, background checks don't correlate directly to 
gun sales -- but they do serve as an important indicator. Mass shootings in the last several years have 
helped drive gun sales. Some worry that mass shootings will prompt more restrictive gun control laws.

9/8/16 4pm

A defect on some Mazda vehicles could injure you when opening the hatch. The company issued a recall 
for more than 750 thousand cars and s-u-v's. That recall includes Mazda 3 compact cars made from 20-10 
through 20-13... Mazda 5 vans from 20-12 through 20-15... *and some 2013 to 2016 CX-5 and 2016 CX-
3 S-U-V models. Experts say the rear hatch on those vehicles could fall on you. Customers will be 
notified by next month when to bring their vehicles in for repairs.



9/9/16 8am

Over five thousand wells Fargo employees are now out of a job for committing fraud. Federal regulators 
say the employees created millions of unauthorized accounts without customer’s knowledge. Investigators 
say the scheme started in 20-11, and allowed the employees to boost their sales numbers. The employees 
would transfer funds from existing accounts to the phony accounts and charge customers for insufficient 
funds or overdraft fees. <sot verbatim: I went in with my big pile and said what is this...it's important that 
these companies play by the rules basically, it just has to happen > the consumer financial protection 
bureau says Wells Fargo has agreed to pay 185 million dollars in fines and 5 million to refund affected 
customers.

9/12/16 4pm

Two players for the New York giants may now be facing fines for their patriotic display during Sunday’s 
game. Odell Beckham and Victor Cruz took the field in commemorative cleats which showed the 
American flag and a tribute to the New York fire department, in honor of September 11th. The league has 
called the specialty cleats "unsanctioned footwear" They could fine the players 6-thousand dollars for 
wearing them. Police unions around the country have vowed to pay the fines if they are enforced.

9/13/16 7am

You could pay more money to host a garage sale if Wichita’s city council approves a new ordinance. City 
council will debate a plan - in a few hours - that would increase the fee you pay by a dollar. Staff for the 
city say it'll generate more than 12 thousand dollars a year.

9/14/16 4pm

California's governor is now facing criticism after he vetoed a bill meant to ease taxes on women. The bill 
would have eliminated the sales tax on diapers, tampons and feminine hygiene products by re-classifying 
them as "necessity" items instead of luxury items. the governor argued doing away with the tax would 
cost the state too much money... he said in a statement "tax breaks are the same as new spending." but 
many in support of the bill say these items are not a luxury... They are a necessity for women <sot 
verbatim: you should have to pay taxes on things you need...What about tampons...I guess...it's also a 
necessity...  > experts estimate the average woman spends about seven dollars a month on feminine 
products for about 40 years... all together that costs women about three thousand dollars over the course 
of their lifetime....

9/15/16 7am

Uber's self-driving vehicle fleet hits streets in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania... The company's fleet is made up 
of ford fusion vehicles equipped with self-driving technology. The cars feature 20 cameras... 7 lasers... 
And 3 inertial measurement units to help customers get where they are going. There is also a safety driver 
who can take the wheel in case of emergency. <00:29: for the most part it was a very smooth ride that  



was very much like if someone had their hands on the wheel and their feet on the pedal. > Engineers say 
they're still concerned about how the car will perform in severe weather and they don't plan on deploying 
any of the automated vehicles when heavy rain or snow hits the area. Pittsburgh is the first city Uber is 
offering self-driving vehicles.

9/16/16 7am

Apple's new i-phone 7 hits store shelves today. Here is a live look from the apple store in Pasadena, 
California. If you're looking certain models - good luck - it might be difficult. The company says walk-in 
customers at its stores - will not be able to get the seven plus - because those were all snatched up by pre-
orders. Apple says walk-in customers will also not be able to get the i-phone seven in jet black... 
However, non-apple retailers - like best buy may still have them in stock.

9/17/16 8am

21st century fox says Netflix is poaching its employees. Fox filed a lawsuit in Los Angeles accusing 
Netflix of recruiting their employees to leave fox, and encouraging employees to break contracts to make 
the switch. Fox claims Netflix lured two of its vice presidents to illegally break their employment 
contracts and move to the streaming giant. The lawsuit asks for a permanent injunction blocking Netflix 
from trying to poach its contracted executives. Netflix says it will vigorously defend itself in court.

9/18/16 8am

It’s time to take a look at web worthy this morning... Google and Chipotle teamed up with researchers at 
Virginia Tech to start testing drone deliveries. A few hundred students at Virginia Tech are getting their 
burritos and burrito bowls by drone. The selected participants order food from a kiosk. Chipotle 
employees prepare that order in a Chipotle food truck on campus, then a drone flies it to whichever 
location the student selects. Google says pilots would fly the drones and be on standby in case of an 
accident. The F-A-A would collect flight data from those drones, who plan to use the flying machines to 
deliver medicine, batteries and other necessities to rural or disaster-stricken areas.

9/19/16 9pm

A garden city woman is facing fraud charges after stealing thousands of dollars of tax returns. Garden 
City police say...  Blanca Torres cashed client's tax returns and applied for credit cards under their names. 
Police say... they believe Torres stole more than 32-thousand-dollars. Torres will have her first 
appearance in Finney county court Thursday.

9/20/16 4pm

Investors are reluctant to make any moves ahead of today's two-day fed meeting. Tomorrow- we'll find 
out if the fed thinks the economy is strong enough for an interest rate hike. The Dow fell 4 points 
yesterday. The NASDAQ dropped 9.



9/21/16 4pm

Most of us do it... You spend 20 dollars at the store without thinking... But a new survey shows that might 
spell trouble for your relationship. The new survey from Ameriprise shows about two-thirds of Americans 
say they shop without telling their partner.... The reason? Most people said they don't believe the purchase 
is large enough to warrant a discussion with their partner. On average people don't stop to talk about a 
purchase until it hits the 400 dollar mark. That’s slightly less among millennials who are just starting their 
careers. They said they don't typically talk about a purchase unless it's over 300 dollars. But *not* 
discussing those purchases can cause a rift... 30 percent of couples say they fight over money at least once 
a month... and the majority... 3-quarters of the people survey said they approach financial decisions 
differently than the way their partner approaches them. Experts say to reach financial harmony you should 
establish spending limits... and make an agreement on your financial goals for the future.

9/22/16 4pm

Chipotle is taking more steps to try to reassure you its food is safe. Its c-e-o appeared in a new video... 
Showing off safety improvements... Like a system that tracks the food and ingredients as they make their 
way to restaurants. Sales plunged last year following outbreaks of e-coli and the norovirus.

9/23/16 4pm

Pumpkins and Halloween are two things many people love about the fall season... But there are so many 
more reasons. And you're telling us your fall favorites on Facebook today. Julie says she loves, "a trip to 
the pumpkin patch with the family." and Sheryl says, "cooler temperatures, leaves changing colors and 
fewer bugs" keep commenting and tell us what you love about this season. We'll be showing your 
comments throughout the show.

9/24/16 9pm

Imagine ordering delivery for dinner and instead of getting a meal, you get a thousand bucks instead. That 
was the case for one woman in San Jose this week. After she ordered lunch at work, and when she opened 
up her breadstick box, there was five thousand dollars in cash. She says she immediately knew it was 
probably misplaced and decided not to keep it. <sot verbatim:  "I was like, I can't keep it, it's a crazy 
amount of money, it's not like it's $20 you find, you know. It's almost $5,000.> she had trouble getting the 
money back to the store, but after giving domino's corporate office a call, they got in touch with the store 
and the money was returned. Even though she decided to return the cash, the store where she works gave 
her a week off with pay and domino's is giving her free pizza for a year.

9/25/16 8am

If you drop your phone in water -- now there is a device to save it. Marc Stewart talked with the 
businessmen who came up with the idea.



9/26/16 4pm

Wells Fargo is now being sued for more than 2 billion dollars. Two former employees filed the lawsuit 
saying they-- and thousands of other employees-- were fired or demoted because they didn't meet sales 
quotas. Earlier this month regulators fined wells Fargo 185 million dollars because workers opened 
millions of fake accounts -- to meet those sales goals. The class action lawsuit says wells Fargo 
encouraged workers to cheat customers... so the c-e-o could drive up the company's stock price.

9/27/16 4pm

Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback's budget director tells state agency secretaries that governor Brownback 
isn't planning to propose across-the-board cuts in their budgets next year. Today they Budget Director 
sent an email to Cabinet secretaries saying some "reduced resources" proposals agencies submitted would 
be harmful. But the email leaves open the possibility of Brownback proposing his own targeted budget 
cuts. The budget director had previously asked state agencies to outline proposals for meeting a 5 percent 
reduction in state funding. The administration has said it will not make the recommendations from 
Cabinet agencies public, viewing them as internal documents not subject to the Kansas Open Records 
Act.

9/28/16 8am

There will be no government shutdown. Congress approves 1 billion dollars to fight the zika virus and 
money to address the flint water crisis. This compromise bill will keep the government funded through 
December ninth. The white house issued a statement saying President Obama is ready to sign the bill into 
law.

9/30/16 4pm

Four states are suing to stop the Obama administration from transferring internet oversight to an 
international body. The department of commerce has overseen the organization in charge of all internet 
domain names since 1998. But their contract ends tonight at midnight. If the contract is not renewed, the 
department of commerce will no longer approve every change to the domain name root file. That's the 
master list of internet addresses that helps the internet run. Attorney generals in Arizona, Oklahoma, 
Texas and Nevada all say giving this power to an international entity... Would violate the United States 
constitution.



EDUCATION

7/5/16 7am

A college degree really may be the key to landing a job. a new report from the center on education and the 
workforce at Georgetown university finds... of the more than 11 and a half million jobs created after the 
2008 recession... more than 8 million went to those with at least a bachelor's degree. Another 3 million 
went to those with an associate’s degree or some college education.

7/7/16 8am

The Kansas supreme court said - last week - a new school funding law that boosts state aid to poor 
schools is fair. Now, it will consider whether lawmakers are spending enough money on education 
overall.  Whether it's adequate. Oral arguments on the issue are set for September 21st. A three judge 
panel in Shawnee County District Court said for the state to spend enough money - lawmakers would 
need to add 550-million dollars on top of the current budget. The court must decide whether the level of 
funding the state provides schools is constitutionally adequate.

7/11/16 8am

On-line enrollment begins today for many Wichita school students for the upcoming school year. if you're 
kids attended a u-s-d 259 school in the last school year... you can get your kids signed up for the new 
school year using your parent-view account. If you don't have a parent-view account... the district says 
you can enroll your family coming up in august.

7/12/16 8am

People in derby want the school board there to reverse its transgender bathroom policy. The current 
policy allows transgender students to use the bathroom that matches with their gender identity. Dozens of 
people gathered at last night's derby school board meeting to speak against the policy. One woman spoke 
in favor of it. The derby superintendent sent a letter to parents over a month ago - saying the district 
would follow federal advice from Obama regarding transgender students. Many parents who spoke 
against it say they're not against the l-g-b-t community - but fear for the safety of their own kids because 
of other students who may take advantage of the policy. <don't know how you’re going to monitor 
something that why. You know they say they are watching out for 400 kids, my thought is, what about the 
2,000 other kids.> many people say - if the policy is not reversed - come election time - they will flight to 
have board members replaced.

7/13/16 7am

Exploration place has been awarded a one million dollar grant. The NASA grant will go towards a new 
aviation exhibit set to open next year. It will also help pay for several related educational programs and 



events. The new exhibit, called "design build fly", will feature hands-on experiences with aviation careers 
including design, engineering and manufacturing.

7/25/16 8am

A new poll released from fort hays state university shows... Donald trump leads the way in Kansas. 
Trump leads Hillary Clinton by... 17 points according to the survey of likely voters. That's about as many 
people who say... They haven't made up their minds yet. Seven percent say... They would vote for 
libertarian party candidate and former New Mexico governor Gary Johnson. We caught up with some 
local voters to see what they think of the presidential candidates. <14:58:20 personally the better is... 
Trump's an outsider. Whether he can sway the insiders, yet to be seen. 58:28 FLASH TO 14:51:15 I 
would have voted for Bernie.  But since we don't have Bernie, Hillary is the better choice.>

7/27/16 7am

If you've ever wondered what it's like to drive a school bus - now is your chance. Derby public schools 
held a "try it out" day for people who want to drive a school bus. The district needs to fill eight to 10 bus 
driver spots for the school year. Current bus drivers were there <sot verbatim: 2.27.12 everyone thinks it’s 
scary because it’s big. It’s not scary, it's a lot of fun. You just feel like you're big queen of the road so you 
can get out on it...> If you are interested and missed it yesterday - You'll have two chances to "try it out" 
tomorrow. The first is in the morning 8 to 11. The second will be tomorrow night from 5 to 8. Both will 
be at panther stadium on east Madison.

7/28/16 7am

Kansas highway patrol troopers are making sure your kids get to school safely. They're inspecting buses, 
transport vans and other vehicles today for Wichita schools.  Troopers look at lights, tires and fire 
extinguishers - and other things to make sure your kid are safe. Troopers check more than 11-thousand 
school vehicles a year.

7/29/16 9pm

Nearly four years after the shooting at sandy hook elementary school, we're getting our first look inside a 
new building to replace the one where the deadly attack occurred. The old school was torn down after a 
gunman killed 20 first-graders and 7 staff members. The 50 million dollar building has impact resistant 
doors and windows as well as a state-of-the-art video monitoring system. The ground floor is elevated, 
making it harder to see inside. Kids will return at the end of august. 70 of the returning students were in 
the school during the shooting.

8/4/16 7am

Summer’s coming to an end, it’s time to think about earlier bedtimes, and shopping for a new school 
clothes. Beginning next Monday - eyewitness news is committed to bringing you the most back to school 



coverage you'll find anywhere. Our experts will show you where to find the best deals on school supplies 
- how to keep your kids safe at the bus stop and at home. We’ll also show you quick and healthy lunches 
that go beyond peanut butter and jelly. Three weeks of extensive coverage begins august 8th.

8/5/16 7am

Eyewitness news this morning is ready to start three weeks of comprehensive back to school coverage 
starting Monday. Expect to learn ways to keep your kids safe at the bus stop, how to pack an easy, healthy 
lunch, and how to save money on school supplies. Eyewitness news this morning airs from four-30 to 
seven here on kwch 12. Shows continue on the KSCW from seven til nine.

8/6/16 8am

Pokémon go has lead people all over the world.... Into cemeteries, people's backyards, and - in some cases 
- into schools. Wichita’s school district is looking into ways to keep you from wandering into Wichita 
schools during the school year. They say it's a safety hazard for students. But district officials tell us, your 
kids will be safe if a stranger wanders near their school while trying to catch them all. < You can't get in 
the school buildings unless you go through the office and sign in and I can promise you that we're not 
going to sign visitors in that are going to try to find a stop or a gym within a school > the district also says 
it'll monitor the problem early in the school year and - if necessary - request that schools be removed from 
the game if need be.

8/7/16 8am

School starts as early as next week for some Kansas kids... Eyewitness News this morning wants to help 
you and your family start school on the right foot. Our back to school coverage starts Monday... When our 
experts will show you where to get the best deals on supplies ... And how to keep your kids safe at the bus 
stop.

8/8/16 8am

Factfinder 12 takes a look at how much you will spend on back to school supplies. According to the 
national retail federation - this year - all of us will spend up to nearly 76-billion dollars on back to school 
supplies. That's up from 68-billion last year. Back to school shopping falls second in spending behind 
holiday shopping.

8/9/16 7am

The superintendents want you to know your child is a top priority…safety is something they are always 
trying to improve. They also say they have been working hard to keep your child's classroom away from 
the budget cuts. Taking care of staff is also a priority, because they are the ones that take care of your 
kids. Superintendents had some advice for parents. <Shelly Kiblinger, 35:50:19 "Get to know your kids, 
take time to engage them in conversations and listen to what they have to say, find out who they are as a 



person, what they are interested in, and as you do that they you will have a really good idea of what they 
are doing, who they are doing it with and all those other things."> they say if you ever have any concerns, 
come talk to them in person or on the phone, not on social media so the issue or concerns can be 
addressed.

8/10/16 7am

Fact-finder 12 looked through documents from the state board of education to learn how many vacancies 
schools in southwest Kansas have. According to a report published yesterday, schools there have 109 
unfilled positions. That’s the highest in the state, followed by south-central Kansas where schools have 74 
vacancies. Northeast Kansas has the third most with 58 open positions. Followed by southeast Kansas, 
north central and northwest Kansas.

8/11/16 7am

It's back to school for more kids across Kansas today. Maize middle and high school students return to the 
classroom today. It’s also the first day for students in salina - garden city and kismet-plains. We hope 
everyone has a great first day back!

8/12/16 8am

Southeast high school students are not the only ones that will return to class in a new building. Earlier this 
year - Wichita school officials voted to close metro meridian alternative high school. The school was 
consolidated with Chester Lewis academy to save money. The district had to cut millions of dollars from 
its budget - that it said was due to increasing costs - and little new state funding.

8/13/16 9pm

Some kids look forward to the weekend. For others, that's the time they go hungry. That's why the Kansas 
food bank started a program to send some kids home, with a backpack full of food at the end of each 
week. Scott Evans was at Dillons all morning, to see first-hand how the program is serving the 
community.

8/14/16 8am

An anti-bullying event brought some super heroes to Wichita. Title boxing club invited kids to an anti-
bullying class called "super hero self-confidence". They taught kids how to defend themselves and 
believe in themselves. Kindergarten kids through high school seniors who dressed up as their favorite 
super heroes got in for free.



8/15/16 6am

Several area schools will get back in the classroom today... We want to make sure your family is ready. 
We continue our back to school coverage this week. The deal detecting diva will join us in the studio in a 
few minutes to help you find the best deals for back to school clothes and groceries. Tomorrow... We will 
share tips to help you and your kids get rid of the first day jitters. Our experts give advice on how to 
handle bullies Wednesday... Thursday... We'll show you the newest technology your kids might see in 
their classrooms this year. And get your family off to a healthy start with quick and easy breakfast ideas.

8/16/16 8am

All this month, we're headed back to school.... to make sure your family is ready for the new school year. 
You’ll hear from experts like our personal protection expert - Joe Schillaci - and a doctor. We’ll also 
bring in a professional organizer to help you manage your family's busy schedule. You won't find better 
coverage anywhere else in Kansas... And it's right here on eyewitness news this morning starting at four-
thirty.

8/18/16 8am

More than 60 districts in our viewing area welcome students back to school today! It’s the first day of 
school for kids in Colby, Ulysses, Hugoton (hugo-ton), Hoisington (hoy-sing-ton), and Ellsworth. Here’s 
another list of schools... (Attica, eureka, Goessel, sterling, Pratt) and finally... students, teachers and 
parents in derby start today. Here's the list on your screen. (Valley center, belle Plaine, Andover, and 
Remington-whitewater) We hope everyone has a GREAT first day!!!!!!

8/19/16 7am

A factfinder 12 don't fall for it that we want you to be aware of as your kids go back to school the i-r-s 
says scammers pretending to be from the agency are targeting students and parents this time of year. 
They’re demanding payments for non-existent taxes such as the federal student tax. If you don't comply 
these scammers will become aggressive and threaten to make a report. If you receive a call like this...the 
best thing you can do is hang up. The i-r-s will never call to demand money or threaten to have you 
arrested.

8/21/16 9pm

As you prepare to send your child back to school this week. Be sure to join eyewitness news this morning. 
Here's a list of the school districts in our area that will open their doors for students tomorrow... this 
marks our last week of back to school coverage on eyewitness news this morning starting at 4:30.



8/22/16 8am

The start of the school year can be a busy time… especially when parents have to juggle several kids and 
activities. It can also be tough to plan around those activities because kids in Wichita have longer school 
days. Anna auld talked to a professional organizer who has some tips to making it work. 

8/23/16 8am

We’re almost done with our back to school coverage, but there's still a lot left to talk about. If you missed 
any of our previous coverage, you can watch all of it online right now in our special back to school 
section at k-w-c-h dot com. Just click the image at the top right of the homepage.

8/24/16 9pm

A new school year means a new class schedule for Wichita kids. The district added 30 minutes to the day 
in order to shorten the school year and save thousands of dollars. But parents and neighbors tell education 
reporter Pilar Pedraza - they're worried about kids heading home during rush hour.

8/25/16 4pm

You can also look for application fee waivers... Some colleges will offer them.  We’ve brought you three 
*full weeks of back to school coverage during eyewitness news this morning... with a look a quick and 
healthy meals... Ways to stay safe... And the best deals... It wraps up tomorrow morning with a look 
ahead to a new year of *sports... See all our stories again right now at k-w-c-h dot com... Click on the 
"back to school" section.

8/26/16 7am

Guns will be allowed on the k-state's campus when a new policy goes into effect next year. That’s 
because the university says none of its buildings in Manhattan will be complaint with a new state law 
that'll go into effect next summer. The only way buildings at *any Kansas University will be allowed to 
ban guns is *if they implement security measures like metal detectors or bag screeners.

8/27/16 9pm

A crush on a teacher could lead to better results according to a new study out of Nevada. Researchers at 
the University of Nevada recently designed a simple study using college students. They found that 
students remembered more from a lecture delivered by professors they found attractive. The author of the 
study says it all boils down to Mother Nature.



8/28/16 7am

Doctors want  families to think  about the kind of bag they buy and how much weight they load on their 
children as kids head  into the school year about 54-hundred  kids are treated each year for back pack 
injuries… Many of them sprains and strains of the shoulder or lower back. Pediatricians recommend kids 
avoid messenger bags, use a bag with two wide padded straps to distribute the load and make sure the bag 
is not too heavy. <if you do have heavy items try to center the backpack, pack it and in the lower 
backpack to sort of distribute the weight... The American academy of pediatrics also suggests adjusting 
the back pack so that the bottom sits at the waist. It also recommends you pack it properly.

8/30/16 9pm

She took a stand by removing the confederate flag from a state capitol... Now she's hoping to encourage 
students at wichita state to stand up for what they believe in. <natural Sound: this flag comes down 
today> You may remember Bree Newsome from June of 20-15 when she scaled the 30-foot flag pole at 
the south Carolina state capitol. She ignored police orders to come down ... Got to the top and removed 
the confederate flag. Newsome was invited to Wichita State as part of welcome week ... Hoping to share 
her story and encourage young people to stand up for change in their communities. <sot verbatim: 46:16 I 
think that students have always been extremely powerful in social movement, as well as youth just 
because young people aren't as cynical they just simply aren't part of the reason that they're so powerful is 
that they really do believe in a better future  > Tickets to her speech sold out before doors opened tonight.

8/31/16 4pm

With time running out on the temporary block grants... The governor today asked for input on a new 
school funding formula from educators across the state. Education reporter Pilar Pedraza was there for the 
announcement. Pilar, how exactly is this going to work?

9/2/16 6am

Some Julliard alumni are taking their talents on the road. Julliard-trained musicians and actors taught 
students at garden city high school. They offered some tips on how to improve their performing arts 
skills. Students also got a chance to ask the artists questions about their careers and watch them perform. 
<sot verbatim: "out here in the middle of Kansas we don't really have any prestigious musical schools 
where they specifically specialize in music. It gives us a lot of perspective of where we want to go with 
our musical careers." > The artists will host a performance Tuesday at 7 p-m at garden city high school.

9/6/16 4pm

Thousands of i-t-t-tech students and employees won't be heading back to school this week. The institute 
announced today it's closing all of its schools. Anna Auld talked with a nursing student who is now 
starting over from scratch.   



9/8/16 4pm

One student is dead and another is hurt after a shooting at a rural Texas high school. Police say a female 
student opened fire outside a school restroom this morning... wounding another student before taking her 
own life. Right now we don't know the condition of that other student. They both attended alpine high 
school-- which is in a small town about 200 miles from el-Paso. The rest of the school was evacuated. A 
federal agent who was responding to the scene was also hurt... officials say she was accidentally shot by a 
marshal there. That agent is expected to be okay.

9/10/16 9pm

A handful of buildings on Wichita state's campus took some damage from the rain last night. An event at 
the Ulrich (ul-rich) museum last night had to end early because of rain leaking into the building. The 
McKnight art center also flooded because of the rain. Crews were at w-s-u early this morning to clean up 
the water. Students say they had to move some of their artwork to avoid it getting damaged by the 
flooding. And they say flooding in these buildings has happened before. <sot verbatim: 10:05 "We are 
really used to leaks. We have sky windows that line the whole half of the studio, but last night it was the 
worst honestly I have ever seen it" 15 > the Ulrich museum was closed today as a result of flooding. It 
says it will be open during its normal hours tomorrow, from 1 to 5 in the afternoon.

9/12/16 9pm

Several buildings at Wichita state university are also cleaning up after Friday’s heavy downpours. WSU 
spokesman Joe Kleinsasser says the school is dealing with flood-related problems in at least eight 
buildings. That includes Koch Arena and the Rhatigan Student Center. Kleinsasser says the extent of 
damage is not known at this time ... And the severity of problems between these buildings varies.

9/13/16 7am

The dean of nursing at Dodge City community college resigns. That's after students say... She roamed the 
hallways harassing students. Students claim Carolyn Wright verbally harassed students... told them not to 
ask questions... and locked students out of classrooms. Students sent to the school calling for wright's job. 
The letter went on to say that created a stressful environment that made it hard to learn.

9/15/16 4pm

When students head off to college... Most of them do their best to get along with their dorm roommates. 
But one u-c-l-a  freshman got off on the wrong foot after she emailed a list of demands to her roommates 
before she ever met them... among the lengthy list of demands, she says "i do not want the single bunk 
where it has a desk underneath the top bunk so don't try to leave me with that."... She also lets them know 
she’s already claiming one of the two available white closets... And goes on to say ""i want the desk that's 
near the window. Plain and simple. I don't care who gets the bottom bunk…just now what i stated above 
is what I’m expecting once i arrive at the dorm." Her soon to be roommates posted a picture of her 
demanding email online which quickly went viral... <sot verbatim: I just thought, coming in, you want to 



have the best relationship with all your roommates, and I don't think that is how she handled that. > ucla 
is aware of the situation. The school said it's reached out to each other students to solve any problems 
between them.

9/16/16 7am

New this morning. There will be an extra police presence at garden city high school today. That's to ease 
concerns over threats made on social media. After an investigation... Police say... They found one student 
made threats against another student... And no threats were made against the school... Staff.... Or other 
students.

9/17/16 8am

In an interview you'll only see on eyewitness news..... We talked to the president of Bethany college will 
jones. He called a white supremacist group "disgusting" after they chalked racist messages on the 
sidewalks of the college. Jones posted a message of outrage on Facebook Friday, and says he's received 
an outpouring of support ever since. He says he hopes his words can help something positive come out of 
something negative. < (reading) as a parent, I’m writing this to you. Please challenge racism wherever 
you encounter it...  7) 27:07 my hope in sharing my message is that folks would take time to think about 
how other people are treated. And to ensure that all of us treat others with respect and kindness > we do 
know which organization is claiming responsibility, but we're choosing not give the group a platform, and 
won't be sharing its name. President Jones says there are three-to-five people behind the chalk comment, 
and none of them are students are Bethany college.

9/18/16 8am

A professor with another Kansas university is showing support for Bethany College. Kansas Wesleyan 
university criminal justice professor John Burchill wrote this post in response to will jones' post. Burchill 
calls on the faculty at Kansas Wesleyan University to stand with Bethany College.  He says quote "we 
must all respond. We must respond to darkness with light, to hate with love."

9/19/16 9pm

A California teen is fighting bullies with a new app. Natalie Hampton says... she was bullied in middle 
school. She often ate lunch alone. Hampton says... she wants to make sure other people don't feel the 
same way she did. She created her own lunch-planning app. Through the app ... Students can become 
ambassadors of their lunch table at school, and invite others to sit with them. The app launched less than a 
week ago. It Already has more than three-thousand downloads. And, Hampton's school has 40 lunches 
organized through the app. <sot verbatim: "I think the real change happens when kids help kids, because 
an adult telling you not to bully isn't going to stop you." > When students register for the app, they must 
sign a pledge saying... they will accept anyone who wants to join their lunch table.  Hampton hopes to 
make the app available to students nationwide.



9/20/16 4pm

Teachers in Kansas cannot *strike... The Wichita teacher's union says as a show of unity...it’s telling 
teachers to "work the contract" one day next week. The union is an impasse with the school district about 
a new contract... This is video from some of the negotiations last month... The message from the union - 
for one day - only do the minimum of what the contract requires. Here’s what it’s urging teachers to do 
next Monday. Teachers are to adhere to the contract during three times - when they arrive to work, lunch 
time and when they leave for the day For example: The contract says a teacher has to be there 10 minutes 
before work...so if school starts at 8am...teachers should arrive by 7:50. The union says the idea is to 
show how much more teachers do on a daily basis that goes beyond what their contract requires. We are 
waiting for a response from the Wichita School District.

9/21/16 4pm

Pilar: this is a hearing school leaders waited seven years for. They say they've seen drastic changes in that 
time. Now, they'll have to wait to learn what the justices here think of all this. Nats of gavel banging or 
bailiff announcing court is in session these educators, lawyers and justices gathered in Topeka for yet 
another argument over school funding. This time… the question is whether the state is providing schools 
with enough money to give your child a solid education. The state says funding is at record levels… and 
thinks the court should dismiss the lawsuit entirely. The schools' attorney says those "extra" funds are just 
make good money the state already owed Kansas teachers as part of their retirement package.... and in no 
way counts as an increase to education funding. The two sides also disagreed on the impact budget cuts 
have had on your child's education - which may be the biggest factor in the judges' decision. Rupe: I 
categorically disagree with what professor McAllister has said. The test scores began to flatline and 
substantially decline. McAllister: the limits of human knowledge at this time, we cannot achieve 100% 
proficiency. Justice: no one's arguing that. McAllister: But I think, in a way, they are. Pilar: the state 
pushed hard in its arguments to keep justices from making a ruling involving policy - leaving lawmakers 
free to redesign a new funding system as they will. The schools specifically asked the court to layout 
guidelines for lawmakers to follow.

9/22/16 9pm

The chancellor of the University of Kansas says she will step down from the top spot at the end of the 
school year. Chancellor Bernadette gray-little made the announcement earlier today. She will step down 
in the summer of 20-17. Gray-little came to Lawrence in two-thousand-nine after serving as a dean of a 
department at the University of North Carolina.

9/23/16 9pm

A student will be disciplined after he brought a b-b gun on a school bus in Wichita today. Someone called 
the school after they saw the student get on the bus with what looked like a b-b gun. The school called 
police, who stopped the middle schooler after he got off the bus at Christa McAuliffe academy. A note 
was also sent home to parents, but officials with the school say there was not a threat to any students.     



9/25/16 8am

Your kids' school may be without teachers, minutes before the first bell tomorrow. The Wichita teachers 
union is asking its members to only do what's required in their contracts tomorrow. It's a protest against 
the board of education as the union continues to negotiate a new contract. We broke the news that the 
union is calling a WORK TO contract day earlier this week. Here’s what exactly working to contract 
means. It means the district is asking your kids teachers to show up ten minutes before the first bell, leave 
ten minutes after the last bell, and take a 40 minute uninterrupted lunch. That's ALL they have to do 
according to their current contract with u-s-d 259. Eyewitness news this morning will be live starting 
tomorrow with live coverage ahead of the contract day. Look for Anna Auld’s live reports from Wichita 
schools starting at five a-m.

9/26/16 4pm

Doing only what's required... It's what some teachers stuck to today. They participated in "work to 
contract day"...an effort to show the school board how much work they do outside of their contracts. Anna 
auld explains what today means for some teachers.

9/28/16 4pm

Condoms will now be made available to students in Lawrence. That's according to the Lawrence journal 
world. Starting this fall students public high schools there will make condoms easily accessible to 
students in their school's health office. The move was presented to the school board on Monday... 
Proponents say its part of a comprehensive sexual education... (((Walk to vertical))) but some people 
aren't happy about it.

9/30/16 4pm

Parents, listen up.... You and your child can start filing for federal financial aid beginning tomorrow. The 
FAFSA application is usually only available in January of a high school student's senior year. Now, 
students can find out what aid they qualify for three months earlier. One Wichita college career 
coordinator says the earlier date will help students plan which college they will attend... And students will 
know what state aid they qualify to receive. <sot verbatim: 51:27 "Every student should fill out their 
FAFSA whether or not they think they're going to qualify. You can always decline anything that is 
awarded if a student doesn't want to take student loans. But it's crucial that all students complete the 
FAFSA because that way they are aware of any opportunities that they may qualify for." 42 > to apply for 
federal student aid, you'll need your 2015 tax information, social security number and parental income 
information.



ENVIRONMENT

7/2/16 9pm

Our k-w-c-h studios in northeast wichita saw massive flooding tonight... so bad that we had to move all 
our vehicles to higher ground... one of our photographers out hard at work covering the weather tonight, 
thankfully left his doors unlocked, so Will Kunkel and i could get it pushed out of the way. It’s the most 
flooding I’ve seen in my two years at kwch...

7/3/16 8am

A brush fire in Maui continues to get larger and now officials are issuing evacuation notices. The fire first 
sparked Saturday afternoon and according to officials it's being fueled by gusty winds. Firefighters say, 
thick smoke can be seen for miles. The blaze has already burned about six thousand acres and caused 
widespread power outages. The evacuations are being issued because a dozen homes are in the direct path 
of the fire. The Red Cross says, it has shelters set up for those who are forced to leave.

7/4/16 9pm

That flooding also causing problems for businesses ... Including our news partners k-f-d-i, who were 
forced to power down one of their five stations. Water got into the building's basement. Today ... 
Employees spent their days off cleaning up ... Along with 10 water extraction trucks, and other outside 
resources. <sot verbatim: 4:55:20 Beverlee Brannigan/VP and general manager for Scripps media Inc. 
"we showed up and brought in shop vacs and tried to keep up that way and it was really obvious it was 
coming in faster than we could keep up with" > k-f-d-i says crews will continue to clean up the mess for 
the next few days... Then they'll begin replacing carpet and drywall. Their classic country A-M station 
could be off the air for at least another day.

7/5/16 4pm

Wichitans are sweating it out today... as the heat index climbs back into the triple digits. Meteorologist 
Rodney Price has the details on our sweltering summer forecast.

7/6/16 7am

That's what the K-W-C-H parking lot looked like around 2-30 this morning.... Anna auld will break down 
how rain and heat are making things even more difficult for those without power this morning but first, a 
lot of Kansas will see dangerous heat today - that's why we issued a weather alert day. Mark... What 
should people prepare for right now?



7/7/16 8am

A reminder...you can get weather alerts, like heat warnings or storm watches sent right to your phone or 
tablet. If you do not have our free app ... You can download it free in the app store. Once you download 
it...You can watch our interactive radar, and track the heat index so you'll know what's happening in your 
area.

7/8/16 7am

A tornado touched down in eureka, Kansas last night, doing damage to several homes, trailer parks, and a 
nursing home. No one was killed or injured. A temporary shelter has been set up at the first Methodist 
church in eureka where displaced people can get help. Right now, Westar says fewer 2-thousand 
customers are without power - in fact, the entire town of Eureka is without power. We're expecting to get 
more details at a media briefing at 10.

7/9/16 9pm

Three people are dead after severe storms move through eastern Tennessee overnight. The state's 
emergency management agency says two people were killed when a tree fell on them while they were 
camping. Another woman was killed by a falling tree outside her home in Knoxville. Heavy rains earlier 
this week caused flash flooding in the area, destroying homes and businesses. Those storms prompted a 
state of emergency declaration that remains in effect today.

7/10/16 9pm

Toxic blue-green algae continues to blanket waters in parts of Florida. In some places ... The algae is four 
to eight inches thick. The algae is killing animals, and costing businesses. One company is trying to take 
action to remove the algae. The group is testing a machine that they say will eat away at the algae. <sot 
verbatim: We destroy very tough bacteria strands as well as algae level in various types of water so we'll 
be processing roughly approximately 4-thousand gallons a minute in this area for the next few days  > the 
company is hoping to have all of the algae removed from one marina in Stuart, Florida by the end of the 
weekend. They then hope to take it to other waterways affected by the algae.

7/11/16 7am

Tornadoes rip through Greenwood County last Thursday night - damaging more than 150 buildings. The 
county's emergency manager says 152 buildings saw some type of damage. 31 were destroyed. There is 
relief for those who lost property in the storm the county says, crews are just about done cleaning up 
downed trees. They’ll now focus on clearing out homes with hazardous waste. Volunteers are in town to 
help people move forward. A resource center - inside the county community center - will re-open this 
morning at 10:00 - for anyone who needs help to fill out disaster assistance paperwork. If you need help - 
bring your i-d. Many of you have asked us... how you can donate and help those affected by the tornado. 
We've posted that information on our website k-w-c-h dot com. Click on the eureka tornado icon under 
the get the scoop.



7/12/16 8am

The clean-up process in eureka is nearing the finish line... after tornadoes damaged more than 150 
buildings, and destroyed dozens more last Thursday. The American Red Cross along with other local 
disaster assistance groups opened a resource center in town. Some of you have reached out to asking how 
you can help. We’ve posted that information at k-w-c-h dot com.

7/13/16 7am

Some of you are sending us your storm shots this morning. Max sends us this one from Rice County. You 
can see the storm front as it moved in. And Doug sends us this picture. The wind blew down a tree in his 
neighbor’s yard. We want to see your pictures you can send them to us using our free storm team 12 
weather app... Or upload them onto our website k-w-c-h dot com.

7/14/16 7am

Firefighters in New Mexico are scrambling to contain an estimated.... 200 acre wildfire. The Otero 
County sheriff says fire crews are also evacuating hundreds of residents from the area. Flames took done 
phone lines before authorities could make reverse 9-1-1 calls, so sheriff's deputies are going door to door 
as well, letting people know they need to leave. The fire has destroyed homes and continues to move 
quickly, but so far nobody has reported any injuries. It started yesterday afternoon and has burned at least 
10 homes. A fire truck that couldn't move out of the way fast enough was also destroyed. An air tanker is 
helping fight the fire. Sunspot Highway into the city of Timberon is closed off to everyone except 
emergency vehicles.

7/15/16 7am

New this morning..... Some people near Colorado Springs, who were forced to leave their homes will get 
to go back, but only for a short time. The Fremont county sheriff says some evacuees will have two hours 
this morning to grab whatever they can bring with them, and to secure their properties. A massive wildfire 
that's already burned nearly 15-thousand acres....forced 140 homes to be evacuated. The wildfire is not 
contained, and authorities say it's destroyed at least one cabin. The fire has also forced a children's camp 
to evacuate.

7/16/16 9pm

Storms bringing strong winds and heavy downpours cause significant damage in Iowa today... take a 
look... Trees were uprooted in this morning's storms ... Blocking some roads in parts of the state. Several 
homes were damaged ... Including a mobile home having its roof torn off. Entire towns were without 
power for most of the morning ... At one point, the number reaching 9-thousand people...



7/18/16 7am

"We're here to serve and support. Our whole job is to keep the firefighters running, to keep them up and 
running, to keep them moving forward, getting them everything they need so that they can continue to 
fight the good fight if you will." That's the leader of the Rocky Mountain Incident Management Team. 
His group is supporting more than 900 people fighting the Hayden Pass wildfire in Colorado. The flames 
have spread to cover more than 16-thousand acres. Lightning struck the ground July 8th, sparking the 
flames.  One home has been destroyed. No one has been hurt. About 100 homes are threatened by the fire. 
Mandatory evacuation notices have been issued for about 185 people - but in an hour, most of those folks 
will be allowed to permanently return home.

7/20/16 7am

Dangerous heat and humidity early Wednesday, skies are clear, winds are light from the south, and temps 
are in the 70s. We'll see sunny skies Wednesday with highs around 100 statewide along with a fresh south 
breeze. The humidity will be much higher across eastern Kansas where heat indices will climb above 105 
this afternoon and heat advisories or excessive heat are in effect. Future track shows us: sunny skies, 
gusty winds and intense heat Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday night to Thursday morning: passing 
clouds west, but dry. Thursday afternoon: sunny and hot again. Thursday night to Friday morning: mostly 
clear. Our 7-day forecast... Highs around 100 through Saturday then mid-90s Sunday into early next 
week. Storm chances Sunday and Monday. Gusty winds today and Saturday.

7/21/16 8am

We are now into day three of extreme heat... And it's going to last a couple more days. As you know, 
these abnormally hot days can be rough on your energy bill...but there are ways you can cut costs. We 
reached out to Westar and they say customers can log into the “my usage” dashboard. This online tool 
will tell you exactly how much energy you use per day. Westar says, there are other things you can do as 
well. <sot verbatim:  Turning off TV's or unplugging them.  Reducing the temp on your water heater, 
setting back the thermostat, not using high energy use appliances like washing machines or driers, or 
other appliances, in the home during the peak energy times which is 2-7pm in the evening.> If you have 
Westar’s app on your phone, you can see all this information on there as well.

7/22/16 7am

Breaking news overnight.... Firefighters found one person dead after they put out a house fire. Anna auld 
is live on the scene. Anna what's the latest?

7/23/16 9pm

A wildfire north of Los Angeles threatens about 1-thousand homes communities have been put on alert. 
Officials say in the event of extreme fire behavior ... As many as 45-thousand homes could be threatened. 
The fire started Friday afternoon ... and is now just 10 percent contained. The fire did prompt a private 
sanctuary for rescued exotic animals to evacuate. The sanctuary is home to about 4-hundred animals.



7/25/16 8am

Firefighters in California are battling high temperatures in addition to the flames of the sand fire in the 
southern part of the state. The Sandfire raced down hillsides throughout the weekend. It destroyed 18 
homes and forced thousands to evacuate. <SOT VERBATIM:  We're doing alright I'm loading up just 
evacuate if they tell you evacuate, leave don't stay just go> as of last night, over sixteen-hundred homes 
are still under threat.

7/26/16 7am

Fire crews in California are still fighting wildfire burning north of Los Angeles. The fire has burned more 
than 50 square miles and forced thousands of people from their homes. One person has been killed and 
around 20 homes destroyed. This photo from NASA shows the burn scar the Sand Fire left on land near 
Los Angeles. Hot and dry conditions continue to fuel the flames.

7/27/16 7am

California state fire officials order evacuations in parts of Monterey County - as a dangerous wildfire 
threatens an entire town. IT has already burned more than 23-thousand acres.  State fire officials say the 
flames have destroyed 20 homes, and threaten more than 16-hundred more. Right now the wildfire is 10 
percent contained. So far no one has been hurt.

7/28/16 7am

Monsoon rains trigger deadly flooding and landslides in Nepal. A government spokesman told the 
associated press at least 54 people have been killed and 20 more are missing - But the Himalayan Times 
reports the death toll at more than 70 since Monday. Hundreds of people have been displaced as swollen 
rivers breached their banks and flooded homes. Soldiers and volunteers are using boats to rescue people 
trapped by the water - while helicopters dropped food supplies. Tens of thousands of people are still 
living in tents following a set of devastating earthquakes that hit the country last year.

7/29/16 9pm

Strong winds caused tree damage on the west side of Wichita. These tree limbs were knocked down along 
ridge road. Crews were out today cutting up tree limbs and making sure they were out of the street. Tree 
debris can be dropped off at the Sedgwick county west yard for free next week.

7/30/16 9pm

57 homes destroyed in a California wildfire... 2-thousand more in the path of the fire. Officials say the 
blaze has now grown to 52 square miles since it started about a week ago. More than 5-thousand 
firefighters are battling the blaze that's expected to continue burning until the end of August.



7/31/16 9pm

Powerful images out of Ellicott City, Maryland... where flash floods leave two people dead. Officials say 
more than 6 inches of rain fell in the city last night ... Turning main streets into rushing rivers.  Most of 
the rain fell in a time span of about 2 hours. First responders made numerous water rescues ...  Cell phone 
videos show people who live in Ellicott City making human chains to help rescue people stuck in the 
rushing water. <sot verbatim: He was saying there was a flash flood and I literally came here thought we 
were going to have dinner within five minutes and he was pulling someone out of there and I've never 
seen anything like it before. > The floods left behind significant damage to businesses, cars and homes. 
Governor Larry Hogan declared a state of emergency for the county today. One county official says the 
damage is the worst in at least 50 years ... If not the worst in the town's history. He estimates the cost of 
recovery will reach hundreds of millions of dollars.

8/1/16 8am

Officials in Maryland say repairing damage from weekend flooding will cost millions of dollars. 
Yesterday the governor declared a state of emergency. The national weather service says more rain could 
be on the way. Reid Binion has the latest.

8/2/16 7am

At the same apartment complex. A police car hit a transformer and sparked a fire. Firefighters put out the 
flames. Wichita police say the car rolled into the transformer because it was either was not put in park or 
was inadvertently kicked into gear.

8/3/16 7am

An update to breaking news we first brought you at five..... The Wichita fire department tweeted that the 
south Topeka house fire is under control. They say the people who live there are safe. The Kansas Red 
Cross has been called to help four adults. Mount Vernon is still closed between emporia and Broadway. 
We'll keep you updated.

8/4/16 7am

Road crews closed one lane.... at Douglas just east of rock road because of a water main break. Water is 
flowing through the cracks in the asphalt into the street. Dispatch says crews expected to finish fixing this 
overnight, but hadn't heard whether that was done this morning.

8/5/16 7am

We told you yesterday morning the national hurricane center downgraded hurricane earl to a tropical 
storm... But that didn't stop the storm from hitting Belize with full force. Earl blasted the country with 80 



mile per hour winds and heavy rain. 8 to 12 inches of rain fell within hours as the storm weakened. Right 
now, earl is moving west through Guatemala and southern Mexico with winds still in the *40* mile per 
hour range.

8/6/16 8am

Breaking news overnight.... A fire swept through a bar in France, killing at least 13 people and injuring 
six others at a birthday party. Officials say one of the six injured has life-threatening injuries. More than 
50 firefighters fought the flames, which started late last night and were put out just after midnight. Local 
media report the fire started in the basement when someone lit candles, then accidentally touched them to 
the ceiling. The front window of the bar is completely blown out and damaged.

8/7/16 8am

Scattered showers and storm continue to roll across central Kansas, while no severe weather is expected 
today, heavy downpours, frequent lightning and wind gusts to 40 mph, remain possible.  Storms will 
continue to weaken through the morning with more off/on showers and storms are possible through much 
of the day into Sunday evening.   Clouds and precipitation will keep temperatures in check with highs in 
the 70s and 80s.  Rainfall amounts have generally ranged from 0.25" to 1.00" across the area with locally 
heavier amounts in some locations. Showers and storms tonight will be isolated across northern Kansas 
and more numerous in the southern half of the state.  Most storms should diminish after midnight.  
Rainfall amounts between 0.50 and 1.00 inch will be common with locally heavier amounts possible.  
Monday starts out cloudy with temperatures in the 60s and 70s, then the clouds begin to break by 
afternoon.  Highs will reach the 80s and low 90s.  A few late day storms are again possible in SW-Kansas 
moving into central Kansas during the overnight Monday. The heat returns Tuesday through Thursday 
with highs reaching the 90s to near 100.  Another cold front brings a chance of showers/storms and 
"cooler" weather by next weekend.

8/8/16 8am

New video from NASA shows... plasma raining on the sun's surface. NASA says that "rain" is made of 
plasma, a gas in which positively and negatively charged particles have separated. They form a super-hot 
mix that rapidly cools as it falls. The bright pixels in this video you're seeing, are from high energy 
particles hitting the camera on a NASA satellite used to observe the sun.

8/9/16 7am

Hundreds of firefighters look to save homes on the verge of being destroyed by a large wildfire burning 
outside Los Angeles. The Pilot fire erupted Sunday, tripling in size in less than 24 hours pushed by strong 
winds and dry brush. It's now more than 10 square miles with plumes of smoke causing air quality 
advisories in Southern California... And into Nevada more than 200 miles away. Residents who've been 
evacuated say, this just comes with living in an area prone to wildfires. <"It's eerie and it’s emotional.  
We've been through this before; this is my third time since living up here going through this. "We spend 



the night sitting in the front yard watching the flames… terrible." > At this time - the fire is only six 
percent contained.

8/10/16 7am

Your kids could be at risk while walking to the bus stop if they don't pay attention to what's around 
them… our personal protection expert Joe Schillaci gave us some tips on what you can do to make sure 
your child gets to and from the bus stop. Anna auld joins us live with what he said.

8/11/16 7am

Early Thursday skies are mostly clear, winds are light and temps are in the muggy 60s and 70s. We'll see 
increasing clouds Thursday but stay dry. Highs will top-out in the mid-90s but feel like 105+ over eastern 
Kansas where there's more humidity. Our 7-day forecast... Highs: mid 90s Thursday then 80s Friday 
through early next week. Rain/storm chances tonight and Friday night.

8/12/16 8am

Some of you may have woken up to an earthquake felt across parts of Kansas. The u-s geological survey 
says the 4.0 magnitude earthquake hit around 12-30 in the morning. Its epicenter was near ("haleena") 
Helena, Oklahoma. There aren't any reports of damage at this time.

8/13/16 9pm

Thousands of people are forced out of their homes as the flooding gets worse in Louisiana. You're 
looking at video showing how high water levels are getting with a firetruck almost submerged 
underwater. The historic levels forced a state of emergency in the areas that are effected. The rain began 
on Friday and rivers across the state are overflowing ever since the rescue effort started, the National 
Guard has rescued more than a thousand people <sot verbatim: " Some were clinging to trees and flood 
waters and a hundred pets// we have record levels of flooding along our rivers and creeks.  We don't know 
how wide the water is going to get in those areas." > The rivers in the state are expected to break records 
by several feet.

8/14/16 8am

Deadly flash floods continue to force hundreds from their homes in southern Louisiana. At least three 
people have been swept away and killed by the rushing waters filling the streets and sending people to 
higher grounds. The governor declared a state of emergency, calling the heavy rain that spawned the 
flooding a "truly historic event" that won't be over any time soon. Record levels of flooding and cresting 
along rivers and creeks are swallowing homes, roads, driveways and cars. As roads become rivers, 
rescuers use boats to reach people marooned in their homes. <"Water coming in on three sides. How deep 
is it in your house right now? It's right at our backyard."> With more rain in the forecast, people prepare 
to see more of these historically high waters.



8/15/16 6am

Heat and humidity return. Early Monday, clouds cover eastern Kansas with mostly clear skies to the west. 
Winds are light, and temps in the 50s and 60s. Monday afternoon looks mostly sunny and warm with 
highs in the upper 80s to around 90. The humidity will be a bit higher but it won't really get sticky again 
until midweek.

8/16/16 8am

Some residents St. Louis are also dealing with floodwaters. Officials say, nearly two dozen homes and 
businesses were damaged around the city...following Monday’s flash flooding. There’s also reports of a 
flood recovery business, being damaged because of rising water. Different firefighters from around the 
city say they hopped in boats and went to some of the hardest hit areas...looking for people who may have 
gotten stranded or trapped. There were no reports of deaths or injuries.

8/17/16 9pm

Most of the state will have two more hot days before fall-like weather arrives in Kansas. There have been 
a few storms in northwest Kansas this evening, but they will dry up later in the evening. Most of us won't 
see any rain at all until Friday evening. The forecast for tonight looks mostly clear and rather quiet. Lows 
will drop into the 60s with light south breezes. Higher humidity returns on Thursday and high 
temperatures will likely reach 90 once again. It will feel just a little bit hotter and the wind will be gusty 
from the south during the afternoon. Dry conditions will prevail into early Friday, but as a cold front runs 
into the hot weather, storms will start developing after 5 or 6 p.m. Friday. Some of the storms may 
produce some gusty winds and small hail. Locally heavy rainfall is possible over central and eastern 
Kansas. Get ready for a big drop in temperatures. Highs will be in the 70s for Saturday.

8/18/16 8am

Storm chances rise then temps tumble. Early Thursday, skies are mostly clear but there are a few isolated 
showers/storms north of I-70. South winds are fresh and temps are in the 60s. Higher humidity returns to 
Kansas Thursday with temps topping-out around 90 this afternoon. The very humid air will make it feel 
hotter with a heat index around 95, or more, at times later in the day. Future track shows us: sunny to 
mostly sunny skies, hot and humid Thursday afternoon. Thursday night to Friday morning: passing 
clouds, muggy. Friday afternoon: mostly clouds with scattered storms along a strong cold front. Friday 
night to Saturday morning: storms move-out, decreasing clouds west. Our 7-day forecast... Rain/storms 
likely Friday evening; chances for more late Tuesday and Wednesday. Highs: around 90 thursday-friday, 
near 80 this weekend then mid-80s next week with gusty winds at times.

8/19/16 7am

Louisiana residents have begun the long and difficult process of cleaning up. Water is still high in some 
areas - but where it has receded - people are trying to pick up the pieces of their lives. Boats are the only 



way people - in this neighborhood - can get to their homes but these residents are determined to rescue 
anything they can - and if at all possible - start cleaning up. <"Don't have any choice you know that's 
everything we got over there you got to do something about it." > We’re not sure how many homes have 
seen damage like that across the state. Emergency officials say this will be the most expensive rebuilding 
effort for the country since hurricane sandy.

8/21/16 7am

We’re taking a live look at what *was* the scene of a trailer fire on Pawnee and Seneca. Dispatch got the 
call at 6-15 this morning. Our photojournalist on the scene says fire crews *just left* within the last 10 
minutes. Seneca *was* closed south of Pawnee, but dispatch confirms it *should* be re-opened now. 
Right now, we don't know what started this fire. Dispatch says as far as they know right now, nobody was 
hurt. We're waiting to hear from fire investigators who *just* got to the scene. We'll continue to update 
this story throughout the morning as we get more information.

8/22/16 8am

Yes - we're looking at a rather "unsettled" weather week ahead with more chances for rain and storms on 
the way. Early Monday, skies are mostly clear, winds are light and temps are in the 60s. Look for mostly 
sunny to partly cloudy skies Monday afternoon with highs in the mid to upper 80s for most but a few 90s 
in the west. We'll stay dry today but chances for rain will rise tonight.

8/23/16 8am

Wind-blown warm-up; Higher humidity too, then more storms. Early Tuesday, skies are mostly clear to 
partly cloudy, winds are fresh and temps are in the 60s and 70s. Look for a mix of clouds and sun 
Tuesday afternoon with highs ranging from the upper 80s east to the lower 90s across western Kansas 
along with gusty southerly winds statewide. Future track shows us: mostly sunny to partly cloudy skies 
Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday night to Wednesday morning: passing clouds; isolated showers far west and 
southeast. Wednesday afternoon: partly to mostly cloudy with scattered storms northwest along a slow-
moving cold front. Wednesday night to Thursday morning: rain/storms wind-down, clouds linger. Our 7-
day forecast... Chances for rain/storms Tuesday through Thursday and again Sunday night. Highs near 90 
Tuesday and Wednesday then near 80 thursday-friday; mid to upper 80s again Saturday through Monday. 
Gusty winds Tue + wed.

8/24/16 9pm

New video shows the damage from two tornadoes in Indiana today. One tornado touched down in the 
town of Kokomo. That’s about 50 miles north of Indianapolis. The other was reported in New Ross, 
Indiana, around 35 miles northwest of the capital city. Both of the tornadoes caused significant damage 
including this Starbucks which was demolished. 12 injuries have been reported but none of them are life 
threatening. Most of the damage was reported around homes and businesses in the two cities. <sot 
verbatim:  I went into the bathroom, called 911.  I tried to push the door, the wind was blowing so fast.  I 
was disturbed because I've never seen anything like this in my life.  And then that was it, I ran downstairs.  



I was so scared.> governor mike pence has left the campaign trail to return to his home state of Indiana to 
support his community.

8/25/16 4pm

We're following two breaking stories... I-70 just re-opened after a gas explosion west of salina... And 
emergency crews are on scene of a small plane crash in rice county Jenn Bates is at the breaking news 
desk with the latest on both stories.

8/26/16 7am

The storm that eventually moved north into Kansas caused some damage in Oklahoma. Take a look at 
this. Heavy rain and strong winds caused problems in the town of Clare-more. The hospital there says its 
building was closed due to a power-outage and some flooding issues. Its patients were moved to a nearby 
south Tulsa hospital. Meteorologists there say the town may have been hit by a small microburst.

8/27/16 9pm

Heavy rains soaked the Kansas City area last night, causing major flooding issues. Officials say, High 
water forced several people to abandon their cars all throughout the downtown area. Firefighters rescued 
several people from the rushing waters, including two women whose car became stuck. <sot verbatim: 
"They were very happy to see us and when we assured them it was safe to get in the boat they were very 
happy to be on the way back to the dry land."> Forecasters say, more rain is expected to hit the area over 
the next couple of days...with continued flooding a possibility.

8/28/16 7am

Flood waters take over Westport in Kansas City, Missouri. All that rushing water is gone now, but it left 
behind a lot of stalled cars. <"For a little bit, it felt like it was the Titanic where the water starts seeping in 
through the walls," "up to the headlights in water. My parents told me to stay home and I didn't so they 
were right."> Tow companies in the area say they towed dozens of cars out of Westport once the rain 
stopped. Some people abandoned their cars Friday night, only to return Saturday morning and find the 
floodwaters had totaled them or washed them away.

8/29/16 7am

Storms to start, heat to finish this week. Early Monday, skies are partly to mostly cloudy with a few 
isolated showers/storms over northern Kansas. Winds are light and temps are in the 60s and 70s. The heat 
of the day Monday afternoon will bring more pop-up, but isolated, showers and storms to parts of Kansas.  
Storms that do develop will move slowly resulting in locally heavy rainfall and more flood concerns. 
Highs will TOP-out in the 80s statewide. Future track shows us: partly to mostly cloudy skies Monday 
afternoon with isolated storms for some. Monday night to Tuesday morning: scattered showers/storms 
passing from west to east. Tuesday afternoon: partly to mostly cloudy, more isolated storms. Tuesday 



night to Wednesday morning: more clouds, scattered showers/storms for some. Our 7-day forecast... Off-
on chances for rain/storms through midweek. Highs in the 80s this week, around 90 with gusty winds this 
weekend.

8/30/16 9pm

Storms in Colorado Springs Monday left piles of hail along streets and driveways. Take a look at this 
video... You can see what looks like snow on the ground ... That is several inches of hail. In some areas ... 
Nearly 2 feet of hail covered the street. A snowplow trying to move the hail had to be towed.

8/31/16 4pm

Heavy rains cause flooding at butler community college in El Dorado... Take a look at some of the 
pictures in the area. Anna auld checked out the damage and says the school was able to save a valuable 
item.

9/1/16 8am

If you're looking for something special to do this Labor Day weekend, we suggest you and your family 
attend the re-opening of the lake Afton observatory. The public observatory re-opens tomorrow night. The 
observatory closed last august because w-s-u did not have the money to run it. The observatory opened in 
19-81, but attendance dropped 50 percent in recent years. One observatory chairman says he hopes 
updates will attract more visitors. <We were disappointed when it closed, we were excited when we got 
the 501 c-3, but more excited when we go the lease agreement...now we're ecstatic that we can present the 
facility to the county and the area as a state of the art observatory.> The observatory will be open from 8-
10 this Friday, Saturday and Sunday. This will take place at 25-thousand west 39th street south.

9/2/16 6am

And if you don't want to travel far for a little fun - Lake Afton’s observatory reopens today! It's the first 
time in about a year you can look through its telescopes and exhibits. Budget issues forced the facility to 
close last year. The observatory opens at eight o'clock.

9/3/16 9pm

Two people are dead and hundreds of thousands in the dark as Hermine moves up the east coast from 
Florida. Those who live along the coast in New York and New Jersey are getting ready for what could be 
a lengthy and damaging storm. Wendy Gillete has the latest from the hurricane's path from New Jersey.



9/5/16 8am

A hot and windy Labor Day forecast.  Plenty of sunshine today with gusty south winds.  South wind gusts 
of 30-35 M.P.H., during the afternoon will be an issue if you have plans to spend the day at the lake or 
planning a family gathering picnic.  Storm are possible later this afternoon in western Kansas, but will be 
isolated in nature.  Highs today will reach the upper 80s and low 90s.  More details on the forecast 
coming up in a few minutes. More wind and heat in the forecast for Tuesday and Wednesday.  A cold 
front moving into the state on Wednesday may trigger showers and storms Wednesday afternoon through 
Thursday morning.  A sign that Fall is around the corner, another cold front will sweep through Kansas 
on Friday night with relatively cooler temperatures for next weekend.

9/6/16 4pm

Jenn, cracks like these show the power that earthquake had... You can see the large horizontal crack 
across the parking garage near expo hall. Joe Pajor with the public works & utilities department pointed 
out cracks like these this afternoon during a news conference. They say they've seen cracks like this at 
expo hall... patrol north... in the panels outside century two... the rounds & porter building downtown... 
and a sewage treatment plant. The sheet rock at the Alford public library was also damaged... Right now 
city leaders believe the damage is cosmetic <21:05 none of these appear to be structural mostly 
appearance. They will be repaired and we continue to look at our facilities too, it'll take us about a week 
to get through everything. 21:16> they're also working to determine what effect the earthquake could 
have had on the city's water supply... there was a drop in water pressure immediately after the quake hit 
but right now they are not sure why.

9/7/16 8am

We are also learning from a geophysicists, what may have caused Saturday’s powerful quake. 
Geophysicist Dan McNamara (MAC-NUH-MAIR-UH) says the Pawnee earthquake was on a newly 
discovered fault zone... which intersects with a known fault zone. McNamara (MAC-NUH-MAIR-UH) 
who works for the u-s geological survey... Had this to say. <we're putting more and more instrumentation 
in the state.  That allows us to get more precise earthquake locations, and that helps us map out the faults 
in detail. > He went on to say, the ultimate goal is to use that information as a guide for building codes 
and structures.

9/8/16 4pm

Russian officials are now working to find out what turned this river bright red. Residents shared photos 
online after discovering the water in the Daldykan River had changed colors Tuesday. The river flows 
into the city of Norilsk which is the northernmost city in the entire world... and sits just above the Arctic 
Circle. Now Russia’s ministry of natural resources and environment says the color change could have 
been caused by a leakage from a nearby chemical plant. Nearby city officials say any possible chemical 
contamination would not pose a threat to citizens. As the river is not linked to any water supply.



9/9/16 4pm

That's where Brittni Thomason is right now... This afternoon she spoke with people who are cleaning up... 
After the storms brought even more water into their homes and yards. Brittni what are you seeing out 
there?

9/10/16 9pm

On Logan road in belle plain... Rising water from the *ninn*-eh-ska river covered the road. Just hours 
ago, a car had to be towed out by boat and tow truck, with the help about five people. The water came 
nearly to the roof of the car... The person who owns the car actually got stuck in this water late last 
night... She said she's from out of town and just driving through. Her GPS took her down this road, and 
suddenly she found herself sitting in water and had to call 911. She didn't want to speak on camera, but 
tells us what happened <sot verbatim:, the signs had all been washed out 7) nothing warning me at all that 
I was about to drive in waist to chest deep water 5) /when you're on these back roads and you're not from 
this area, go slow, be safe> the Ninnescah river has several miles of k-55 covered with rushing water... 
Deedee sun is down there, and says you can barely tell there is a road... So please be safe in that area... 
Several miles of route 81 near Belle Plaine, are also closed.

9/12/16 7am

Rescuers respond to flood-related calls around the clock near the Ninnescah (*ninn*-eh-ska) River... 
After days of heavy rain left the river flowing out of its banks. First responders rescued five people trying 
to get back to their flooded home this weekend near Belle Plaine. Dispatchers tell us... Officials have 
responded to about 25 water rescues in that area since the flooding started Thursday. Water is receding. 
People who live near the Bartlett Arboretum in Belle Plaine say the roads are finally dry enough to drive 
on... But the arboretum is under water. One man says he hasn't seen flooding this bad in the 37 years he's 
lived there.  <"with all the rain, i really wasn't that much surprised. I just didn't think it would get this 
high, but other than that, Mother Nature, she has her own way of doing things, ya know?" >

9/13/16 7am

Rains like this wreaked havoc on basements, county roads and businesses across Kansas. But it's also a 
major problem for area farmers who tell us, it cost them part of their crops. Shane Konicki is live with 
what it’s done to a Clearwater framer.

9/14/16 7am

Americans are driving more than a quarter-million flood damaged cars. That's according to a new study 
by Carfax. Research by the company found more than 271-thousand cars were reported as flood damaged 
by departments of motor vehicles in several states. It also found more of the cars are now back in use or 
now up for sale. States with the most flood damaged cars included Texas... Pennsylvania... And Florida.



9/15/16 4pm

A Topeka man decides to brave the weather and is struck by lightning. He says he had barely made it 
from his apartment door to his truck when he saw the flash of light and fell to his knees. <sot verbatim: 
"That's when I noticed my shoes and looked down and they were smoking and they had ID marks from 
where they had hit them." > he says he's lucky to be alive now... He had originally put on his steel toe 
boots for work that day... But changed his mind at the last minute and decided to wear his sneakers... He 
says that probably saved his life.

9/16/16 7am

Early Friday, skies are partly to mostly cloudy with an area of rain/non-severe storms plowing through 
central and eastern Kansas. Winds are light and temps are in the 50s and 60s. Friday afternoon we'll see a 
few more widely scattered showers/storms across south-central and eastern Kansas along a slow-moving 
front with clearing skies to the northwest. Our 7-day forecast... On and off rain/storms Friday and again 
Wednesday night; highs in the 70s and 80s.

9/17/16 8am

Several earthquakes shook parts of Oklahoma and Kansas. The U-S-G-S reports a 2-point-9 magnitude 
earthquake recorded near Belle Plaine yesterday morning. Four other small quakes were recorded in 
northern Oklahoma, hours before. The largest was a 3-point-5 magnitude earthquake near Fairview.  
People felt that as far north as Sedgwick County.

9/18/16 8am

Several earthquakes shook parts of Oklahoma and Kansas. The U-S-G-S reports a 2-point-9 magnitude 
earthquake recorded near Belle Plaine yesterday morning. Four other small quakes were recorded in 
northern Oklahoma, hours before. The largest was a 3-point-5 magnitude earthquake near Fairview.  
People felt that as far north as Sedgwick County.

9/19/16 8am

Early Monday, skies are clear, winds are light and temps are in the 50s and 60s. Monday afternoon look 
for a few passing high clouds, soaring temps and a south breeze and summer-like highs in the low to mid 
90s. Our 7-day forecast... Highs in the 90s through Thursday then cooling into the 70s by Sunday. 
Rain/storm chances Wednesday night and Thursday morning and again this weekend with gusty winds by 
midweek to week's end.

9/20/16 4pm

Improving flood control in parts of Kansas. Your lawmakers in Washington are working to secure 
funding for six projects in our state. Our Washington bureau's peter Zampa spoke with senator Pat 
Roberts about what it could mean for Kansas.



9/21/16 4pm

It’s a thunderstorm from space... Nasa just released these *NEW* pictures taken 2-hundred-50 miles 
above earth on board the international space station this Sunday... You can see lightning flashing... 
brightening the inside OF the clouds... And we could see some thunderstorms of our own this weekend... 
But Sarah, you're saying we're clear for the next few days right?

9/22/16 4pm

It’s the first official day of fall but it doesn't quite feel like it... The summer heat is holding on for a few 
more days ahead of our next storm system. Merril has a look at our rain chances.

9/23/16 7am

<sot verbatim: we seen this big cloud swirling.  Out of nowhere this big cloud on top of us. --- BUTTED 
TO---I looked out the kitchen window and I saw this debris spinning in a circle. Yelled at my wife let's go 
back in and it hit > the national weather service confirms a tornado officially touched down yesterday - in 
Utah - causing some major damage. Take a look at this! One of the hardest hit areas was Weber County. 
Glen Beeby went to the area and shows us the damage.

9/24/16 9pm

This storm hasn't helped the recovery efforts in areas that were damaged by flood waters earlier this 
month, including Belle Plaine. Deedee sun spoke with some people down there who say this weather isn't 
making their lives any easier. She joins us outside now live, how are things out there Deedee?

9/25/16 8am

Parts of Iowa are being evacuated this morning as rivers rise as we speak. Residents in downtown cedar 
rapids are under a mandatory evacuation order as river levels get dangerously close to the city. Samantha 
Myers from our sister station k-c-r-g is in eastern Iowa with a look at how the state is bracing for 
flooding.

9/26/16 4pm

A cold front moved through over the weekend, bringing cooler weather to Kansas for the start of the work 
week. We'll feel like Fall today, with highs in the lower 70s. Expect plenty of sunshine over the next few 
days, as high pressure parks over the region. We'll get a little warmer on Tuesday, thanks to that high 
pressure, with highs warming into the low 80s. By the end of the week, a weak cold front will cool us 
back into the 70s, we’ll stay mostly sunny through the upcoming weekend.



9/27/16 9pm

The Cedar River crests at its second highest level in history in Cedar Rapids, Iowa but officials say a 
system of floodwalls is protecting thousands of buildings from floodwaters. City officials say a nearly 10-
mile long system of barriers and berms is holding back most of the water. They said some buildings and 
homes may have water in the basements, but otherwise, no serious damage was done. City workers 
pumped out water overnight that got through the barriers, and came up through the sewer system.  The 
river crested today at 21-point-9 feet ... About 12 feet above flood stage. It's the second highest in history 
only to the record 31 feet in 2008.

9/28/16 4pm

The weather looks nice and quiet the next few days. Cool temperatures tonight with lows in the 40s. We 
will see highs near 70 tomorrow with sunshine. Light winds and mild 70 degree weather continues into 
the weekend.

9/29/16 4pm

Dry weather will continue through the weekend. Mostly sunny and cooler this afternoon. A storm system 
is headed our way for early next week. HD Future Track shows the quiet conditions the next couple of 
days. Here are the current conditions and forecasts.

9/30/16 9pm

FEMA denies an appeal to help Kansas counties affected by severe storms in May. Governor Sam 
Brownback appealed an original denial for a federal declaration to help more than two dozen counties. 
FEMA says the damages caused by the storms did not warrant a major disaster declaration.



HEALTH & SAFETY

7/2/16 9pm

Flooding a huge concern for those who live here in Kechi. I'm on 61st street which has been closed off 
since the rain started coming down.  There were several people who were desperately trying to save their 
animals so they don't drown. High water in Kechi and Bel Aire make it impossible to cross. These horses 
are stranded on a small patch of land because of the water... unable to get to their hay, this woman feeds 
them by hand, hoping the water will recede enough allowing the horses to feed. Water runs up to the side 
of this home... The homeowner telling us it has already flooded the basement. This woman, ignores all 
warning signs, and walks through high water to save her animals. Kechi mayor Ed Parker says this is the 
worst damage he's seen in 50 years. There is no sign the rain will let up any time soon. Which is causing 
major concerns for those who live here. Remember, water can be deeper than you expect, so if you see 
flooded roadways, turn around... Don't try and drive through it.

7/3/16 8am

The severe weather caused problems in Kechi as well. Straight line winds brought down large trees, 
which caused some property damage. The winds knocked down a fence on a property near Oliver and 
61st street... and a beam on a porch of another home.  Flooding was definitely an issue in this area as well. 
One resident says, the storms were scarier than a tornado.  <sot verbatim: this was even scarier. At least 
with a tornado, you've got warnings on your TV. You are kinda prepared for it if it's coming, but when 
this strikes, you're almost so caught off guard that you're kind of confused. I was literally scared. I was 
really scared. And I don't scare easy."   > residents say the most damaging part of yesterday’s storm only 
lasted a few minutes, but it was enough to wreak havoc in the area.

7/4/16 7am

One man who fell more than 120 feet from a wind generator is in the hospital. The Pratt County Sheriff 
says two men were repairing a wind generator southeast of Pratt. One of the men fell about 125 feet and 
landed on his back. He was taken to a Wichita hospital. The Pratt County Sheriff says he was conscious 
and talking to emergency workers. Another worker was stuck hanging by his safety harness, but was able 
to free himself, and get back into the construction basket. <sot verbatim: 3:26 been sheriff for 25 years, 
it's the first incident I've ever responded to where we've had a fall from a height anywhere near that. I've 
never worked heights or incidents like that before. > The sheriff's office says it will not investigate what 
caused the accident, the company the men worked for -- General Electric -- will instead. We have no 
word on his current condition.

7/5/16 4pm

One person is dead after a state trooper crashed into their car while he was on his way to another wreck. 
Michael Schwanke is in the newsroom with the latest on a story that was breaking news at noon.



7/6/16 7am

<sot verbatim:  we're in six feet of water right, you guys got to hurry up, there's nowhere for us to go."> 
That’s just one of 45 calls about cars stuck in water. Sedgwick county dispatchers got all those calls 
Saturday night. That night there were also 61 flood calls. Heavy rain and flooding hit much of south 
central Kansas. The city of Wichita reported a record rainfall on Saturday of more than five point seven 
inches.

7/7/16 7am

It’s the second time in less than a week a man has been injured while working at a wind turbine farm in 
Pratt. The first was over the weekend and another just last night... Anna auld is live to tell us what we 
know....

7/8/16 7am

The Greenwood County Sheriff's Office posted on their Facebook page that a temporary shelter has been 
set up in the Methodist Church at 517 Main in Street in Eureka. People who need shelter can go there. 
The sheriff's office says the Red Cross will be there. Authorities are asking people who are not first 
responders, firemen, law enforcement, or registered nurses to stay home if they can and stay off the roads 
unless they need shelter.

7/9/16 9pm

Firefighters say Brian Bergkamp and four other kayakers were heading down the Arkansas river when 
they came up to the spillway underneath the bridge on 21st. Crews say Bergkamp got out of his kayak to 
help another woman who was struggling to get to shore, that's when he went under. Wichita firefighters 
tirelessly search for a man who went into the Arkansas River after he attempted to help a fellow kayaker. 
There were three women and two men in the group. All five fell into the water after they lost control in 
the fast moving waters, crews say Bergkamp was the only one who did not swim to shore. Crews have 
searched the waters by air, boat, and by foot, but were unsuccessful in their search efforts today. 
Firefighters faced several challenges in their search, including the heat, high water levels in the river, 
making it difficult to reach the bottom in some areas, and the fast moving water, brought on by recent 
rains.  <sot verbatim: sot frank buck there's really not a whole lot more than we can do that we haven't 
done several times today already. The guys took a beating, they wanted to stay out here as long as 
possible and it was a call to call it off tonight and resume things in the morning.> the search was ended 
just after 6pm.  Batallion chief buck says firefighters took a beating after searching more than nine hours. 
We did not speak to the family, but crews tell us they are optimistic they will recover the man's body.

7/10/16 9pm

The sheriff says the inmates complained the lunch wasn't good today... And were specifically upset about 
the mashed potatoes and gravy. Nearly sixty inmates refused to return to their cells, and set off fire 
extinguishers, clogged a sink to flood the pod, knocked off sprinkler heads, and over turned tables... Jail 



authorities called for backup, bringing in the butler county swat team, fire crews, several police 
departments, as well as E-M-S and a lifeteam helicopter. The butler county sheriff says all the 
reinforcement was just a precaution... Authorities got the situation under control by bringing in a hostage 
negotiator to speak with the inmates. <sot verbatim:  We had a plan to go in and use gas if need be and we 
told them that, and I don't think they wanted to face that situation. 25:53 so they did all lock back down 
prior to us opening the door. And when we did open the door we did show a use of force by our presence. 
> No one was hurt in the incident.. The sheriff says he doesn't think the protests and unrest around the 
country had anything to do with what happened today. The sheriff says the inmates involved will be 
disciplined, and there will be some changes moving forward - like better securing the tables to the floor in 
the jail.

7/11/16 7am

Reinforcements were brought into the butler county jail yesterday to deal with some inmates who refused 
to go into their cells. Their problem? They did not like the mashed potatoes at lunch! The butler county 
sheriff says, the inmates refused to go into their cells, THEN started to destroy TV's and tables - and even 
flooded some jail cells. The sheriff says they called in a helicopter and the swat team as a precaution. <sot 
verbatim: We just wanted to be sure we were ready to go if we did  have to use force, throw in gas, use 
sting balls, whatever it would've taken to get the situation under control. > Officials brought in a hostage 
negotiator - to speak with the inmates and get the situation under control. No one was hurt. The sheriff 
says the inmates involved will be disciplined.

7/12/16 8am

Police in Anaheim, California, are releasing security video of a confrontation that took the life of a 
homeless man. Police say two officers were sent to a laundromat because some reported Vincent 
Valenzuela was loitering and following people. You can see when the officers try to arrest him, and that's 
when the struggle began. Valenzuela then tries to run out the door, and that's when the officer tased him 
in the back. The Anaheim police chief says, Valenzuela would not comply with the officer's orders. <sot 
verbatim:  there was a consistent communication with Mr. Valenzuela to stop resisting, to stop fighting, 
he was under arrest ---butted to--- he continued to resist and at one point he kicked one of the officers.> 
Valenzuela’s father says the officers went too far by tasing him, and that caused him to have a heart attack 
and die. The father also says, he has hired an attorney and plans to sue. The two police officers have been 
allowed to return to work, but they are being investigated to see if any policies were violated.

7/13/16 7am

Instead of stealing a kiss.... A woman says her tinder date stole her stuff. The New Yorker invited a man 
she met on the popular dating app over for dinner when he asked to use the bathroom. That's when a 
neighbor noticed him through a window picking up anything that wasn't tied down - jewelry, cash, even 
electronics. That neighbor called 9-1-1. Cops discovered the man already had already been arrested for 
theft. Police say when it comes to meeting people online or on apps - don't invite your dates back to your 
home until you know them *really* well.



7/14/16 7am

The Chinese government is believed to have hacked into the computers of the federal deposit insurance 
corporation three times - in 2010, 2011, AND 2013. A congressional report says the breach included the 
workstation of the f-d-i-c chairwoman Shelia Bair. The f-d-i-c insures bank deposits and keeps 
confidential information on about 9-thousand banks and savings and loans.

7/15/16 7am

California's ongoing drought is preventing an animal rescue group from saving horses. The decades old 
organization doesn't have enough water for their animals, so they're unable to take in any more. Chris 
Martinez shows us the problem.

     

7/16/16 9pm

Right now veterans from Colorado, Nebraska, Missouri, and Kansas are in eureka… they tell me they 
volunteer, because they want to continue giving back... The veterans say helping others… also helps 
themselves. Other disaster relief organizations have left, but Team Rubicon says it doesn't want to leave, 
before Eureka is ready.  The volunteers are a group of mostly veterans, and everyone is trained to do 
heavy-duty work, and supplied with professional equipment. The veterans say it's about continuing to 
serve and help fellow citizens, but tell me being part of Team Rubicon, also helps restore something in 
themselves. <sot verbatim: When I found team Rubicon, they provided me with a purpose again. The 
opportunity to go out and help others and work with other veterans. 54:06 it gives you a sense of pride 
you forgot you had. 51:39 ** I am able to continue to give back to my country and my community. 
16:54:38 1:43 > several veteran volunteers say volunteering with team Rubicon has helped them cope 
with P-T-S-D. Fifteen percent of team Rubicon’s volunteers, are civilians. The greenwood county's 
emergency manager tells me he's inspired by the group, is considering joining. Team Rubicon says work 
orders for the tornado cleanup are slowing down, and they plan to leave eureka tomorrow.

7/17/16 9pm

Four people are arrested after a man facing murder charges escapes police custody during a court hearing. 
Dayonte Resiles is still on the loose. Here's how police say it happened -- During the hearing, the man 
allegedly undid his shackles, leapt over a barrier and ran out of the court room. Two teens in the court 
room coughed into a cell phone ... To signal two people waiting in a getaway car. Police have arrested 
four people who they say assisted in the getaway ... But there's still no sign of the escaped man. <sot 
verbatim: Our goal is to bring him back in a safe manner.  I hope and pray that our deputies or any law 
enforcement that comes in contact with him are able to put him in custody and are unharmed.  > The man 
was given a change of clothes and driven to an apartment... police say he is armed and dangerous.

7/18/16 7am

The Republican National Convention kicks off in Cleveland today. Police across the country are 
travelling to the city ahead of the event. Security barricades are blocking several key streets and 



intersections around quicken loans arena where the convention is being held. Cleveland’s police chief 
says, cars are being checked and thousands of security personnel, including the secret service will secure 
the city.  <sot verbatim: We always know in an operation this big that there are going to be some 
adjustments and our plan is made so that we can adjust on the fly---BUTTED TO--- As the chief said, as 
you heard him say, we are prepared and we are prepared not only on the local level, but the state and 
national level."> The head of the Cleveland Police Patrolman's Association is asking Ohio Governor John 
Kasich to suspend the state's open carry gun laws in the county during the convention. A spokesperson for 
the governor says he does not have the power to arbitrarily suspend constitutional rights. However, 
firearms are banned within a secure zone around the arena.

     

7/19/16 7am

The e-p-a is lowering its expectations for car fuel economy. The environmental agency predicted u-s 
vehicles would be getting more than 54-miles per gallon by 20-25. That average was calculated after new 
rules were adopted five years ago. The agency now says it expects between 50 and about 53-miles per 
gallon. Officials say the lower numbers will hold as long as gas prices keep going up. Keep in mind, those 
are numbers used for regulatory purposes, which are 20-percent higher than the real usage. Those 53-
miles per gallon would translate to about 42-miles in real life.

7/20/16 8am

A factfinder 12 alert for you this morning. Bar-s Foods Company is recalling chicken and pork hot dogs 
and corn dog products due to a possible listeria contamination. Several products are affected...  They were 
produced on July 10 through 13-th this year. If you have one of these products you are asked to throw 
them away or return them to the store you bought them.

7/21/16 8am

Humans aren't the only ones who struggling with the heat... your pets do too. Eyewitness news wants to 
make sure your furry friends stay safe during the heat, so we researched some ways for you to do that. 
The u-s humane society says keeping water close by for your pets, especially on days like today, is 
crucial. Also, make sure they don't spend too much time playing outside. Finally - treats like popsicles 
help animals cool down if they do head outdoors.

7/22/16 7am

Some of you have to work outside during the hottest times of the day. We talked to one postal worker 
who has been doing this job for about 28 years. You could say she pretty much has this extreme weather 
thing down. She walks from house to house for eight to nine hours a day in the worst of the heat and cold. 
She has a postal truck but it doesn't have air conditioning. She says it's a job someone has to do so you 
can get your mail. Here's how she stays safe in the heat: <36:58:23 " the most important thing is to kind of 
pace yourself, stay in the shade as much as possible and every chance you get drink something fluid 
especially water."> She told us one of her co-workers fell this week due to the heat. When that happens, 
other postal workers have to pick up the workload.



7/23/16 9pm

Another day of triple digit heat... You're tired of it ... And quite frankly, we are too... But there is an end 
in sight. Although not before another weather alert day tomorrow for more extreme heat. Meteorologist 
Rodney Price is in the storm center with a look ahead ... Rodney?

7/25/16 8am

Keep an eye out for this teenage girl today. Mariana Gonzalez has been missing since Saturday night. Her 
mom says Mariana is not the type who would run away, police say she could be in danger. Mariana was 
last seen on her front porch near second and grove. Her mom says when she came back out to check on 
her she was gone. Mariana was wearing all black, she is 5'7 and 160 pounds...and she normally tells her 
mom if she is going somewhere. Her mom says she has mental disabilities and may not understand any 
danger she puts herself in. <45:18 she's like any 8 year old in their minds, they're very outgoing and 
talkative. 45:26 and not realizing or comprehending the danger they put themselves into. 45:31 + 5:48:45, 
and I'm so scared of somebody taking advantage of her or doing something harmful to her. 48:58 > 
Wichita police will update us on the search for Mariana at ten this morning. For now, you can help by 
sharing this picture of her. You’ll find it pinned right to the top of our Facebook page, kwch 12 
eyewitness news.

7/26/16 7am

Have you seen this message in your twitter feed? It comes from Westar energy with the warning - 
scammers are targeting customers. We’ve told you before about these scams before... We want to remind 
you about things to look out for so you don't become a victim. First... Westar says it's gotten several 
reports of imposters claiming to be employees. All Westar employees carry company identification and 
will show it to you if asked. Many also wear shirts or caps with the Westar logo. If someone appears 
suspicious...call this number.... 800-383-1183. This is a number you also want to have handy in case you 
get a call from someone claiming to be a Westar employee. If you get a suspicious call...hang up and call 
the 800 number. They will be able to tell you if someone from Westar is trying to contact you.

7/27/16 7am

There are still a lot of unanswered questions in this case and police tell us they will try to answer some of 
them today at their police briefing. This is where you need to go to watch it. Kwch dot com. We'll be 
streaming the briefing live...it starts at 10 o'clock.

7/28/16 7am

Researchers at Washington University’s school of medicine say they've identified anti-bodies in mice that 
can protect against the zika virus.  They say the discovery could lead to vaccines, diagnostic tests and 
therapies to treat people with zika.    



7/29/16 9pm

In a factfinder 12 health alert... Health officials in Florida confirm the first cases of zika spread in the 
continental United States by mosquitoes. One woman and three men likely became infected from a 
mosquito bite in an area north of downtown Miami. While no traps tested positive for the virus doctors 
are testing people in the area to make sure no one else is sick. Health leaders say you should expect to see 
more cases here, but don't think there will be an outbreak like in Brazil or Puerto Rico. <sot verbatim:   
we must assume that could happen and that is the reason why you get very aggressive in trying to prevent 
it. > Pregnant women are at a greater risk because the virus can cause severe birth defects.

7/30/16 9pm

We now know the name ... of the person who died in a crash in Butler County last night...  The Sheriff's 
office says 20-year-old Trina Johnson was pronounced dead when the car she was driving lost control and 
rolled near El Dorado. 2 other men, Christopher Wilson and Logan Wells were inside the car at the time. 
They were both taken to a Wichita hospital in critical condition last night... And we now know Wilson 
has been upgraded to serious condition.

7/31/16 9pm

This is the deadliest hot air balloon crash in u-s- history. Rachel Skytta spoke with a Wichita hot air 
balloon pilot today... who says the balloons are safe - as long as everyone on board is paying attention.

8/1/16 8am

The deadliest hot air balloon accident in U.S. History prompts a new look at whether federal safety 
regulations are needed to oversee the popular pastime. Rachel Skytta spoke with a Wichita hot air balloon 
PILOT who says the balloons are safe - as long as everyone on board pays attention.

8/2/16 7am

Factfinder 12 shows you how quickly- the inside of a car can reach 100 degrees. On an 80 degree day, it 
only takes ten minutes for temperatures inside of a car to get close to that temperature. At the half hour 
mark, temperatures increased to one hundred and fourteen degrees. Within an hour it reaches up to one 
hundred and twenty four degrees. Officials who work with hot car situations say it's important to 
remember how quickly high temperatures can cause tragedies. <sot verbatim: don't think it could happen 
to us. That's really the most dangerous thing anyone can do because no one ever thought this could 
happen to them. So there's some really simple ways to prevent these tragedies from happening and we all 
need to be cognizant during these times of the months.>



8/3/16 4pm

Starbucks is recalling more than two million stainless steel straws responsible for injuries to children. The 
to-go straws have a ridge at the bottom to keep the straw from falling out of the cup... But it can be sharp, 
and poke children in the mouth. Starbucks says people should not allow children to use the straws after 
three reports of children cutting their mouths while drinking. The straws were released in 2012 and were 
sold in 16 and 24 ounce sizes.

8/4/16 7am

Coyote problems in Wichita continue... In the tallgrass neighborhood. This go-fund-me page hopes to 
raise money to help trapping continue. The tallgrass country club started the trapping, but that money is 
gone. The homeowners association pitched in too, but that's also run out. The go-fund-me page creator 
says they are trying to raise awareness of the problem. The coyotes have attacked small pets.

She says they're also becoming more aggressive towards humans. <sot verbatim: I’m just trying to make 
everyone aware and more recently we've had some real scares that i think push it over the line to i think 
danger to everyone.> the go-fund-me has been up for a week. So far it's raised more than 800 dollars.

8/5/16 7am

A fact-finder 12 health alert if you're heading to Kansas lakes this weekend. Four lakes have toxic blue 
green algae: Lake Afton here in Sedgwick County...Overbrook City Lake in Osage county.... Atchison 
county park lake....and part of Milford reservoir all are covered by this week's warning from the state 
health department. So - what does that mean for you? The state health department says you should avoid 
contact with those lakes if you can. But if you do get in the water, wash wherever the water touched as 
soon as possible. You can still fish.

8/6/16 8am

if you're headed to old town tonight...you won’t be able to drive in certain areas wichita police will close 
portions of north Mosley and rock island during the busiest part of the night on the weekends. W-p-d says 
this is designed to keep you safe while you're enjoying old town. Officers say they've seen several close 
calls where cars almost hit people walking out of bars and restaurants. You'll see the road closures 
between eleven at night and three in the morning. This closure will only affect about 28 parking spots. It 
mostly deals with the cross-streets in old town. Another change has to do with where you'll find cabs, 
Ubers and party buses. W-p-d says it’s designating the lot on Saint Francis and Second Street as the 
official parking area for those services.

8/7/16 8am

A barbeque restaurant sells out of meat... during a fundraiser to help people who have been without 
running water and sewer service for nearly two months.  Smoke master’s Southern Barbeque hosted the 
fundraiser in Derby. Part of the proceeds will go to the people who live in a mobile home park in 
Mulvane. We told you about the park earlier this year ... The parks former owner owes the city thousands 



of dollars. After a city council meeting last week ... The city decided it would not restore services to the 
park ... Leaving the people who live there without a place to call home. People from all over the 
community ... Lined up to donate to the cause. The organizer say, they ran out of meat pretty quick. <sot 
verbatim: 48:26 we live in that community, our business is based on that community, our thing is if you 
got somebody in need, whether you know them or not you need to jump in and take care what needs to be 
taken care of that's the way me and my partner were raised, you take care of those who were in need, 
period. > Eviction notices were served to the residents of the park last week ... They have until the end of 
the month to move out.

8/8/16 8am

Factfinder 12 looks back at previous incidents with this slide ... The opening of the ride was delayed three 
times in 20-14. It was originally set to open in May... But didn't open until early July. In early tests ... 
Rafts carrying sandbags flew off the side of the slide... That caused engineers to tear down part of the 
slide and reconfigure some angles. Which cost about 1 million dollars. This is the first accident to happen 
on the slide since its opening.  At 17 stories tall ... Verruckt was certified by the Guinness Book of World 
Records as the tallest water slide in April 20-14.

8/9/16 7am

Fact-finder 12 wants to make sure you're up-to-date on what happened... So here's what we know about 
the accident. We know Caleb Schwab was killed by a neck-injury suffered during his trip down the water 
slide. We also know two OTHER people suffered minor injuries. And that the ride will not be open 
Wednesday. We’ll keep looking for new information into what happened. You can expect updates all day 
today on your kwch app.

8/10/16 7am

McPherson will start spraying for mosquitoes tonight. The city's utility board posted a notice on Facebook 
saying crews will be out starting at eight o'clock tonight. If you live in McPherson, city leaders want you 
to close your windows to reduce your exposure to the spray. The city will also use mosquito dunks to 
prevent breeding in standing water.

8/11/16 7am

Getting enough to eat or not eating enough… it can be tough to find a happy medium for parents and 
kids… and lunch is a really important meal to keep your kids energy up during the day. A local 
nutritionist says your kids’ activity level and age will depend how many calories they should have… She 
says make sure you are trying to get all the food groups into a lunch as well to make sure they have 
enough energy for the rest of the day. It’s easy to buy things in bulk and prep lunches for the whole week 
if you prefer to make lunches and are low on time. <7:53: 06 "some of the younger kids are going to need 
at least 1200 to 1300 calories a day, where some of your high schoolers, you know your football players 
and stuff like that, may need 2000 to 2500 calories."> As to whether it's cheaper or not to pack a lunch, it 
really depends on what you are putting in their lunch.



8/12/16

Funeral services for 10-year-old Caleb Schwab are this afternoon at 2:00 at the family's church in Olathe. 
His family is providing a live stream of the services. You can find a link on our website k-w-c-h dot com. 
Caleb died on Sunday while riding a water slide at Schlitterbahn Water Park in Kansas City. This week - 
factfinder 12 obtained nearly 200 pictures from a safety inspector. The photos taken in June - show rafts - 
some equipment and safety signs around the ride. The pictures give us a better idea of what investigators 
are looking into regarding Caleb’s death. We spoke with Wichita attorney charley O’Hara who is not 
connected to the case about who could be liable in Caleb’s death. <12:23 The people who designed it, the 
people that built it, the people that provided things for it, the people who are running it, and the people on 
it.> a letter from the park inspector to Schlitterbahn says the rides met the guidelines for insurability with 
no disqualifying conditions. The same letter says the survey reflects what was found at the time of the 
inspection and doesn't certify the safety or integrity of the ride in the future.

8/13/16 9pm

Four people face critical injuries after a flash fire at a crude oil plant in Nederland, Texas. Three others 
have minor injuries. The fire happened over night, but no one died on the scene the plant is owned by 
Sunoco <soon-oh-co> logistics, and the accident appeared to involve a crude oil connection. According to 
plant officials, the plant can hold as much as 24 million gallons of crude oil.

8/14/16 8am

A stand-off between police and protesters turns violent in Wisconsin... you're looking at video from the 
scene in Milwaukee where protesters threw things at police cars and set at least 4 businesses on fire, 
including a gas station. The angry crowds reacted to a fatal shooting of an armed suspect last night, which 
some protestors say was racially motivated. But Milwaukee’s mayor says the shooting was justified.  
<This stop took place because two officers who were there to make sure that there is order in this 
neighborhood and they felt there was suspicious activity going on as it turned out, two individuals, the 
gun was a stolen gun. The officer didn't know it at the time but there were 23 rounds in that gun. 23 
rounds that officer was staring at and I want to make sure that we don't lose any police officers in this 
community either. > Police and the mayor are pleading with protestors for peace.

8/15/16 6am

As thousands of students head back to school this week - there is a greater risk, they could also head back 
to the doctor. We talked to one health expert who warns of drug-resistant bacteria. It happens when you 
take antibiotics for something drugs do not treat, like the common cold. <"the more antibiotics people 
take, the more likely they are to develop organisms that are resistant to those antibiotics.  They then 
spread those organisms throughout the community, and then it becomes a serious problem."> Factfinder 
12 shows you- some of the most common illnesses that antibiotics will not help. That includes the 
common cold - bronchitis - the flu - and most sore throats.



8/16/16 8am

A hays man is dealing with two broken bones and stiches... after being hit by a car while playing 
Pokémon go. Edmond Boutte (buh-tey) he was playing the game last week when he saw a Pokémon go 
creature across a street and began going after it. <sot verbatim: well it was on the other side of it and i was 
looking at that and walking along and i looked both ways and i started looking back down at that and i 
saw the headlights out of the corner of my eye and by the time i turned around it was a little late to do 
anything.  > Boutte says the game is no longer on his phone anymore. His step-son deleted it. None of his 
kids have the game anymore either. <sot verbatim: they all took it off, they had already, and they yell at 
people when they see them doing it saying he that stuff hurts people. > The driver of the car was going 
about 20 miles per hour at the time. He was not cited for this accident but was arrested and later released 
for driving with a suspended license.

8/17/16 9pm

Four cases of west Nile virus are confirmed in Sedgwick County, bringing the total number of cases in 
Kansas to six. Doctors say this is a popular time for the virus to spread. Most people who get the virus 
don't show a lot of symptoms but they do say there are a few signs that can signal a doctor's visit. They 
include a stiff neck, fever and confusion. <sot verbatim:17:44 About 80 percent of people who contract 
west Nile are really asymptomatic, in other words they don't have symptoms to the level they would seek 
medical care. 17:51 > factfinder-12 talked to doctors about the virus and what you need to know. They 
say if someone contracts the virus it usually takes a few weeks to recover and there is no treatment. 
Doctors advise avoiding mosquito bites if possible by wearing insect repellant and long sleeves so you 
don't expose any skin. They also recommend getting rid of any standing water.

8/18/16 8am

Prosecutors say a man who scaled the trump tower in New York was planning and practicing ahead of 
time. Last Thursday, Stephen Rogata scaled the building and managed to avoid rescue crews for three 
hours before being safely pulled inside. Prosecutors say, Rogata stated on a you-tube video that the stunt 
was an attempt to gain Mr. Trump’s attention. He’s charged with reckless endangerment, base jumping, 
and criminal trespass. His attorney says he is receiving mental health treatment.

8/19/16 7am

Three siblings from the Topeka area are among the four killed in an accident in Shawnee County. The 
three were likely on their way to school when the car they were in crossed the center line, crashing into 
another car. An 11 and 14 year old were killed at the scene. Their older brother, who was behind the 
wheel, died at the hospital. The driver of the car they hit was also killed. The passenger of that car, a 13-
year-old boy, was the only survivor.

8/20/16 9pm



The American Red Cross is in Mulvane, and has a service center to assist residents impacted by the 
flooding Friday night. The service center, located at City Hall near 2nd Street... is closed for the day but 
will reopen Monday from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. Trained caseworkers will be available to help people 
create personal recovery plans. Residents who are not able to go to the service center during operating 
hours can call the Red Cross disaster help line at the number on your screen... That number is 1-844-334-
7569.

8/21/16 7am

There's growing concern as Florida health officials identify a new zika zone in Miami Beach. Five people 
have been infected there, bringing the total number of mosquito-borne infections in the area to 36. Aerial 
mosquito spraying is not effective there thanks to high-rise buildings and strong ocean gusts. Ground 
crews sprayed private homes this weekend.  The C-D-C says it traced the first Zika infection on Miami 
Beach back to mid-July. < (Begnaud :) when did you find out there were cases on Miami Beach (Mayor :) 
we found out at twelve o clock when the governor gave a press interview (Begnaud :) you didn't get a 
heads up? (mayor) no, zero, which is so frustrating> responding to the Miami beach mayor's claim that 
the governor never called him to give him a heads up about zika being on the beach before the public 
found out.... The governor's office told CBS news the governor *did* try to call the mayor but was unable 
to reach him.

8/22/16 8am

If you're still in Mulvane looking for help after the flooding, the Red Cross is re-opening their 
headquarters today. That service center opens on Second Street near city hall at 9 a-m. Trained case 
workers will be there to help people create personal recovery plans. Anyone who can't make it to the 
service center between 9 and 4 can call the Red Cross disaster help line at the number on your screen. 
That number is 1-844-334-7569.

8/23/16 8am

Two people are seriously hurt following a stabbing in Roanoke County, Virginia.... and according to 
investigators... the f-b-i has decided to get involved. Police arrested a man named Wasil Farooqui...after 
eyewitnesses told them he's responsible for stabbing the victims. The eyewitnesses told police...during the 
attack Farooqui was yelling "Allah Akbar" which is an Islamic phrase that means god is greater. 
Investigators did not say if the man was radicalized or had any ties to a terror group.

8/24/16 9pm

Before they open their doors, one school in Kansas is working to making sure classrooms are safe in case 
an active shooter attacks. The Sublette school district has installed safe defense boxes inside schools. 
They can be opened by using a fingerprint and when that happens, 9-1-1 is called and the boxes tell 
emergency responders exactly where the box was activated. The boxes include pepper spray, a baton, and 
a trauma kit to help with anyone that's wounded. <sot verbatim:  "Makes me feel a lot safer knowing that 
those things are available for us to use and that they're right there, so we're ready."> Staff at the school 



have went through training on how to use the items inside the kit. Students will also have the opportunity 
to go through the same training.

8/25/16 4pm

A 6-year-old in Lawrence should recover... After accidentally shooting himself in the foot... Lawrence 
police got the call around 7-45 this morning... They say the child was playing with the gun when it went 
off... Police say there were several adult witnesses at the home... Once their investigation is complete... 
Police will turn the case over to the Douglas county attorney who would determine whether any criminal 
charges could be filed.

8/26/16 7am

Fact-finder 12 wanted to know what other Kansas public universities are doing to get ready for the gun 
law change. K-u, Wichita state, Pittsburgh state, fort hays state and Washburn all told us they're still 
working on rules. However we did find emporia state's policy. The university says open carry of firearms 
by any means is prohibited. That includes carrying a rifle, shotgun or a long gun. You also cannot conceal 
carry on campus. All of the regent’s schools have been asked to submit their individual policies to the 
board by October. We'll keep asking for those policies and let you know what they say.

8/27/16 9pm

A truck strikes an overpass and collapses a pedestrian bridge onto one of England’s busiest motorways. 
Aerial footage seen here shows heavy traffic along the motorway as a result of the accident. Witnesses 
say the truck hauling construction vehicles appeared to clip the bridge. A motorway linking London with 
the port of Dover and nearby euro-tunnel was closed in both directions.

8/28/16 7am

Runners across Wichita teamed up.... To promote safety following several acts of violence against women 
who like to run. The Wichita chapter of "she runs this town" hosted the event at the Wichita boathouse. 
Locals created the group after someone attacked two women in the northeastern part of the country - 
killing them while they exercised. We've had a few cases recently where women reported being harassed 
while running in Wichita. Group member tiffany miller had this advice for women who are active 
runners. <sot verbatim: when you can, don't run alone. Let someone know where you are running when 
you expect to be back, don't wear headphones so you can hear traffic and be aware of your surroundings > 
organizers hope this event encourages more people to practice running safety.

8/29/16 7am

Derby police are going undercover to catch drivers who are texting and driving. Here’s how it works. 
You'll see an officer like this with a radio and an intersection. That officer will look at cars to see if the 
driver is sending a text while they're driving. And, if they are, they'll radio ahead to a patrol car so officers 



can give that driver a citation. Derby police Chief Robert Lee says the idea is new but, so far, it's working. 
< In the five hours that we've done it, we've written 16 texting tickets, which is more than double all of 
what we wrote last year. Our goal is very simple, and that's to make our roads and streets safer. 44:36 > 
the chief also says derby police look at accident numbers and choose areas that are prone to accidents 
involving texting and driving

8/30/16 9pm

A photojournalist in Louisiana saves a woman's life on his way to cover an unrelated story. Patrick Perry 
was driving behind the woman ... When she lost control of her car, driving off the road and crashing into a 
tree. The woman's car then burst into flames. Perry stopped ... Pulled the woman -- who is seven and a 
half months pregnant -- out of her car and carried her to safety.  The reporter Perry was driving with 
grabbed a camera and caught to record the rescue. <sot verbatim: (Patrick Perry/Rescued Woman from 
Car) "Feel a little different, you know. We normally go out and cover stories like this here and never be a 
part of the story." --BUTTED WITH-- "We're human first, you know...tell the story second." > 
Paramedics say the woman appeared to be confused, but is not seriously hurt.

8/31/16 4pm

We now know the name of the man killed in a fire Tuesday... fire investigators tell us Mike Reynolds died 
from smoke inhalation yesterday at his home on east Clark... Right now they are still working to 
determine what state of mind he was in before the fire. They're asking anyone who had contact with him 
in the days before the fire to contact them. Two dogs and a ferret also died in the fire.

9/2/16 5am

You may be wondering when the old airport terminal will come down. You’ll have to wait a few more 
months before it happens. Crews have been working inside the terminal - Removing asbestos. Removal 
can be time consuming which is why no demolition date has been set.

9/3/16 9pm

You could soon be saying goodbye to anti-bacterial soap. The f-d-a recently banned over a dozen 
ingredients that are common in popular soap brands. Now they're saying anti-bacterial brands do little to 
nothing to make soap work any better and the industry has yet to prove they're safe. In 20-13, the f-d-a 
gave soap makers a year to prove that chemicals did anything to help kill germs. On Friday, the agency 
said they are unsatisfied with the data they've received and say the chemicals could cause more harm than 
good.

9/5/16 8am

One person is killed in a crash in Stafford County. The Kansas highway patrol says a vehicle pulled out in 
front of another and crashed on highway 50 south of Saint John... the collision sent the vehicle into the 



ditch. One other person was hurt in the crash. A teen from Little River died Saturday in a separate crash ...  
The highway patrol says a pickup truck was trying to cross highway 61 north of Inman ... when 19-year-
old Tyler Karraker crashed into the trailer the truck was pulling. He was pronounced dead at the scene.

9/6/16 4pm

Independence police... Say the 9-month-old was found safe about 45 minutes ago... police say the child 
was located safe with family members in Kansas City, Missouri... The amber alert was issued this 
afternoon... After police say the child's non-custodial father took him from his home in independence... 
police tell the k-b-i they are *still searching for the suspect... We do NOT know if any arrests were 
made... But, again, the child *is* safe... We continue to ask questions... And will bring you any updates as 
we get new information *first on the k-w-c-h app and at k-w-c-h dot com.

9/7/16 8am

A water main break... which happened near 10-th and Waco has been fixed. It is not known what caused 
the break but we hope to get an update from City officials later this morning. The city did say... we could 
see leaks in water mains following this weekend’s earthquake.

9/8/16 4pm

7 students are hurt after this school bus rolled off the road in Iowa. You can see it landed in a deep ditch 
there. Police say all the children and the bus driver were able to escape from the bus on their own Drivers 
passing by stopped to help. Drake moor and his sister were supposed to be on the bus ... but their grandma 
happened to pick them up today. <sot verbatim: my heart went up in my throat because i knew there were 
other kids on there and i know the other kids that were on there***butted*** thought it would be scary 
for them to slam against the seat. I thought they could like flip over the seat and like fly and get hurt. So i 
was kind of worried about them getting really hurt> investigators say the driver lost control on a muddy 
part of the road. They’re blaming heavy rains there for causing slick conditions.

9/9/16 4pm

New problems now for Samsung’s new phone... the f-a-a has issued a new warning to flying passengers 
with the galaxy note 7... They say if you have one of these phones you should not use them while on a 
plane... While they are not banning them entirely, the f-a-a says they're strongly advising people not to 
turn them on or charge them. They’re also asking you not to stow these devices in your checked baggage. 
Remember last week we told you Samsung is recalling those phones because of a problem with the 
battery which can cause the phones to catch fire or explode. The new warning from the f-a-a comes just 
days after a Florida man's jeep went up in flames while his phone was left charging on the dash. This is 
what's left of that jeep. The man says the fire quickly ripped through the cars' interior when he went back 
inside his home for a moment. <sot verbatim: ““It was very surprising to me how quick the dash caught 
on fire ...."***BUTTED***That's the last thought in my head, is that a brand new device, something as 
simple as a phone is going to burn down my car ... > local fire authorities and Samsung are still 
investigating the exact cause of the explosion, but it follows at least 35 similar phone fires around the 



world that Samsung blames on faulty batteries.  Meanwhile the company is urging them to exchange their 
devices for new ones.  

9/10/16 9pm

Police are still looking for a man in Pratt County that they say has violated the sexual offenders act. They 
say Bryce Siroky (sir-ah-kee) is a registered sex offender and is considered armed and dangerous. A 
manhunt took place all day in Pratt on Friday but they were unable to find him. They did not continue the 
man hunt today. If you have any information on his whereabouts you're encouraged to call 9-1-1.

9/12/16 7am

A vigil for peace evolves into a crime scene after six people are shot. Police outside Birmingham 
Alabama say all the victims were at a "stop the violence" rally when someone started shooting. One of 
those victims ended up dying. <it hurts very bad, but like I said, we just have to keep pushing, keep 
pushing, keep pushing, keep pushing" > we're not sure the condition of the other five victims. Police say 
they don't have any suspects.

9/13/16 7am

Florida Governor Rick Scott heads to Capitol Hill to lobby for Zika funding. President Obama urged 
Congressional leaders yesterday to provide more money to fight the virus... and avert a government 
shutdown. The president says he's hopeful both matters will be resolved in the coming weeks.

9/14/16 7am

New video shows American bombs raining fire and death upon an Isis h-q look at this video shared by the 
pentagon. It says you can see American bombers blowing up an i-sis chemical weapons plant. We're not 
sure what kind of weapons the Islamic state was making there or if any made it out before Uncle Sam 
destroyed the complex.

9/15/16 4pm

A dental clinic in California is now under investigation after at least seven children treated there were 
hospitalized with infections. And as John Blackstone explains, investigators now say hundreds more 
children could be at risk.

9/16/16 7am

Officials release more details about a deadly house fire in south-east Wichita. The fire started Wednesday 
night at a house near Lincoln and Volutsia 45-year-old Clayton ralph died in the fire. Investigators say he 
suffered from a mental illness and had a history of playing with fire. Investigators have not determined 



the cause of the fire but say it started in the basement where ralph was. Crews did find smoking 
materials... a lighter... and candles in the room.

9/17/16 8am

In New Jersey, a pipe bomb exploded in a trash can at Seaside Park... Police immediately evacuated the 
area after it went off around 9-30 yesterday morning. No one was injured, and none of the buildings 
around the explosion site were damaged. The explosion happened shortly before a five-k in the area 
which was eventually cancelled. <sot verbatim:  What the intentions of the individual, we don't know at 
this point whether it's criminal or terroristic.  I mean, it's obvious it was meant to affect the run, the fact 
that it went off at 9-35> runners were scheduled to go by the area around that time but the start of the race 
was delayed. Police still don't have any suspects in custody. Investigators say they *do not* believe this 
bombing is connected to the incident in New York.

9/18/16 8am

A community event at a church offered free healthcare services. St. Mark's united Methodist church held 
its annual community day yesterday. That means free physicals, free eye exams, free hearing checkups 
and free flu shots for people who visited. Dentists were on site offering their services too. Organizers say 
this event is a way for the E.C. Tyree dental clinic to give back to the community.

9/19/16 8am

Traffic is moving now on Kellogg. Kellogg at Oliver is back open. A motorcycle crash caused a major 
back up this morning. It happened around 5-30. One person was taken to the hospital in critical condition.

9/20/16 4pm

<natural Sound: We were pretty low.  The pilot took a nose up and we went - whoosh.  Like that."> 146 
people are safely back on land after a frightening landing early this morning. This video shows passengers 
standing on the runway at Tampa international airport-- the SCENE lit up by emergency lights. The pilot 
aborted the landing at first because of a potential problem with the landing gear. This map from flight 
aware-dot-com shows how the plane circled above the airport-- before finally landing. Passengers aboard 
the flight from phoenix to Tampa say they were told to brace for impact as the plane came in for a 
landing... <sot verbatim:  "They were in full crash mode.  OK people - cross arms.  Put head down.  And 
when we say brace - you brace."> Crews rushed to help passengers moments after the plane touched 
down. Luckily no one was hurt... But this wasn't the only issue for those passengers. The first plane they 
were on in phoenix had to be taken out of service - due to a mechanical issue with that plane as well.

9/21/16 4pm

Factfinder 12 got a copy of the audit this afternoon... It's the second part of an audit we first started 
looking at earlier in the summer... this part of the audit looked at the department's compliance with state 



and federal laws... Looking at both, the report says d-c-f was in compliance with a third of categories 
assessed... For example... It says d-c-f met requirements related to placing children with family 
members... But did not meet those for timeliness or stability... in a statement d-c-f secretary Phyllis 
Gilmore says the report "offered additional insight and information that will help us make further 
improvements to better serve the children and families of Kansas "... She adds... "We will continue to 
work hard in delivering on our promise to protect children, promote healthy families and encourage 
personal responsibility." We’ll post the full report and response at k-w-c-h dot com... Factfinder 12 
investigator Devon Fasbinder’s looking closer into the report... And what it could mean for the agency... 
She'll have reaction from one family *new tonight at six on k-w-c-h 12.

9/22/16 4pm

Train your brain to resist sweets...and eliminate your cravings. It sounds too good to be true but 
researchers in Philadelphia are developing a new computer program that's helping people lose weight. 
Stephanie Stahl explains how the brain game sheds pounds.

9/23/16 7am

Investigators release excerpts from accused new York-new jersey bomber... Ahmad Rahami's journal...in 
which he details his plans to commit terrorist acts. The journal was discovered after Rahami’s shootout 
with police in New Jersey that ended with his capture. His writings include mentions of senior Isis 
members and the Boston marathon bombers. Rahami wrote quote... "The sounds of bombs will be heard 
in the streets. Gun shots to your police." Rahami remains in the hospital, where he is being treated for a 
gunshot wound and has not spoken with investigators. He faces multiple terror-related charges including 
using a weapon of mass destruction and bombing a public place. More than twenty people were hurt by 
the bomb that went off in New York’s Chelsea neighborhood on Saturday.

9/25/16 8am

Peace overnight in charlotte, hours after we got a look at the dash-cam video that shows Keith Scott being 
shot by police. You can see crowds milling about, marching and chanting without violence. They want 
charges filed against the officer that shot Keith Scott. Police say he had a weapon and refused several 
commands to drop it earlier this week. New video released Saturday afternoon shows the moments before 
and after that shooting. We're going to show part of it - but take caution, you may find it disturbing. Here 
it is. You can see officers swarming the white car Scott was inside. You then hear officers ordering him to 
drop a weapon. Scott’s family says he wasn't armed, and the he suffered from a traumatic brain injury. 
Again - police did find a gun with his DNA on it at the scene of the shooting. The Scott family argues you 
can't tell from the video whether Scott is armed.

9/26/16 4pm

Fire investigators are still working to figure out what caused a fire at this house in Eastborough. Crews 
were called to the scene this morning after smoke and flames were seen coming from the home. 



Firefighters were able to get that fire under control quickly. No injuries have been reported and the cause 
remains under investigation.

9/27/16 9pm

Surveillance video captures the moment a Harvey county man is hit by a truck... Driven by a 12-year-old. 
We want to tell you... He survived this accident, but he is in the hospital. We first told you about the crash 
on eyewitness news at four. That video is new tonight at nine... Take a look from another angle. You can 
see the man walking outside the convenience store in Walton. A truck slowly pulls up - then lurches 
forward into the man. Pilar Pedraza has been on scene all day... and joins us with what we know tonight.

9/28/16 4pm

An important alert now for ford drivers... The company is recalling more than 74 thousand focus 
hatchbacks. They say the hatch on models equipped with manual transmissions can come open while the 
cars are moving. The recall INCLUDES 20-13 to 20-17 focus hatchback and r-s models. Ford says the 
hatch can be unlocked with a single push of a button, but federal safety standards require two actions to 
unlock doors and operate latch releases. Ford says there have been no accidents or injuries reported so far. 
Dealers will reprogram a control module at no cost to the owners.

9/29/16 4pm

A massive cleanup continues in New Jersey this afternoon after a train plows into a station platform... 
Killing one person and injuring more than a hundred others. Michael Schwanke has the latest from the 
breaking news desk.

9/30/16 9pm

Emergency officials in California are trying to give people advance warning before feeling a significant 
earthquake. The state already has about 570 earthquake sensors. This week... state officials announced 
that number will almost double thanks to an extra 10 million dollars in state funding. Officials say the 
sensors will provide a quicker warning, which means more time to react to an earthquake. Something 
extremely important for the state's mass transit systems. <sot verbatim: About 40 of those 64 trains are 
going to be traveling about 70 miles per hour. If I have 20 seconds of warning, I can reduce that down to 
10 miles per hour. > The state says it will take at least two years to roll-out the new system -- hoping to 
eventually send alerts straight to your cell phone.



POLITICS

7/3/16 7am

Presumptive democratic nominee Hillary Clinton agreed to meet with federal investigators about the use 
of a private email server while she served as secretary of state. Weijia Jang has the latest on that meeting.

7/4/16 7am

Sources tell C-B-S News... the F-B-I is in the final phase of its investigation into Hillary Clinton's use of a 
private email server during her time as Secretary of State. Saturday - the Presumptive Democratic 
presidential candidate voluntarily spoke with investigators for three and half hours about her email 
arrangements - reiterating her stance that she did nothing illegal. Tomorrow - President Barack Obama 
will join Clinton on the campaign trail in the key battleground state of North Carolina.

7/5/16 4pm

No charges for Hillary Clinton... That's the latest recommendation from the f-b-i. The agency announced 
today it has completed its investigation into Clinton’s use of a personal email server during her tenure as 
secretary of state. Scott McLean has the details on the controversial recommendation from the agency's 
director.

7/6/16 8am

House Democrats returned from the holiday break yesterday and got right back to renewing their push for 
new gun control legislation. They want background checks to be more thorough, and individuals on the 
no-fly list banned from purchasing guns. Kim Hutcherson has the story...

7/7/16 7am

I’m following breaking news this morning.... Paul Ryan just sent this tweet saying, "i formally asked the 
director of national intelligence to deny Hillary Clinton access to classified information." the letter he 
tweeted out goes on to say that giving Clinton access to classified information would send the wrong 
signal about the security of information. We'll make this letter available to you soon on Facebook and our 
website - kwch.com.

7/8/16 7am

Donald Trump just tweeted minutes ago his thoughts on the Dallas shootings saying..."prayers and 
condolences to all the families who are so thoroughly devastated by the horrors we are all watching take 
place in our country". An aide for Clinton’s campaign tells c-n-n she will use her Scranton, Pennsylvania 



event with vice president Joe Biden to discuss the shootings of Alton sterling in Louisiana and Philando 
Castile in Minnesota and likely the Dallas shooting as well.

7/9/16 9pm

President Barack Obama spoke in Poland during the NATO summit today to address the shootings in 
Dallas, and the protests erupting across the United States following two deadly police shootings this 
week. He says despite the events this week... He doesn't believe the country is as divided as some people 
have suggested. <sot verbatim: "There is sorrow; there is anger; there is confusion about next steps, but 
there is unity in recognizing that this is not how we want our communities to operate." > We will continue 
to follow these stories ... Find the latest updates on our website k-w-c-h dot com.

7/10/16 9pm

If you want to cast your ballot in next month's primary election, you'll need to register to vote by Tuesday. 
That is the deadline to register for the august second election. If you're not registered, you'll find a list of 
places you can register on our website k-w-c-h dot com. You'll need to bring proof of citizenship, and 
your Kansas driver's license.

7/11/16 7am

President Obama will speak at a memorial service tomorrow for the five officers who were killed. He will 
also meet their families. President Obama will be joined BY former president George W. Bush...who will 
also speak. The president strongly condemned the attacks, and said people who attack police are doing a 
disservice to criminal justice reform.

7/12/16 8am

In the latest campaign 20-16 news... Bernie Sanders is set to endorse Hillary Clinton at a campaign event 
today. The development comes after weekend negotiations over the Democratic policy platform. Clinton 
also changed her stance on public option healthcare...which would expand provisions of Obamacare. 
Sanders pushed for public option on a number of occasions during his campaign. On the republican side, 
Donald trump says he'll announce his running mate in the next few days. Trump spoke in Virginia with 
New Jersey governor Chris Christie last night. Christie is one of five people considered to be on trump's 
short list. Trump says, he plans to make the announcement before next week's convention.

7/13/16 7am

House speaker Paul Ryan spoke to voters at a c-n-n town hall last night, just days ahead of the republican 
national convention. Ryan faces the challenge of protecting the party's future while uniting the g-o-p 
around presumptive nominee Donald trump. He tried to strike that balance while answering questions 
about the officer ambush in Dallas and the deaths of african-americans at the hands of police last week. <I 
think it's very important that we calm down in this country, we start listening to each other, and we start 



talking about solutions. We are already forming a bipartisan group in congress to do just that. About 
training, about communities, and we look at those success stories that are out there in our communities 
and see if we can replicate that.">

7/14/16 7am

The republican convention rules committee is expected to vote today..... On whether to let delegates vote 
their conscience at next week's convention instead of voting for Donald trump. The development comes 
amid speculation over whom the presumptive republican nominee will announce as his running mate this 
Friday. Trump tweeted last night that he'll announce his pick at 11 Friday morning in Manhattan. He met 
with three possible choices in Indiana yesterday, including state governor mike pence, former house 
speaker newt Gingrich and Alabama senator Jeff sessions. One source tells c-n-n that New Jersey 
governor Chris Christie is trump's gut choice, but his kids are pushing him to choose pence.

7/15/16 7am

Because of the attack - Donald Trump will postpone naming his running mate today. But a g-o-p official 
confirmed to c-b-s news yesterday - trump tapped Indiana governor mike pence as his v-p. Responding to 
the incident - trump said he would ask congress for a "declaration of war" - while Hillary Clinton said 
America needs to strengthen its ties with allies.

7/17/16 9pm

Kansas was one of several states to pick a candidate other than trump during the primary. But that could 
change when the final count comes in. Pilar (pee-lar) Pedraza takes a look at why the results of the 
republican national convention aren't as certain as some might think.

7/18/16 7am

Incumbent congressman Tim Huelskamp is up for re-election this year. Eyewitness news wants to make 
sure you can make an educated decision at the polls...so we're bringing him and his primary opponent, 
Doctor Roger Marshall, here to our studios to answer your questions ahead of the state primary next 
month. Our own Michael Schwanke will moderate the event live on k-w-c-h Tuesday night starting at 6-
30. You can submit questions you want Michael to ask.. Online at k-w-c-h dot com.

7/19/16 7am

<Barack and I were raised with so many of the same values: that you work hard for what you want in life; 
that your word is your bond and you do what you say you're going to do. My parents impressed on me the 
value of that you work hard for what you want in life. That your word is your bond and you do what you 
say and keep your promise.> there's controversy over Melania's speech. Some say she plagiarized 
Michelle Obama's 2008 convention speech. Melania claims she wrote the speech mostly on her own. But 
one of Obama's former top advisers calls the speech "flat our plagiarism". The Trump campaign's senior 



communications advisor issued a statement saying: "In writing her beautiful speech, Melania's team of 
writers took notes on her life's inspirations, and in some instances included fragments that reflected her 
own thinking. Melania's immigrant experience and love for America shone through in her speech, which 
made it such a success."

7/20/16 8am

From KWCH 12 eyewitness news, this is a campaign 2016 candidate forum. We got more questions than 
ever before for last night's candidate forum between Congressman Tim Huelskamp and challenger doctor 
Roger Marshall. The two candidates disagreed over whether Huelskamp can get back on the agriculture 
committee if re-elected. Our political analyst dr. Russell Arben fox says the Ag committee question may 
determine the outcome of this race. <FOX: 1:25 Marshall by having locked down really important 
endorsements 1:30// 1:33 is being able to bring together a lot of very practical, very nuts and bolts 
dissatisfaction with Huelskamp, 1:45// 1:47 a feeling that his performance in Washington d-c has gotten 
in the way. 1:53> Dr. Fox says Huelskamp’s tendency to attack explains why his fellow congressmen 
don't want to work with him.

7/21/16 8am

Wichita business man and close trump friend Phil Ruffin addressed the convention last night. Ruffin 
owns properties across Wichita and a casino in Las Vegas. Ruffin met the republican nominee 20 years 
ago. He shared stories about his two-decades-long friendship with Trump, as well as Trump's abilities as a 
business man. <19:22  I can tell you as a friend, he's been unbelievable, Donald’s word is his bond, if 
Donald tells you something, you can put it in the bank FLASH TO innovator, entrepreneur, nobody in 
business works harder than Donald Trump > again, today is the last day of the r-n-c. Donald trump and 
his daughter Ivanka will take the stage. Other speakers include Oklahoma governor Mary Fallin and 
retired N-F-L quarterback Fran Tarkenton. You can watch the final day... right here on k-w-c-h.

7/22/16 7am

Donald Trump's campaign hopes for a bump in the polls now that the republican national convention is 
over. Trump formally accepted his party's presidential nomination on the last night of the convention. He 
says Americans need to feel safe again. <"my plan will begin with safety at home, which means safe 
neighborhoods, secure borders and protection from terrorism. There can be no prosperity without law and 
order."> Trump also used his lengthy address to attack opponent Hillary Clinton's judgement.

7/23/16 9pm

Presumptive democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton makes her first campaign stop with 
running mate Tim Kaine. The campaign stop comes less than 48 hours before the Democratic National 
Convention kicks off in Philadelphia. Jamie Yuccas has a look ahead...



7/25/16 8am

The same poll from fort hays state shows a close race in Kansas’s first congressional district. Doctor roger 
Marshall is challenging Congressman Tim Huelskamp. The poll shows both men in a statistical tie. With 
primary elections about a week away... The poll also shows... Many voters have not made up their minds 
who to vote for. We brought the two candidates here for a candidate forum. You can watch their answers 
to your questions right now on our website k-w-c-h dot com.

7/26/16 7am

This is Jo French of Osage City. She's fighting for her right to vote. French is trying to prove to the state 
election board she's a Kansas citizen. The 75-year old former school teacher does not have a birth 
certificate - the state of ("Arkansaw") Arkansas lost it. Without it, she can't get a driver's license and 
provide proof of citizenship to register to vote in Kansas. <sot verbatim: i just thought it was strange that i 
had to go through this procedure to be able to vote, any other state you go in throw down your driver 
license you can get a driver’s license from that state and that gives you the right to vote so this was totally 
off the wall for me > French presented evidence proving she lives in Kansas. The board agreed to let 
French register to vote. This rare election board meeting comes in the midst of ongoing legal challenges 
to the state's election laws and regulations.

7/27/16 7am

Donald trump shared his thoughts about Bill Clinton’s speech. He called the former president's speech 
"highly overrated" - and said the r-n-c was far more interesting. Trump did compliment first lady 
Michelle Obama on her address Monday night.

7/28/16 7am

Many of last night's d-n-c speakers used some of their time on stage to bash Clinton’s opponent Donald 
Trump. <The Donald is not really a plans guy, he's not really a facts guy either. He has no clue about 
what makes America great...actually he has no clue period. You cannot believe one word that comes out 
of Donald trump's mouth not one word

Trump says he wants to run the nation like he's running his business God help us//I'm a New Yorker, and 
I know a con when I see one> other speakers criticized trump for calling on Russia to find Clinton's 
missing emails.

7/29/16 9pm

The conventions are over and republican and democratic nominees are now focusing on November. We're 
101 days away from Election Day. Clinton and running mate Tim Kaine will set out on a bus tour of 
Pennsylvania and Ohio. Both are key battleground states. <sot verbatim: "we're going to be drawing that 
contrast between Hillary Clinton’s promises for this country and Donald Trump's "no-plans" for this 
country." > Political experts say you can expect to see a negative campaign going forward. Clinton and 



trump each mentioned their opponent 39 times while accepting their nominations. In 2012, Obama and 
Romney only referenced each other 13 times.

7/30/16 9pm

The 1-hundred day countdown to the general election is underway, and Hillary Clinton and Tim Kaine are 
in the middle of a three day bus tour in Pennsylvania and Ohio. That's where Donald Trump will visit 
next week. The republican nominee is accusing Clinton of tampering with their debate schedule. Weijia 
Jiang has an update from the campaign trail...

7/31/16 9pm

Trump is defending his stance on Muslims, after the father of a fallen Muslim-American soldier attacked 
the republican candidate during last week's democratic national convention. Craig Boswell is at the white 
house and has the latest from the campaign trail.

8/1/16 8am

Another race we are watching is the race for the republican nomination for Kansas' first congressional 
district. Doctor Roger Marshall and Congressman Tim Huelskamp are your candidates. Factfinder 12 
investigator Michael Schwanke fact-checked their political ads this primary season. You can watch those 
stories... and our candidate forum with the 2 candidates now on our website k-w-c-h dot com.

8/2/16 7am

Donald Trump's feud with the parents of a Muslim American soldier who died in Iraq... continues to 
grow.  Republican Senator John McCain and war veterans joined the chorus of condemnation after Trump 
attacked the couple for criticizing him at the Democratic convention. <"How improper it is to ever 
disparage the families and those who are serving in the military and those who have sacrificed" > 
President Obama joined the debate, saying that no one has given more for our freedom than our Gold Star 
families.

8/3/16 4pm

Donald Trump is now calling out some of his fellow republicans who have been critical about his ongoing 
feud with the family of an Iraq war soldier. Trump has refused to endorse house speaker Paul Ryan and 
senators Kelly Ayotte and John McCain in their primary races. All three criticized him recently for his 
attack on the family of a u-s army captain who was killed in combat. And so far, trump has refused to 
apologize. <sot verbatim: I don't regret anything but i was hit very hard from the stage of the democrats 
and i think i am entitled to respond to a hard hit like that > President Obama is calling on Republicans to 
abandon their party's nominee saying Trump's comments about the Khan family are the latest proof he is 
unfit to be commander in chief.



8/4/16 7am

You saw it here on election night.... Dr. Roger Marshall defeated incumbent Tim Huelskamp by 13 
percentage points in the primary. Political experts say the results in the first congressional district house 
race could be a sign of what's to come: more first-time politicians successfully taking on incumbents. 
Senator Jerry Moran represented the first district before moving to the senate. He says agriculture has 
always been a top priority for people in the area. Huelskamp was kicked off the agriculture committee. 
Moran believes this could be a reason he lost the race. Moran adds that it's possible that this race could 
encourage more newcomers to take on experienced politicians. <sot verbatim: 28:26 I think every 
incumbent is certainly in jeopardy of failing to be re-elected. That's the nature of the system and it's the 
right thing. 28:33 > Moran says it's up to experienced politicians to prove themselves. Moran is running 
for re-election in the senate. He faces democrat and libertarian challengers. Marshall now faces 
independent candidate Alan Lapolice in November.

8/5/16 7am

President Obama is urging congress to quickly increase emergency funding to fight the zika virus. The 
president's appeal came on the same day officials in Florida started aerial spraying above a Miami 
neighborhood at the center of a zika outbreak. Florida health officials declared one part of that so-called 
"zika zone" clear of the virus.

8/6/16 8am

Donald trump has expressed concern.... About the security of u-s nuclear weapons. But he's also voiced a 
willingness to use them. Critics, including Hillary Clinton, say trump can't be trusted with nuclear 
weapons. The command codes and communications devices that a military aide always carries while 
accompanying the president, enable the commander-in-chief to set a nuclear strike in motion. The 
president can do so from a motorcade, an aircraft, even from inside an elevator. Brian Todd found out 
exactly how the nuclear briefcase works.

8/7/16 8am

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump ended a long week... In New Hampshire. A day after 
mending fences with key republican leaders...trump railed against rival Hillary Clinton at a rally in 
Windham. Wendy Gillette has the latest.

8/8/16 8am

The Obama administration releases its previously secret policy... explaining how potential drone targets 
are chosen and approved. What's called the "president policy guidance" was made public as part of a 
lawsuit filed by the American civil liberties union. The policy states, a plan to go after terrorism targets 
must first undergo a legal review by the agency conducting the operation. It then goes to the national 
Security Council before it's presented to the president. The policy also calls for an annual review, of those 



individuals the u-s government has authorized, for possible legal action. If that person is a u-s citizen, the 
justice department determines if the decision is lawful and constitutional.

8/9/16 7am

Donald Trump tried to re-set his campaign.... giving a big speech on economics. Trump wants to re-vamp 
our current tax code by reducing the number of brackets from seven to three and streamlining the tax cut 
process. He also critiqued Hillary Clinton's plans - and she hit right back. <Every policy she has tilts the 
playing field towards other countries Trickle-down economics does not help our economy grow> A 
Monmouth University poll out Monday shows Trump trailing Clinton by double digits nationally.

8/10/16 7am

Donald Trump is in hot water again... this time for suggesting Second Amendment advocates could stop 
Hillary Clinton... from appointing Supreme Court judges who would abolish the right to bear arms. The 
Republican nominee maintains the remarks yesterday were simply a call for political mobilization. 
Clinton's campaign and other Democrats... accuse Trump of inciting violence.

8/11/16 7am

Donald Trump claims... President Barack Obama is the founder of Isis. In the past... Trump has accused 
democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton as the founder of the terror group. During a campaign 
rally in Florida... Trump shifted the blame to the president calling Clinton the co-founder. <"ISIS is 
honoring President Obama. He is the founder of ISIS. He is the founder of ISIS. He is the founder. He 
founded ISIS. And I would say the cofounder would be crooked Hillary Clinton.> the white house has 
declined commenting on trump's statement.

8/12/16 8am

As the week closes, another chapter ends in the battle between Donald trump and establishment 
republicans. A letter urging the r-n-c to abandon its support for trump and focus on senate and 
congressional races added frustration Reid Binion reports.

8/13/16 9pm

Democratic vice presidential candidate, Tim Kaine held a campaign rally in the battleground state of New 
Hampshire today. During his speech, Kaine took the time to criticize republican nominee Donald Trump 
for not releasing his tax returns. This comes just days after he and presidential nominee Hillary Clinton 
released theirs. Kaine accuses, trump's refusal to release his taxes could be... because he does not want 
voters to know certain things. <sot verbatim: If Trump produces his tax returns, then it might show 
investments that are connected to people we'd have some questions about. It might also show us in right 
down to the cent, how much he would benefit by the tax plan he just put down on the table. > Donald 
trump and r-n-c chairman Reince Preibus made a joint campaign stop in Pennsylvania this week.



8/14/16 8am

With supporters in Fairfield Connecticut chanting "lock her up", Donald Trump criticized his democratic 
rival Hillary Clinton for her economic policies. He says Clinton would raise taxes and regulate businesses 
more, and he says that would put people out of work.  A republican presidential candidate hasn't won 
Connecticut since 19-88, but trump says he thinks he can win traditionally blue states. <"The only way 
we can lose, in my opinion, I really mean this, Pennsylvania, is if cheating goes on.  I really believe it."> 
Trump says his campaign is recruiting what he calls "election observers" - people who will look for signs 
the election could be rigged.  

8/15/16 6am

Hillary Clinton’s campaign is turning up the heat on Donald trump to release his tax returns. Speaking in 
New Hampshire over the weekend.... democratic vice president nominee Tim Kaine said even President 
Richard Nixon released his tax returns. < (Tim Kaine, (D) Vice Presidential Nominee): "Even Richard 
Nixon released his tax returns to the public when he was running for president because he said, as has 
every major nominee from both parties since, 'the American public has the right to see my tax returns.''> 
However... Nixon did not release his returns while campaigning... He released them while under audit in 
1973. Kaine suggests trump may be hiding something in his tax returns. The g-o-p presidential candidate 
said he's not releasing his returns because he's under an i-r-s audit. The agency said there's nothing 
stopping trump from disclosing his returns while he's being audited.

8/16/16 4pm

"Very serious issue. So many unanswered questions. And let's face it, Hillary Clinton just has not come 
totally clean on this.> Hillary Clinton faces more questions about the private email server she used while 
serving as secretary of state. Republicans in congress sent a letter to the u-s attorney in d-c saying there 
may be evidence she perjured herself while testifying before congress. Lawmakers will be looking for 
more inconsistencies with Clinton’s f-b-i testimony when the agency hands its notes over to congress. 
That could happen any day now. Clinton says she was truthful to both the f-b-i and congress and insists 
she never broke the law.

8/17/16 8am

Senator Jerry Moran sits down with minority leaders in Wichita.... following the first steps cookout last 
month. The meeting was streamed on Facebook live. The leaders talked about a number of issues, 
including early childhood education, programs that help minority students go to and graduate college. 
They also talked about 13th and Oliver, an area that's been called a "food desert" after Walmart and 
QuikTrip closed their stores. The leaders asked senator Moran to support legislation in congress they feel 
would address police accountability, body cameras, and independent investigations. <sot verbatim: Sot 
A.J. Bohannon we're taking a lot of first steps that have never been taken before. So we want to continue 
to do a lot of these things so we can try to find the change we've been seeking out for a long time now.



Sot Jerry Moran Senator what I’m about is trying to make sure the American dream is alive and well. 
Some people can better pursue the American dream better than others based on their circumstances. > 
Senator Moran says he wants to come back and walk northeast Wichita with the leaders.

8/18/16 8am

Donald Trump is back on the campaign trail... with new leadership in charge. Yesterday - the Republican 
nominee named Steve Bannon of Breitbart News as chief executive of his campaign...and Kellyanne 
Conway as campaign manager. Despite the changes -- rival Hillary Clinton says Trump is still the same 
man who insults Gold Star families and others.

8/19/16 7am

Donald Trump tells a crowd in North Carolina he has some regrets about his campaign. The g-o-p 
candidate for president told the crowd he regrets not choosing the right words while speaking in the heat 
of debates. However trump did not go into specifics about what exactly he regrets. His opponent - Hillary 
Clinton, also making news this morning after her husband and former president bill Clinton says he'll 
change his foundation if Hillary wins in November. Bill Clinton says his family's foundation will no 
longer accept corporate or foreign donations if she wins the white house. He’s also resigning from the 
board ahead of Election Day. Republicans have criticized the Clinton foundation for accepting payments 
during Hillary’s tenure as secretary of state.  

8/20/16 9pm

The republican and democratic candidates for president both were at campaign events today, Wendy 
Gillette has the latest from the campaign trail from New York.

8/21/16 7am

Donald Trump hosted on a roundtable discussion... with Hispanic leaders. Leaders from 12 states will 
advise the campaign, forming the new national Hispanic group for trump. Following the immigration 
discussion, trump spoke to several thousand supporters in Virginia. <sot verbatim: "A Trump 
administration will end government corruption once and for all." > Meanwhile, Hillary Clinton continues 
fundraising in Massachusetts today. She’s attending events with Cher today and magic Johnson 
tomorrow. A fox news poll shows Clinton leads trump among Hispanics by 48 points.

8/22/16 7am

Donald trump could be changing his stance on immigration. His new campaign manager Kellyanne 
Conway was on CNN Sunday morning. Conway - who took her job Friday - says trump wants to make 
sure the government is fair and humane in the way it treats immigrants. Trump has previously said he'll 
support a quote, deportation force, to remove illegal immigrants. But his campaign manager says that's to 



be determined. His opponent Hillary Clinton also made news this weekend. A new c-b-s news 
battleground tracker has her six points ahead in Ohio, a major swing state.

8/23/16 8am

Donald Trump heads to Texas today for a fundraiser and to rally supporters. Meanwhile, the controversy 
over Hillary Clinton's use of a private email server during her time as Secretary of State continues to loom 
over her campaign. On Monday, a federal judge ordered the State Department release close to 15-
thousand previously undisclosed emails recovered during the F-B-I's criminal investigation. Clinton did 
not seem to be bothered by the latest development. <sot verbatim: We've already released 30 thousand 
plus so what's a few more. > Despite the controversy, Clinton plans to continue her fundraising tour 
today... with four private events in California.

8/24/16 4pm

Hillary Clinton facing criticism again after new allegations surface saying she provided access to Clinton 
foundation donors. Donald trump was quick to pounce on the accusations as he goes after a group of 
voters he has struggled to attract in the past. Weijia Jiang has the latest from the campaign trail.

8/25/16 7am

Donald Trump turned up the attacks on his political rival insisting *HE* is the candidate who will 
improve the lives of minorities with better jobs, schools, and safer communities. The GOP nominee has 
also been backing away from a previous campaign promise to deport undocumented immigrants. 
Meanwhile his opponent, Hillary Clinton, called into CNN's AC360 last night to respond to Trump's 
name calling --- and his changing stance on illegal immigrants. < Donald Trump has shown us who he is, 
and we ought to believe him. He is taking a hate movement mainstream." > Clinton also defended her 
family foundation -- after an Associated Press report early this week suggested Clinton Foundation 
donors gained special access to her while she was Secretary of State.

8/26/16 7am

Democrat Hillary Clinton and Republican Donald Trump are accusing each other of bigotry. During a 
speech yesterday - Clinton said that trump's "make America great again" slogan really means, make 
America hate again. But Trump fired back before the speech, saying Clinton was a racist. <"To Hillary 
Clinton, and to her donors and advisers, pushing her to spread her smears and her lies.//Remember these 
words: Shame on you." > In an interview with c-n-n-'s Anderson cooper, trump also back-pedaled on his 
promise to deport all undocumented immigrants. He did though say there won't be a path to citizenship 
unless those immigrants leave the country first.

8/27/16 9pm



Hillary Clinton met with national intelligence employees today for her first intelligence briefing, while 
Donald Trump hit the campaign trail in Iowa. Wendy Gillette reports on the day's events from New York.

8/28/16 7am

On the democratic side... vice presidential nominee Tim Kaine spent the day campaigning in Florida. He 
toured "design South Florida", an event production company based in Miami Lakes. While meeting with 
community leaders, members of the media asked Kaine what he thought about Trump calling Hillary 
Clinton a bigot earlier this week. Listen to what he had to say. < So that he is just going to casually say 
you're a bigot well then OK well it's important to call out what he's been saying, who he has been drawing 
support from it was really important to do that."> When talking about who Trump draws support from, 
Kaine is referring to people connected to the Klu Klux Klan, who are publicly supporting Trump. Trump 
has not distanced himself from those supporters.

8/29/16 7am

Donald Trump used social media to detail his plans for a -quote- major speech on immigration in Arizona 
Wednesday...before 'big crowds.' The development comes amid speculation the Republican candidate is 
softening some of his hardline proposals...including plans to create a "deportation force." trump's 
campaign manager and his running mate were both on the Sunday talk shows, saying the g-o-p nominee 
has been consistent in his immigration messaging. Hillary Clinton’s camp was also on the airwaves 
Sunday to defend the relationship between the Clinton foundation and the state department. the interim 
head of the d-n-c, donna Brazile, was on face the nation here on kwch, arguing the meetings Clinton took 
as secretary of state were not on the calendar because of donations. Rather, Brazile said they were there 
because it's her job as secretary of state to meet with all sorts of stakeholders.

8/30/16 9pm

President Barack Obama shortened the sentences of more than 1-hundred federal inmates today. The 
inmates were all convicted of nonviolent drug offenses.  President Obama has commuted 673 sentences... 
That's more than the previous 10 presidents combined.  More than a third of those were serving life 
sentences.  One white house official says he expects President Obama to continue granting commutations 
through the end of his presidency.

8/31/16 8am

Donald Trump plans to visit Mexico today. The Republican presidential nominee made the announcement 
last night in a tweet before he took the stage in Washington State. Trump - who's called on the country to 
pay for a border wall - will meet with the country's president during his visit. <sot verbatim: We are also 
going to secure our border and stop the drugs from pouring in and destroying our country. > Mexican 
president Enrique Pena Nieto has also been critical of the g-o-p nominee. He - at one point - compared 
Donald trump to Adolf Hitler. The Clinton campaign was also invited to meet with the Mexican 
president, however the campaign declined to comment on whether she would visit.



9/2/16 6pm

Republican voters say Kansas is on the wrong path. It’s part of the results from a "leaked" internal 
republican poll conducted last month. Akeam Ashford shows us what else voters feel is important.

9/3/16 9pm

Donald trump traveled to Detroit today in search of support from the black community while Hillary 
Clinton is distancing herself from the email scandal. Craig Boswell has the latest from the campaign trail 
from Washington.

9/5/16 8am

A new c-b-s news poll shows a tightening race for the white house. Hillary Clinton’s lead over Donald 
trump is substantial - she's up 45 percent against trump's 37 percent. It's another sign Clinton is continuing 
to pull ahead in states that are normally tough to win. She's also ahead in North Carolina - but not by a 
whole lot. The poll also shows a tight - and surprising race in Arizona, trump has visited the state several 
times, including last week when it was the host to his immigration address.

9/6/16 4pm

Insults aimed at president Obama as he visits Southeast Asia today. The Philippine president told 
reporters that he'd call the u-s president an s-o-b if questioned about his violent crackdown that has killed 
more than two thousand suspected drug dealers. President Obama is currently visiting Laos.  He’s the first 
sitting u-s president to visit the isolated Southeast Asian nation. Obama canceled his meeting with 
president Duterte (DO-TEAR-TAY) today but chose his words carefully when asked to respond to the 
controversial comments. <sot verbatim: "I have seen some of those colorful statements in the past, so 
clearly he's a colorful guy." > instead president Obama is dealing with another crisis here in 
Asia…yesterday north Korea fired off three ballistic missiles into the sea of japan.... the white house has 
condemned the launched calling them a "reckless" move that threatened both boats and planes in the area. 
President Obama will next try to repair a rift with Laos, a country where people are still dying from 
American bombs dropped during the Vietnam War. President Obama will meet with some of those 
victims tomorrow.

9/7/16 8am

Four former Kansas governors make a pitch to Topeka-area voters to keep the state's Supreme Court in-
tact. Governors Kathleen Sebelius and John Carlin are democrats. While Bill Graves and Mike Hayden 
are republicans. They want you to vote to retain four justices up for retention in November. Conservative 
activists have started a campaign to remove them after the school funding ruling earlier this year. That - 
the concept of outside forces meddling in an independent court system - is why those four governors are 
teaming up. <this is not the process we've ever seen in Kansas before, and I think that's what has caused 
us to come together  FLASH TO "When people come before the court, they're entitled to a fair and 



impartial hearing and that's what they've got from the whole court including our justices up for retention," 
>

9/8/16 4pm

Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump use the threat of Isis to try and sway voters following last night's 
commander-in-chief forum. Both candidates claim their opponents aren't fit to deal with national security. 
Hillary Clinton quoted an article from time magazine saying Isis leaders are cheering for Donald trump to 
win the white house.... meanwhile trump is claiming that Clinton created Isis with her vote to support the 
war in Iraq. <sot verbatim: said they hope that Allah delivers America to Trump...." "Because it would 
give even more motivation to every jihadi. ***butted*** unleashed horror of radical Islamic terrorism all 
over and made us less safe than ever before.> Trump did not acknowledge he once supported the war.

9/9/16 9pm

Democrats continue to slam Donald Trump for calling Russian president Vladimir Putin a stronger leader 
than president Obama. Trump's campaign says the republican nominee meant Putin was a strong leader 
based on a system in Russia he does not agree with. Hillary Clinton’s campaign is saying the comment is 
unpatriotic. <sot verbatim: "what about invading other countries is leadership?//I mean, you wouldn't get 
out of a fifth grade civics exam if you don't understand the difference between dictatorship and 
leadership." > Clinton is in New York for a national security meeting on terrorism before going to a 
fundraiser. Trump spent the afternoon at a campaign rally in Florida.

9/10/16 9pm

The campaign trail remained fairly quiet today with just two weeks to go before the first debate, but that 
didn't stop both sides from talking about a comment Hillary Clinton made on Friday night. Wendy 
Gillette has the latest on what they're saying from New York.

9/12/16 7am

This Morning... a new issue is beginning to take center stage. In the final weeks of the 20-16 presidential 
campaign. Hillary Clinton has been diagnosed with a serious illness and has been advised to take it easy 
for a few days. Hena Daniels has the latest.

9/13/16 7am

This Morning... Hillary Clinton remains off the campaign trail fighting pneumonia... And facing questions 
about transparency. The democratic nominee is talking about her diagnosis... As rival Donald trump 
continues to bash her for criticizing his supporters. Hena Daniels has the latest from New York.

9/14/16 7am



And republican presidential candidate Donald Trump says working mothers should be "fairly 
compensated for their work" and "have access to affordable... quality child care for their kids." Trump has 
rolled out a plan that would make child care more affordable and guarantee new mothers six weeks of 
paid maternity leave. His plan would also allow stay-at-home moms to deduct child care expenses from 
their taxes. During his speech... trump told the crowd... Clinton did not have a child care plan and ever 
will. Clinton immediately fired back on social media... tweeting a link to *her* own plan... which 
provides 12 weeks of paid leave for working mothers and fathers.

9/15/16 4pm

Hillary Clinton is back on the campaign trial today after taking several days off to recover from 
pneumonia. Both she and Donald Trump are now trying to shift the focus off their health and back onto 
policy. Today trump released new details about his economic plan... Craig Boswell has the latest from the 
campaign trail.

9/16/16 7am

Hillary Clinton will continue campaigning today. It's only her second day on the trail this week. 
Pneumonia kept her on bed rest for three days. Clinton spent Thursday in North Carolina and Washington 
d-c. She'll spend today in the nation's capital, too, to address a symposium about black women.

9/17/16 8am

Donald Trump criticized Hillary Clinton's stance on gun control..... By firing off another controversial ad-
lib. Take a listen. <I think that her bodyguards should drop all weapons. They should disarm, right? 
Right? (3445) // (3454) She doesn't want guns. Take their - let's see what happens to her.> the Clinton 
campaign responded with a statement saying trump has a "pattern of inciting people to violence". The 
statement goes on to describe that pattern as "an unacceptable quality in anyone seeking the job of 
commander in chief.”

9/18/16 8am

< A bomb went off in New York and nobody knows exactly what's going on.  But boy we are living in a 
time, we better very tough, folks.  We better get very, very tough.  > You just heard what Donald Trump 
said to supporters at an airport rally hangar in Colorado Springs, just after the explosion took place in 
New York. Trump pre-empted New York City law enforcement by declaring that a bomb went off. New 
York City Mayor Bill de Blasio says it's too early to determine what caused the explosion. When asked 
about Trump calling it a bomb, democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton said "it is always wiser to 
wait until you have information before making conclusions."



9/19/16 8am

Former senate majority leader bob dole says what a lot of you are thinking.... this presidential campaign 
hasn't been pretty. Dole spent some time at the Kansas state fair Sunday alongside U-S Representative 
Mike Pompeo... He says he's supporting Donald Trump in this year's race. Dole says the candidates are 
spending too much time talking about each other ... And not enough time focusing on policy. He said he 
thinks Donald Trump has been doing better during his recent campaign stops. <sot verbatim: 18:22 it's 
been pretty nasty on both sides, but I think Trump has settled down, and in the last three weeks he's done 
a great job, and he's picked up a lot of support particularly with middle Americans, and workers, and I 
hope farmers > Dole says Trump needs to focus on policy, jobs, the economy and terrorism if he wants to 
win in November.

9/20/16 4pm

President Obama speaks to the u-n for the last time. Today he address the general assembly and is talking 
about what his administration has achieved. He’s also urging world leaders to do more to help millions of 
refugees coming from war torn Syria. <sot verbatim: Try to imagine if it were your family and your kids. 
If the unspeakable happened to us > the u-n suspended humanitarian aid to people still in Syria after a 
deadly attack on a convoy ended a week-old ceasefire. Obama also acknowledged last weekend's 
bombing in New Jersey and New York and touched on the on-going challenges of fighting terrorism. 
Today the president is also hosting a refugee summit. The goal is to raise an additional 3 billion dollars to 
help resettle refugees and provide access to jobs and education.

9/21/16 4pm

Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump spoke out on the recent deadly police involved shootings of black men 
in Oklahoma and North Carolina - while they were campaigning in key battleground states today. Trump 
is trying to broaden his appeal to minority voters as we head into the home stretch of the presidential race. 
Craig Boswell has the latest from the campaign trail.

9/22/16 4pm

Violence re-ignites in Syria after a series of airstrikes kills 53 people in the war-torn city of Aleppo. 
Among those dead are women and children. The outbreak in violence comes after a week-long ceasefire 
now u-s secretary of state John Kerry has demanded the Syrian government and Russia ground their 
planes and helicopters over the battle zones.

9/23/16 7am

The mayor of the city of Sedgwick, resigns from his position... effective immediately. The mayor's 
resignation came at the end of last night's city council meeting. Rodney Eggelston says he resigned 
because of questionable past practices of a few select council members, plus he did not like the general 
direction the council was going. Another council member, Lynne vigil, will take over as mayor effective 
immediately.



9/24/16 9pm

Ahead of Monday night's debates, Donald trump is threatening to bring one of bill Clinton’s former 
partners to Monday’s event. He tweeted a threat to bring Gennifer flowers. Bill Clinton admitted having a 
sexual relationship with flowers decades ago. Trump’s taunt is in response to mark Cuban’s plan to sit in 
the front row at the invitation of the Clinton campaign. Cuban has been a vocal critic of Donald trump 
throughout the presidential campaign.

9/25/16 8am

We’re about 36 hours away from the first presidential debate between democrat Hillary Clinton and 
republican Donald trump... It’s expected to be one of the most watched debates in American history as we 
enter the final stretch of the campaign. And a new poll out this morning shows its Clinton’s lead getting 
smaller. A new Washington post-abc news poll has her ahead by only two points. That's well-within the 
margin of error and down from seven points this time last month. Don’t forget - kwch 12 is your home to 
the presidential debate. We'll carry it live over on our sister station start at eight o'clock tomorrow night. 
You can also watch it live on our website, kwch dot com.

9/26/16 4pm

You can see all those debates on our sister station... K-wc-h 12. Our coverage begins with tonight's 
debate... Again that starts at 8 tonight... AND RUNS UNTIL 9:30. We'll bring you the latest from the 
debate and *your* reaction to what the candidates have to say tonight on eyewitness news at 10.

9/27/16 9pm

After the most watched presidential debate in u-s history...  A lot of people are asking 'who won the 
debate?' We spoke to debate instructors in Wichita about what they thought. They tell us... Trump needs 
to prepare better for the next debate. They say he doesn't have as much experience debating as Clinton 
does, and it shows. As for Clinton, the instructors say... she needs to come across more likeable. <sot 
verbatim: "I think both of them have trouble relating to people a little bit on different levels. I feel as 
though there's an appeal on both sides to having a relationship to voters." > One instructor says... Trump's 
interruptions during the debate might have made him seem unprofessional.

9/28/16 9pm

Trump's comments prompted the Arizona republic to lend their endorsement to Hillary Clinton... It's the 
first time the paper has ever backed a democrat for president. Saying "trump's long history of objectifying 
women and his demeaning comments about women during the campaign are not just good-old-boy gaffes. 
They are evidence of deep character flaws."



9/29/16 4pm

We’re down to just 40 days until Election Day... And Hillary Clinton and Donald trump are turning their 
attention to key battleground states... Clinton is hosting a rally in Iowa, where early voting is under way 
today. Meanwhile trump is holding a rally of his own in New Hampshire. Craig Boswell has the latest on 
both campaigns.

9/30/16 9pm

A beauty pageant winner is still one of the top stories of the presidential campaign. Donald trump is 
continuing to push back against claims he quote "fat shamed" a former miss universe... By suggesting his 
rival, Hillary Clinton, is using her as a political tool. Craig Boswell has an update from the campaign trail.

10/1/16 9pm

The presidential candidates are slowing down a bit this weekend. Both with lighter campaign schedules. 
But they're running mates aren't slowing down... They're preparing for Tuesday’s vice-presidential debate. 
In the meantime... Hackers are becoming a bigger problem as Election Day ears... Brook Silva-Braga 
reports how many states have reached out to the department of homeland security for help....

10/2/16 9pm

On the other side of the campaign, Donald Trump's taxes are back in the spotlight after the New York 
Times released a report that says the republican candidate lost nearly one billion dollars in his 19-95 
returns. Kim Hutcherson has the latest.

10/3/16 7am

This morning... Donald trump's campaign is trying to move past a New York Times report on his tax 
returns... And Hillary Clinton stumps in the battleground state of Ohio today... where latest polls have her 
trailing the Republican nominee.

10/4/16 9pm

Vice presidential candidates Tim Kaine and Mike Pence face off... for their first and only vice presidential 
debate of the campaign. The candidates are trying to sell voters on themselves and their running mates. 
Tonight pence and Kaine spoke about their plans to add jobs and fix the economy. Both candidates were 
asked about their plans to handle social security and community policing and race relations. Pence was 
also asked about running mate Donald trump's 19-95 tax return released over the weekend by the New 
York Times. Kaine criticized the republican candidate for not releasing his tax returns himself. <sot 
verbatim: Governor pence had to give Donald Trump his tax returns to show he was qualified to be vice 
president. Donald Trump must give the American public his tax returns to show he's qualified to be 
president. And he's breaking his promise. // His tax returns showed he went through a very difficult time, 



but he used the tax code just how it's meant to be used and he did it brilliantly. > The debate will continue 
for another half an hour... We'll have a full re-cap on eyewitness news at 10.
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7/1/16
If you head to the Sedgwick county zoo this weekend... Stop by the American Red Cross volunteers. They 
are having their red, white, and you blood drive through tomorrow. It started yesterday. Presenting donors 
will get into the zoo for free... And they'll get reduced admission for their immediate family members. 
This time of year, donations are usually down because people are taking vacations and schools are out for 
the summer. This decline is even more noticeable around holidays like Independence Day.

7/11/16
Weekends are a great time to get out and enjoy some quality family time. But not all families have that 
option.... Some are stuck in a hospital all weekend long. To help them out, our friends at ace hardware are 
bringing a good family night of fun with some awesome cars and the king of rock and roll. Please 
welcome back to our show Carl Varner....  Frank Werth....  And Kara Warkintine.

7/12/16
A local business steps up for our local law enforcement officers this week. Spangles is showing its respect 
by offering a free meal to officers. The company's director of operations, Rene Steven, says... "It’s 
important for all of us to come together and show our support and appreciation for all they do." the free 
meals for officers starts today....  And goes through Sunday. To redeem, officers need to be in uniform 
and show proper I.D.

7/14/16
If you want to expand your family....  Then adopting a child is a great way to do it! Adopting kids our 
local kids puts them in good homes so they can live their dreams of a warm bed at night. Please welcome 
Nina Shaw woody with the Kansas children's service league.

7/20/16
Tonight is your chance to add a high end purse to your collection... All of your favorite designer handbags 
will be available....  For good causes right here in Wichita. The seventh annual "bags to riches" starts in 
about half an hour at the cathedral of the Immaculate Conception. All money raised tonight benefits the 
non-profits at catholic charities like harbor house, the mount, and the saint Anthony homeless shelter. 
Ladies, this is your night to shop.... Have a blast.... And help people right here in our community. The 
purses come from a generous base of donors... And you'll see all kinds of designer bags from Louis 
Vuitton to... My producer Jennifer Day's favorite...  Kate spade. Purses will be available in silent auctions 
and prize drawings. And you must be present to win. Sierra, this is really a good girl's night out, isn't it?

7/21/16
Ladies, tonight is your chance to get out and support a non-profit raising funds for you. The annual go red 
for women "ladies’ night out" kicks off in few minutes. But today, we're focusing more on why go red for 
women is so important. Please welcome sally Lou Loveman to our show. She is a former audience 
producer for the Oprah Winfrey show.

7/22/16
The heat streak isn't stopping... Today has been another scorcher in Kansas! There's no better way to keep 
cool in this hot summer weather than with something sweet and tasty. You can get the best treats from our 
friends at Rita’s Italian ice. *this weekend is *the time to go. Rita's is raising money right now for the 
"Alex’s lemonade stand foundation." the non-profit helps raise awareness and research of childhood 
cancer, and also helps family with expenses including travel. Rita's Italian ice has three locations in our 
area. Two here in Wichita... One on north rock road, and the second near Douglas and Washington. Rita's 
is also in Hutchinson... In the 22-hundred block of north Lorraine.

7/26/16



Trending locally today... Iconic rock legends kiss donated 150-thousand-dollars to our local charity 
"hiring our heroes". It happened during last night's concert at Intrust Bank Arena. The band is such a big 
supporter of our veterans and military members. They had a local veteran serve as a roadie for a day 
yesterday..... And even had a long tribute in the show. Kiss played in front of eight-thousand people last 
night. They played hits all from their decades-long career.

7/27/16
As summer wraps up, that means practice for several high school sports are starting back up. You need to 
make sure your child is in tip-top shape. You can get a free checkup for your child next week. Here to tell 
us all about it and a big event this weekend... Please welcome regional manager of Xpress wellness urgent 
care Matt Larosh, and clinic manager Emily Bohlken.



Community Calendar:
KSCW provides a beneficial service for our community by providing an online Community Calendar to 
our viewing public. The Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to promote 
their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and 
kansascw.com. We’ve designed our calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each 
month we list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire 
state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, 
civic club meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 
music performances.



Tours
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are 
tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It 
focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each 
department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department and questions are welcome 
throughout.

DATE TIME      NUMBER TYPE______________
July 2016

7/28 9:00AM 13 Wichita State University Students

August 2016

8/4 2:00PM 15 MOPS

8/5 2:00PM 15 MOPS

8/10 2:00PM 17 MOPS

8/12 2:00PM 16 MOPS

8/16 11:00AM 3 Family

September 2016

9/14 7:30PM 4 Church Youth Group



KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for various 
nonprofit organizations.  

PSA Title Length # of Runs
901 Goodwill “Eye Check” :60 81
903 Gun Safety “Dangerous Home” :30 119
904 A is for Avocado :60 185
905 AHA Disaster Relief :30 152
906 Save the Children “Collison Course” :30 116
907 Amber Alert :30 67
908 NAB For Those Who Serve :30 139
909 NAB Helps a Hero :30 127
910 Bike Leson :30 165
911 AHA “Ceiling Crasher” :30 166
912 World of Autism :30 117
913 KS Humane Society “Spay/Neuter” :30 144
914 CDC “Facing Facts Hep C” :60 177
915 Learn to Swim :60 147
916 Bullying “I’m a Witness” :30 157
917 Teaching “Whattcha Gonna Do” :30 118
918 Panda Dad :30 121
919 Child Hunger :60 202
920 Goodwill “How We Do It” :60 186
921 CARE.org “Power of a Box” :30 141
922 Health is Primary :30 124
923 St. Jude Children Hospital “Family” :30 106
924 March of Dimes “Kaya’s Story” :30 122
925 WWF “Earth Hour” :60 133
937 FEMA “San Andreas” :30 146
946 Recycling “Smile” :30 117
947 Adoption from Foster Care “Suitcase” :30 164
987 American Red Cross “Donate Now” :30 158
989 CW Flash “STEM” :20 43
990 CW Jane the Virgin “Let Girls Learn” :20 32



NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations

Newton Rotary Club Member

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member

American Quarter Horse Association Member

Mark Larson, Meteorologist
Member AMS local chapter
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Middle School Sunday School teacher

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker

Love Wichita Volunteer and coordinator 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist
Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee
AYSO Volunteer Referee
Member AMS/NWA local chapter
Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group

Jeff Gibson, Engineer
C.E.R.T.
R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive
HCC communications strategic planning board member

Morgan PTO

Morgan Head room mother

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer

American Red Cross Member



Dominic Gauna, Production Manger

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors

American Red Cross, Board of Directors/Vice Chair

John Salem, Account Executive

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors (ex oficio)

Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors (ex oficio)

SER – Board of Directors

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener

Fraternal Order of Oddfellows – Lodge Member

Miracles, Inc., Wichita – Volunteer/Santa Claus

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter

Eddie Gilmer
Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist

National AMS Broadcast Board Chairman

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer

HOA President

Volunteer at Kechi United Methodist Church

Rodney Price, Meteorologist

Member AMS/NWA local chapter

Parish Unity Pillar - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church 



Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas School; Meals on Wheels; Gift bearers

Robert Marin, Executive Producer
Volunteer organist – Meridian Ave. Baptist Church, Wichita, KS
Volunteer pianist – Lakepoint Nursing Home, Wichita, KS

Bailey Jacobs

Central Community Church, Praise and Worship Team

Amanda Jaeger, Reporter

Miss Kansas Organization, Sponsor Relations Chair

First Evangelical Free Church, New Family Check-In Team volunteer

First Evangelical Free Church, Women’s Ministry volunteer



Public Engagements
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, KBSL, and KSCW serves the community by attending various 
special events where our employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the 
year.  Our employees have made special appearances to the following organizations.

DATE ORGANIZATION  EVENT ATTENDANCE EMPLOYEE
July 2016

15th Susan G. Komen Pink Promise 
Luncheon

150 Jenn Bates

21st American Heart 
Association

Go Red for Women 500 Jenn Bates, Amanda 
Jaeger

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION  EVENT ATTENDANCE EMPLOYEE
August 2016

11th Habitat for 
Humanity

Women’s Power 
Lunch

175 Emily Griffin

13th Kansas Food Bank Food 4 Kids Live 
Drive

On air Scott Evans

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION  EVENT ATTENDANCE EMPLOYEE
September 2016

9th – 18th KWCH Kansas State Fair 5000+ 120 hours total covered by 30 
employees

12th Visit Wichita Housekeeping Olympics 100 Shane Konicki

16th Wichita State Univesrity Empty Bowls 100 Scott Evans

24th Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure 5000 Jenn Bates, Melissa Scheffler


